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Preface

In accordance with the programme approved by the General COnference
of Unesco at its seventeehth session, which called upon the Secretariat to
assist Member States in defining the role of new educational techriOlogies
in education systems and ih determining their cost-effectiveness, the
Secretariat undertook, as a first step, the task of preparing q complete
list of technico-economic and cost-effectiveness studies concerning new
educational methods and media, with a view to drawing up a descriptive
inventory and to defining meilidds and principles which would facilitate
international comparison of the studies in question and promote a dia-
logue between research workers, decision-makers and educators.

For thiS purpoie, the International Council for Educational Media,
(ICEM) invited Unesco National Commissions, public and privtte
bodies in Unesco Member States and research workers in, this field to
inform it accordingly by sending in a list of their work, accompanied
by a summary and if possible, the full text of their studies.

The investigation and identification of studies proved to. bed an
extremely-di Iextremely - difficult task: few studies . are published; others, in spite of
their titles, are only vaguely related to the problems of cost analysis4 the
research workers themselves are isolated and scattered throughout any
different institutions. spite of these difficulties, more than 400 studies
from OECD, Unes and IIEP, France, the Federal Republic of Ger-
many, the Union o Soviet Socialist Republics, the United Kingdo and
yhe United State of America 'have been catalogues:land abstracts ado

- /of the most inte esting. _
-

.P
kbecam obvious that the results which could be drawn from these

studies were equently contradictory, that the various research w rkers

roc- i
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had adopted working hypotheses that it Was difficult to harmonize
a posteriori, and that even the concepts used for cost' analysis were not
compatible.

In January 1975 the studies were s,ub'rnitted to a group of inter -'
national experts, which recommended 'that/he list should lie published
and that the task of identifying common criteria and contributing to [he.-,y

adoption of comparable proctdures should be continued.
Following this meeting, Unesco issued a provisional docurnen1

containing an introductory report, a summary of the discussions and a list
of recommendations. Annexed to, the document were a bibliography of
cost studies relating to the media and a provisional list of specialized
institutions and research workerS. .-

On 18 and 19 June 1975, at the request. of Unesco, ICEM convened
a small working group to attempt to find ways of applying the recommen-
dations of the previous meeting with regard to the establishment Of
models of standard tables for presenting the various types of costs and the

*development of a grid indicating the hypotheges, framework and
methology adopted for the,case studies.

The report of the working group, together Nivitrfl- the provisional
d m en t mentioned above; was scht to the institutions and experts who
had taken part in the first Survey to enable them to mak:corrirnen'ts and

x4.amplify the annexes. ,

The preset* publication de,cribes thr,current state of "this work.
In its present form, the inventory 14s no claim to exhaus.tivenetss.

It may, however, be reg\arded as the first issue oi..a periodical,publicatiohl
depending on how cost-cffectivencss studies develop., .

The Secretariat intend to continue its activities designed to assist in
setting up an international 'network for the pooling and e,xchange of
information on the development of the technico-economic aspects of
educational method's and techniques, as they arc actually introduced
into educational practice.

For this purpose,.the Secretariat' invites specialized research workers
and institutions to draw its attention to any omissions and to work in
progress, with a view to producing an updated version of the inventory
in..1978' All correspondence should be addressed to the Division of
Methods, M'aterials and Techiques, Education Sector, Unesco, Place
de Fontenoy, 75700 Paris.

The views and opinions expressed in the Studies reproduced in this
work arc, of course, those of the authors and not of Unesco.
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Methodological studies

I

Cost-effectiveness studies applied to the use
of new educational media
Methodological and critic,alintroduction

J. C. Eichtr

'The educators' worlds is often a closed and conse'r'vative one. It is marked
by a general:apprehension of technology, which is readily accused of
being `dehuman4ing'.

More lucid mins.7-- however, halre very quickly seen what up-
heavals might b6 brelught about in ,traditional. teaching methods by

, introducing the revolutionary innovations of recent decades in the field
of information media.

Some have even gone as far as tocon sidtf that since, in our radically
changing societies, the educational system itself must be overhauled
frOm top to bcrttom,..there was cause for satisfaction in the fact that 'the
need ,for such changes ,in education arises at a time when media of
communicationradio, television, and the filmand new methods
and techniques of instruction, such as programmed learning, have come
on the scene'.'

-But in fact, innovations in teaching methdds have so far almost
always remained marginal, and moreover have generally been intro-

!. R. Maheu, `Foreword' in: W. Schramin et al., The New Media: Memo to Educational
Planners, Paris, Unesco: IIEP. 1967.
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12.

duced without such forethought as would have enabled their advantages
to be identified and compared with the excYcuditure involved. Never-
theless, experiments !rase multiplied, together with attempts at esalua-
dun ; some.inbeloetst is beginning to attach tq a stock-taking oldie situation,
for many methodological problems have now been wised or,arc -about
to be soled, and many others can at 'least be defined in rhore precise
fishion.

The many problems which educational systems must. face owing
to the des elopment or modern techniques of recording and remote
transmission of inform don are, Ur fact, all more or less directly 14ned
with the 'need to comp eii cost and their effectiveness. Local and
national decision-mAers should thereXiire be helped to view the problems
clearly, particularly where local resources are very liihited and there
is a need to gear the educational apparatus to the urgent requirements
of a des eloping society. Unesco has accordingly taken the initiative
of instigating a measure of collectise thinking which should lead to the
harmonization of moods of calculation and of approaches to thc,
problem of introducing modern technologies into cducation.

It is not the purpose of this introductory document to propose a
single obligatory method. the author fgls quite unqualified tv do so
and in any .event would regard such a proposal as premature. He will
not es en attempt to draw up an exhaustive table of research already
carried out, classified under Kecise headings; this would probably
prose tedious and perhaps not particularly useful. His aim will be more
modest but he trusts, more realistic, namely to identity the areas in
%%hid, studies. already seejr, to reseal undoubted comparability, those
in which method is not, yet strict or homogeneous,_and those, lastly,
%slide it appears neither possible nor desirable to *lopt a prq-estab-
fished, standardized pattern. Many of the problems involved are
obviously common to all cost-effectillenos analyses. We shill attempt,
on an analytical basis, to consider successiVely, those problems involved
in measurement of cost and those which arise w hen it is desired to eval-
uate the effectiveness of an innovation. But before doing so we shall
start with an observation that cannot fail to be made after a perusal
of the %cry many studies already carried out, namely the remark4ble
variety of frameworks of analysis selected; and'' shall attempt to
determine which types,6fresearch should be des eloped and which appear
to be of little use as an aid to decision - making.

.

General problems concerning the .framew-ork

of analysisc

A scrutiny of the studies carried out shows that there are at least. fohr
different directions in which the framework of analysis selected is exteti-

11



31ethodolopeal studies

rive in varying degrees. These apparent inconsistencies can in fact be
*explained by reference to.the objective pursued, which can be established
at three different levels.

Apparent inconsistencies noted
' Tfie charTIcteristiC features of the modern means of recording and of

remote transmission of information arc their reliance On jtdvanced
technology and their variety. They can this be assessed in several

, ways:
1. Certain studies elect to examine them fronsthe point of view of

one of the partffers in thcsdecision bringing about their adoption. -

.1-liere are three partners: the technician, the economist and
the educator. In our view, studies which take only the standpoint
of one or,even two of these partners cannot prOvide much assistance
to the decision-maker and should, therefore, be discouraged.
Certain studies consider only one of the technical media and
explore the problems of its isolated use from the eost-effectiveness e__:.,
aspect.

Some of these studies are extremely limited in scope: they
confine themselves to describing one specific experiment and to
measuring its cost and results. Others ,attempt to pose the prOblem.
in more general and_ a tract terms by establishing, for example,
a cost-variation law in ac dance with the size of the operation
(e.g. defined by the number of pupils involved). But studies reflecting
a greater degree of synthesis all demonstrate that no soldtion
based on a single technical processp is entirely satisfactory and .

that we must calculate in, terms of a combination of media.
Our conclusion here, therefore, is timsame as M the preceding

case: estimated-cost studies covering the use of a single technical'
medium do not lend themselves td generalization ('optimization').
They should for that reason be discouraged. As for case studies,
these ikannot generally' be extrapolated and their interest is thus
very limited.

3. Certain studies choose to examine the pucely marginal use of .'
modern media, whereas others propose- the reorganization or even
the total remodelling of the edUcational system through. the use

eof these techniques.
,In the first case, the basis is a given structve which is not

called into question. All that is asked is whether what,is being done'
(education in its tradi a forms) can be done slightly baler by "
using certain 'tools' ely t assist the teacher. In the second 'case,
the modern media farm' the starting-point for. the construction of
a novel educational system.

"Studies of each of these two forms of utilization, are Obviotisly
not compkarahle, but neither can be rejected a firiori. Studies of
the first type have -three features 'which 'limit their scope:

12
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(a) From the point of view of cost, what is`proposed is an additio
to an existing system. The cost of the new structure is neces-
sarily higher than That of theold.

(b) The whole potential of the hew instrumentwhich is intro-
duced only as a' minor complementcantot be exploited.
There is a risk, in particular, that costs per pupil will be high,t ,since the considerably economics' of scale made possible by the
mass use of the media cannot be achieved.

(c) From the point of view of efficiency; there is a marginal im-
provement in the efficiency bf a given system, ii a way that
cannot always be measured, wherfas we know that much more
substantial improvements would be possible through a Change
of system.

These studies shpuld, however, be continued, sin ce there must bea
constant striving jowards improving the quality cot the service

ovided, and since only systernatie'Nompariso'n of the vlatile
costs of the various technical solutions adopted will make it possible

144444'
to eliminate the wastage observed at present (under-use of costly

- instrumentsor failure to use them at allbecause their function
has not been thought out in terms of the time situa.tion at the outset,
because the teacher has not learned how to use them, because
operating costs have not been evaluated in advance and prove to be
prohibitive, etc.).

Studies of the second, type, on the other hand, are much more
ambitious but also much more dangerous. They propose, in fact,, .

-tb mplaCethe existing educational organization by another.
We do not intend here to pass judgment on-these studies, but

c.\two comments appear to be called for.
First of all, these studies must on no account be systematically

zi,ss o u rage d. The profound upheavals to which our societies area
ng subjected (in the East as in the West, in the industrial nations

as in the countries striving to achieve development) are sufficiently;
obvious for us td, conclude that educational systems are themselves
fated to change. This being the case, it is obviously better for Such

VaRsformation, to be thought put coherently rather than to be
imposed and anarchical.

In the second place, these studies .Should.ri-bi t be conducted
no matter how and no matter by whom. The educational system
performs too important a role in socipty,f2r its reform to be embarked

nsupon without our having reached a consensus regarding objectives.f
Here, if only indirectly, we come once moreAcross a crAnger refer-
red to above, namely that ofstudies that reflect the preferences.Of only
one of the partners involved. For what must be avoided are reform pro-
posals that are merely a cover fOr a manufacturO's desire to open
up a market, or the Utopia of an educator who fails to give due
weight to social and political consideratiis, or again the bleak,

13
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narrow analysis of an .econfimist who, in his calculations, confuses
the notion Of effectiveness with that of profit.
Lastly, certain studies start with the educational l'ystem considered
in its specificity, whereas others 'simply look at the problem of the
optimum use of modern techniques for recording, storing and
disseminating information. . °

The problem here closely resembles the preceding one, without,
however, merging with it.

The complex character of the media viewed from a technical
standpoint makes it in any case necessary to study the problem of
the organization and optimum association of the technical media
in relation to the volume of information and the size and dispersion
of the audience for which it is intended. These studies, which regard
the' educational message merely as one among others, are therefore
indispensable, the outset.

We would, however, suggest, that attentionshould be con-
centrated hent..eforw4d on studies which start from the basis of
education regarded as a specific system, and this for two reasons:
(a) 'The problem of the optimum use of the media according to

the message and the audience is now, in our view, thdroughly
mastered.

(b) As stated above, the essential Rroblem (which has not been
mastered) is in fact the organization of an educational system
geared to contemporary society and to its state of flux. It is

'-thus logical to take the specific objective as the starting-point
in order to ar4ve at the optimum use of the media, whereas
it is often dangerous to consider the media as a basic element
and to try and adjust the objeclives accordingly..

In brief, we can say that among .the very many existing studies, only
the following are of interest as am aid to decision-making: (a)-those that
consider the points of view of the three partners at one and the same
timetechnician, economist, educator; (b) those that consider several
cbriveting media simultaneously; (c) those that take the educational

.system as their point of departure.
For purposes of valid comparison, these studies Must be grouped

according to the objective in view.

The necessary, regrouping
_We must.state here an obvious fact which tends to be overlooked:
'optimization' is the adaptation pf limited means to the objective
bCing pursiied in such a maniN as to achieve a given result with the
minimum resources (at the''-lowest possible .`cost') or to obtain 161.
most effective ize the 'benefit') for a given outlay of
means.

Ev\trythitig depends, obviously, on the objective chosen and on the
available means.

JP
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In the case which concerns us, three types of pogsqe objectives ca
be identified, the first two of which are Marginal (although in vers)i
different ways) and the third all-embracing and revolutionary'

$
Objective No. I: Marginal improvement of the reception of a given message
by thetintrodiation of modern techniques. The point of departure is the existing
system and the proposal is to make the teacher's' work more effective
and to put more life into his relations with the class, although he remains
the basic instrument for the transmission of knowledge. This has been,

t so far, the objective irithe majority of the experiments studied.
There may be two parts to this objective,: in the first, the teacher

uses modern methods for all or part of his teaching; in the second,
certain parts of the teaching experience or programme area dealt with
using machines.

We have already noted the criticism that can be levelled at such
an objective, which necessarily means that 'only, a small proportion of
the potential of mod'er'n media is used. The studies carried out, however,
reveal interesting facts. We shall review in the following section the
conclusions t'hat Ncan already' be drawn with regard to comparisons of
costs and'efficiericti in these marginal experiments.

, Objective No. 2: The extension.of educational services to grqups which the tradi
tional sy.tem has not reached. This objective also leaves the structure of the
`traditional' system intact, but it is more ambitious than the preceding
one in that it 'proposes to d6,elop an original educational system for
fringe groups.

The groups .most frequently catered for by the projects so far
studied are: (a) illiterate adults; (b) Aural adults (so to as induce them

),tom adopt appropriate behaviour pattetns for development purposes); (c)
'*;-children in remote zones with a scattered population; (d) working

adults who have no free 'time to attend classes in traditional establish-
ments.

N.
The, complexity of 'optimization' problems increasest'kere. ,Cona-

parison is made difficult by the fact that only one fraction (wfficivaties
in every case) of the target group is actually involved in eacif of the
weriments studied. Transposition to the educational system as a whole

is impossible. .
%.\

Objective No. 3: Reform of the educational system throagh the introduction of

modern techniques on a mass scale. We know that the introduction of modern
techniques on a massive sale makes it necessary in any eTient to take a
fresh look at educational aims and ethods and to rpforfnulate them.

Problems here are much more co plea, including, at the technical
level," the creation cif new networks, or the transmission 'of the"mes-
sages'.

15.
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At the level of the educational system we come up against a con-
siderable constraint: the existence of previous structures (in particular
the presence of teachers whose work is governed by a variety of strictly
defined regulations); the new objectives must be defined before, attempt-
ing the 'optimization' process. -

Studies of developing trends are indispensable, but there is a risk
that they cannot be compared betwetn one country and another because
of the sharp impact of the aims selected upon the coasts of the different
methods.

Case studies, not surprisingly, are still few 'sand far between and
gi\e widely differing results..How ever, an idea of orders of magnitude
can be gained.

-, It is accordingly vital to regroup studies according to the objective
in view before making comparisons. When this has been done, compari-
sons cease to be impossible or -absurd; they become merely intricate.

We shall- attempt to demonstrate this by considering first of all
*costs, and then effectiveness.

Problems linked with cost measurement

It seems useful at this point to remind ourselves of.ihe main problems.
involved in seeking to make an accurate measurement of the cost of
introducing modern educational media. A 'recapitulation of.the observa-
tions found in various studies will enable us to suggest certain points of
difference and certain methods. This done, it will be useful to sum up
the comparative results of the different measurement attempts made
so far.

Categories of costs and their measurement

Four types of classification of a commentary nature seem necessary
if we are to obtain a complete pictu and if the categories a"re'to be
sufficiently detailed to allow comparisons: (a) a technical' classification-
in which costs are categorized according to the various technical opera-
tions that }lave to be carried out for information (an educational `rnes-
sagel,to be received by the person or persons for whom it is intended;
(b,),A'n economic classification that distinguishes between-fixed and variable
osts; (c) an accountancy classification that distinguishes between capital

vsts and operational expenditure; (d) a financial classification by
ontributbr, whereby direct and indirect costs can be distinguished.

111
Technical classificrtion of costs
To send a message to its recipient by an indirect channel (i.e. other
than through the teacher's lips) we must in turn: (a) decide on the

roi
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.. . ., .

. message to be transmitted; (b) devdop the most appropriate technical
device for recording this message.; (c) ensure transmission and distribu-
tion of the recorded message; anct-(d) develop the most appropriate.
method of reception. , ..

...4The firstvoneraticin does not appear to concern us as no technical
process is involved. In fact, however,, due regard must be given to the
aYailable technical media, for while it would be incorrect and illogical
to start with techniques and adapt the message to thein, it 'would be
equally wrong not to take technical constraints into account. The-risk
is that these constraints may be such that a large part of any, message
formulated in the abstract might be lost before reaching its ,audience.

Three remarks may be made -concerning this classificatiOn.
First, it faises problems of nomenclature, since` certain, costs are

difficult to classify in one of the 'four t''''ategories, namely formulation of
the message, production, transmission or distribution, and' reception,
For exafnple, in which category should we place expenditure on the
duplication of the recorded messages. (films, tapes, etc.) ? We could
consider classifying them under production (for as many copies of the
recorded message as will be required must bepoduced), under distribu-
tion or under reception. There is also the cosy of rental or installation of
cables for closed2circuit television, or the cost of mai ...nvia:Fg liaison

.... ...? --
with the pu-pils'. But these are, we believe; more often thanlgOiltgestions
of common sense: all that is required is for the person carrying out the
study to define and jtistify his' chdice.

,Second, this classification is very useful, because the relative cost
of each stage ill the process varies .eonsiderably according to the technical
medium used. Itus transinitsiwit costs are generally higher, in terms
of production cost, for television than for radio.

-Third, this cla.'ssifiptiOn is insufficient in isolation, fpr it provides
rid means of establishing whether particular costs fall finder expenses
of initial es,tablisiment or under current. expenditure on la system in-

- operation.
- ' ..

..... ..
-Economic classification of costs -

This classification distinguishes costs accdrding as to whether they arc
variable or invariable', having regard to the dimension of the operation.'

Within each of the technical classification categories, it will thus
be. , possible to distinguish between constant and variable costs. For
instance, fixed costs at the reception stage include fhe purchase or rental
of equipment (radio. or television receiver*, film, projectors and screens,
loudspeakers, etc.), and certain, upkeep costs (salaries of maintenance
staff, for example). Variable costs include the purchase of tapes, recording

f
heads, projector lampl, etc., the cost of which in a given period, varies
with the number of,ho rs of instruction,, salaries of those responsible for ,
liaison between e uipmentrAid !pupils' (supervisOry staff, techniciJns)
and so on, -.

'
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It will be seen that certain invariable costs are fixed costs, i.e, they
are incurred once and for all; or at least at considerable intervals
(projection apparatus, for example), whereas others are recurring, i.e.
they are repeated from period to period (maintenance staff `salaries).
This distinction is useful whets we wish to study a system in course of
estahfishment,,as provision must be made both for the initial financing
and the amortization that will enable the capital to be preserved intact.
\\e will revert to this point under budgetary classification.

Before going on, however, four remarks are called for concerning
calculation of economiccosts:-
1. Certain authors include in their costs both the purchase price of

equipment and an annual amortization in respect of such equip-
ment. There is a danger, here of including items twice, to the
extent that the cost of repairs and maintenance, as well as the
purchase of new equipment, are both reckoned.

2. Some authors add an interest charge to amortization. From the
A./ider economic standpoint, this is correct', since we are dealing
with scarce resources that wquld have brought in a return if loaned
(or invested elsewhere). But since all we are doing is to compare
the relative cost and effectiveness of different educational methods
this addition is not' necessary, and its omission obviates the need
to make a choicealways arbitraryoPinterest rate. :

3. The amortization calculation shOtild be. baSed, in theory, on the
obsolescence and technical wear of equipment, but in practice
it is sometimes better to Opt for a 'financial' amortization which
takes into acco nt the evolution of sources of finance and of cur-
rency resourc4 where certain equipment has to be purchased
abroad.

4. ,Not only total costs, but also unit costs should be. calculated. The two
most useful categories of unit costs are ccist per hour of contact
and costtper student. They can be brought together to form a com-
bined indtx: cost per student-hour. .

Somq, of these unit costs may prove' invariable, where the
corrsponcling-totai cost varies in proportion to the ,reference
V146.ble '( number of )=tonits, number of students or number of
student-hours).

The acitountancy 0.,budgetary clasScation
This Classification distinguishes ,between two categories of expenses:
capital (or invekraent) expenditure corresponding to the financial
effort macre to constitute assets, and operating expenditure. This dis-
tinction can be useful, inasmuch as it allows comparison of the cost of
the initiatory stage, and the current operational costs of an established
system. The figures needed for this classification arc, furthermore, often
'those most easily available: HoWever, it is neither essential nor wholly
satisfactory, since: (a) it contributes nothing further than the economic
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classification, in so far as the latter can be obtained in is entirety;
(b) it is useless once the initial investment has been made, as ,only
operating expenditures are subsequently inv ved; (c) it is not normal
budgetary practice, in the case of public fun s, to include amortization
charges in the operating expenditure bud

Financial classification by contributor
This classification distinguishes between costs which ark to be met
by thc, organization responsible for capital investment, casts to be met
by users, and costs falling to the community. ,

This distinction can be particularly *flit in instances where the
proportion tobemet by the twolast payers is siubstantial. Its importance
is heightened by the fact that the evaluations made in the s dies reviewed
often tend to underestimate or to overlobk /hese catego ics completely.
Let us take the examples of a project involving the par -time use of an
existing television channel. The direct cost of the °pc ationthe o'1.4
one generally reckoned does not include' use of this c annel because it
appears to be proVided free of charge. N v ertheless, t e costs of setting
up transmitters and relay installations were incurred at the outset with
a view to the full-time ust of, ttie channel; logic would then require that
this investment should.be ch.*rged to the educational system in propor-
tion to the hours used. Failure to reckon this indirect cost is tantamount

`','
\

TABLE I . 'Classification of costs.

Technical costs Eednomic costs
t. -,..

Conception Fixed Educational authority
Invariable Community

A

Variable Family
Others

. -. Production Fixed , Education'al authority
4 Invariable Community

"N . Variable Family

4 Others 2

r17.- -. lb

'Financial cost
(by contributor)

Transmission ancldistribution' Fixed Education'al authority
Invariable Community -

' Variable Family
1,0thers

1

Reception Fixed, 'Educational authority

Ifft Invariable *Commu'nity
Variable Family

Others

TOTAL TOTAL. TOTAL

/9
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to self- delusion concerning the real cost, oT such an operation, since it
amounts tolbetieving that there will always be transmitters ready-instal-
led and providing a channel with available houts,that can be 'appro-
priated' free of expense.

Similaily, if part oftfie cost is met try the student (the pqrchase of
a television receiyer, for example, in the case of tele-education), failure
to include it amounts to Shifting, in on insidious fashion, the burden
of the educational system from the public authorities to the individual.

To sum up, the classification in Table t may be suggested as one
which provides an exhaustive and 'realistic' picture of costs.

These costs can be calculated per student, per hour or per student-
hour, according to need. Some of the spaces can obvibusly remain
empty. We can now. review what we already know concerning costs
and their variations.

Results achieved ,

Res ults are of two kinds:
We begin first by obtaining a fairly accurate idea of the main Lost

trends in relation to the magnitude of the systeXn involved.
Ncext, certain differences in the results; if interpreted correctly,

indicate threshOlds and behaviour patterns of prices:,

Cost variation laws
Let us first consider total cost, before studying its components.

Total cost. The easiest index to interpret is that of cost per student - hour..
The various evaluations bearing on extensions of a single system, or on
systems of differing dimensions, lead, it would seem, to the following
observations:
1. Evaluation of cost per student-hour in terms of the audience served

differs considerably according to the technical medium employed:
(a) nib' m'edikgivink the greatest economies of scale are television

via satellite, open- circuit television, closed-circuit television
and radio.,

(b) The media whose use gives the least or no economies of scale
are language laboratories, cctfhputer-based teaching and films.

(c) The media for which unit cost increases with the magnitude
of the project are films (once a certain level of population
dispersion is reached) and video systems) the cost of which`,
quickly becomes'prohibitive because of duplication problems.

. The choice of the technical medium obviously depends in part on
the geographical area to be covered and on the audience.

20
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Television is thus always too costly when catering for no
more than a small number of pupils. But its cost per student-hour
drops very quickly up to a figure of i million students; thereafter
the rate of decrease is much more moderate. The threshold is even
higher for television via satellite, which can only be Considered
for the coverage of avast area.

As a general rule, the 'little media'., i.e. those requiring rela-
tively simple, inexpensive equipment (slide projectors, epidiascopes,
tape recorders, radio, etc.), offer Ur greater advantages than the
big media' (television, computer-based instruction) for small

audiences, the relative advantage diminishing subsequently. On.
the other hand, beyond a certain size of audience, the 'little media'
cease to be of any inte'rest, with the exce ion Of radio which
keeits a relative advantage whatever the audi nce size.

Specific costs. Two types of comparison can be made:
1. Comparison based on the technical classification:

(a) Production cost is particularly high, whatever of the
system, for film; it is relatively high for television, but drops, ..

very rapidly front an aucffence-level of approximately 2,000 up
to 200,000; it is lOw in the case of radio and does not drop,
noticeably with the size of the project.

(b) Transmission and 'distribution cost is very, high for" video
systems; it is high below 200,000 students but drops rapidly
and thon rises slightly from t million studentS upwards; in
respect of open-circuit television it is moderate and stable
for films; and for radio is moderate below too,000 students and
very low above. .

(c) Receptiqn cost is high, dropping only slightjyin-Telation to
the size of the system, for film and television;,,and is rhodprate
with a noticeablC reduction between 15,000 and 150,000
Students for radio.

2. ComparissAl based on the economic classification. It is now possible `-

to compare, on tifeone hand, the fixed costs or initial installation
expenditure and, on the other, the variable or operational costs:
(a) Fixed costs are much higher for television than for radio (of the

,order of to : r). They vary considerably with the geographical
coverage and the number of broadcasting hours (ranges of r

: 12 for radio, t : too for television). Everything depends here
on the possibility of using existing installations.

(b) Variable costs' drop very quickly with the size of the system
(in the case of television they may fall from $5$10 to 5-15
cents; for radio, from $1 to I cent). They arc alwb.ys much

; higher for television than for radio.
These criteria are extremely valuable in themselves as decision-making
aids. It is. possible, in particular, to determine which media iiris or is

21
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not reasonable to use under certain conditions.' It should also be stated,
however, that the differences. in 'results between one study and another
are still considerable.

Discrepancies in results and certain possible explanations
Certain variations of evaluation remain to a large 'extent inexplicable_
and lend support to the need for precise nomenclature and uniform
evaluation methods. The outstanding example relates to the different
evaluations of the cost of educational programmes televised via satellite
in Africa. ,

However, this is not always the case, and certain discrepancies are,
on the contrary, extremely instructive.

The most frequent case is that a evaluations made at different times.
They generally show, for the ,same medium, a drop in unit costs. This is
particularly true in the case of computer- assisted instruction where the
unit cost has dropped by three-quarters in about five years.

These remarks show that we must be wary of concluding, once and
for all, that it is advantageous, or an the contrary too Costly, to replace
traditional teaching by 'modern' methods.

Variations in cost between 'different contemporary experiments
reveal, on analysis, the determining influence of the.folloNing factors:
(a) the possibility, to a varying extent, of using existing infrastructures;
(b) specific features of the area to be covered (physical, features, area
for a given population, etc.); specific features of the population to be
reached (homogeneous group or otherwise, in employment or not, etc.).

Despite the wide discrepancy in evaluations, we can therefore
claim that the results already achieved prOVide us.with a certain degree
of knowledge of cost-determining factors; this knowledge can serve as a

, basis for approximate but reasonable evaluations where not all the
figures,are available. As far as eff tiveness is concerned the situation
is less satisfactory. .

Problems connected with mea urement
of effectiveness

"Effectiveness is infinitely more difficult to assess than cost. It has, in--
fact, several dimensions, some of which are hardly capable of being
measured.

Measurement problems depend to, a very large extent on the defi-
nition adopted:

1. An Agency for International Development study may be consulted on this
subject: W.' Schramm et al., Big. Media, Little Media, table 16, p. 104, Stanford,
University, Institute for Communications Research, March 1973. (AID Studies.
in Educational Technology.)

22
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In spite of these difficulties, certain lessons can be learned from
the evaluations that have already been made.

Problems in the choice of a definition

These problems exist at three levels: (a) we must first of all distinguish
between educational effectiveness and economic efficiencyK(b) if we
elect to meastne educational effectiveness, this cb.n be defined in relation
to the aims of traditional education or to those assigned to the new
system using modern educational media; (c) we have, lastly, to dis-
tinguish betWeen effectiveness in theory and effectiveness in practice.

EconomicVi- ciincy and educational effectiveness
Economists frequently confuse `prbfit-earning capacity' with effective-
ness. In the case of the educational system there are two very cogent
reasons for not making shift with a cost-benefit analysis which mixes

, .
these two concepts:

First of all, the viability of the .study process is linketh*with the
additional benefits that educated individuals can command in cbmpar-
ison with those who have not continued their studies. But here we are
dealing with the viability of the individual; and recent inquiries have

shown that the fact ,that these_ differences in gain can be explained in
great part by something other than the extra -knowledge assimilated,
emerges sufficiently clearly to justify us querying the value 6f the
hypothesis that establishes a strict causality b6iween the level Ofitnow-
ledge and that of benefit. Furthermore, collective profit-earning capacity
is not, necessarily equal to the sum of the earnings of the edtkated.

In the second place, educational aims are much more varied and
ambitious than mere economic viability. It is then logical to define
the effectiveness of the system according to its own aims rather than in
relation to objectives which lie outside it. This is in Our view the true
conception of educational effectiveness.

It must, howevef, be defined in _more specific terms.

Effectiveness in relation to the objectives of the traditional system or to new abjectly ?
If the purpose is to make minok improvements in the traditional system,
effectiveness must, of course,, be evaluated in terms of the objectives.
of that system.

Two complementary indices are generally: used: (a) the time
required for the average pupil to attain the level of knowledgeconsider
normal on completion of a given course; mid (b) the2percen of
pupils'attaining a given level of knowledge.

It is thus possible to ascertain whether the innovation has been
`effective', i.e. whether it has enabled the objectives of the system to be
achieved, more fully.

4%.
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\...But in solar as th4 introduction of the modern media-is orpa niass
scale,, in regard either to groups previously outs)dethe system or 'to'
the total school attendance, the old system is dis uptcd. It would then
be incorrect to judge. thle performance orthe new structure on the basis
of the objectives of the old, for modern techniques can have the advan-
tage, among others, of aiming at new objectives that are more ineeping
with recent educational discoveries and with the demands of contem-
porary society. -

In this case the new objectives arc the point of departure for the
definition of indices" of effectiveness. V'e might, for example, want to
obtain an index of Creativity or of individual initiative.

Effectiveness in theory and practice
. .

Theoretical effectiveness is that which corresponds tothe,optimal use
of modern techniques.

Two phenomena may, however, keep real effectilieness below this
't Ilftheoretical level:

First, evaluation of effectiveness is not always carried out at the
time of the instrument's technical development, but only when it.comes
wipe applied: This fact, obgerVed in almost all the cases studied, leads
us o wonder whether the effectiveness then observed is not, very much
belo cvhat it might' have been if the optimal combinition of technical
media had bCen developed in relation to the aims pursued.

The problem is thus the following: we do.indeed measure practical
effectiveness, but we do not know whether this effectiveness comes
close to the maximum effectiveness of modern media used to best
advantage. We Must therefore urge in the strongest terms that evalua-
tion should be carried out at the technical-development stage of the

imeda. . .

Second, effectiveness assessed by means of a control audience may
no, be achieved in practice because of a negative'attrtude on the part of
the educational group at hand. For example, television can increat e
effectiveness of the teacher by l'reciipig him from certain mechanick
tasks, on condition that he accepts ihe instrument and does not feel
that he has thereby been deprived of some of his prerogatives.'

We must, therefore, not delude ourselves as to the effedtiveness .
of these new methods by disregarding the obstacles; we must, on the
contrary, try to assess such obstacles before we can combat them.

Lessons to be learned from evaluations already made

All serious cost-effectiveness studies include an evaluation of progress
in the results achieved by means of the new methods. In spite of difficul-
ties of comparison, due more especially to the lack of homogeneity in
definitions, it would appear that the following postulates can be put
forward:

4.
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1. In the *deiveloped `countries,Ithe pace of the learning proce.ss and
the percentage of pupils reachin a given level of excellence seem
to be roughly 'the same whatever type of structure is selected.

In particular, no superio,city of the 'big media' over the
, 'little media' can be detected, nor any over-all superiority of

modern methods ovpitraditional teaching.
On the other hand, a number of pilot projects carried out in

the developing countfies seem to indicate the greater effectiveness of
modern methods, pafticularly in the case of the least-gifted pupils.

2. There is. no indication that certain technical media are generally
better than others from the Point oC.view of their effectiveness. It
cannot evert be proved that &combination of media is always more

. effective than the use of a singl technique, since most of the exper-
iments arc, to varying degrees; multi-media.

3. k seems., on the other hand,, that most media can properly serve
as adjuncts to th majority of teaching actiyities. ..

4. Lastly, there do not seem to 15C any significant difference in the
effectiveness of a method saccording to individuals. ThC most
,gifted succeed better, in general, whatever the method.

The conclusion is, then, that modern. educational techniques do not
seem to be any more effective than traditional methods if effectiveness
is defined on the basis of the traditional objectives.

If another definitiop is taken, this comparison becomes impossible..
We can do no more than compare one modern method with another.

This conclusion leads to another: under present circumstances,
the choice between differ,ent methods has to be made following compari-
sons of cost alone. There is here an additional reason for .stressing the

-need fOr homogeneous methods of calculation covering clearly defined,
universal categories of cost. ...

- . 4. '

Standard tables fOr co-St measurement
tr. Qrivel

Following the recommendations of the meeting on information exchange
on technical and economic aspects of educational technology held in

4- Paris on 14-16 January 1975 (Final Report, Unesco doe. ED/75/WS/34)
a smallod hoc working g?oup, of experts met in Paris on 18 and 16
June 105 in order to': (a) prepare standard tables for cost measurement
in media systems4hus enabling .a precise study to be made of cost varia-
tibns; (b) define'cost units be utsed in such studies; (c) prepare a matrix
for identification of media systems (prccising hypotheses, framework and
environment) enabling standardization or harmonizationof all inforina-.
tion needed for cost studies.

25
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Standard tables for cost measurement
izz media systems

,

Principles of a classification table for costs'
.1 J.\

A choice of three proposed tables-was open to the group for the definition
of a classification of cost of media, or those educational systems relying
on media:

i. Tim contained in the ieport-13), Proftssoi Eicher referred to above
(see Table I).

-.
' That 'contained in the Unescol'ILO Imernational Survey on .cost2.

1 of .programmed instruction: This is based on a breakdown of -,
technical costs by teChniCal functions:
A. Pre4ioduction cost.
B.> Design and prOduCtiorreosts. _ .
C. proxncktion Bost... t, .

D. .Reprodi,lciibikost.: r -. .
E. DistribOnn cast ,

,:F. Implement'itionTiir --e-- '!,
For each of which a Vi- iris- made by types of cost:.,, ...: - . ---,I. Cost of men, warislini.thlerials. '
II. Equipment (heavy. andili01)-. :4.:. ,.
III. Building cost. -
IV. Overhead costs. 1, . . 0.

3. That proposed by .Mr Oatey in measurement-of media cost.
Mr Oatey proposed for decision- making purposes a- classification
of costs by behaviour, that is; occluding to the way they vary with
different levels, ,,inputs,, outptits or other meastires a volume or
activity depending on the volume of the systems. *"..,

This impliei a unit in which the size of a system can be measured.
Mr Oatey proposes to use the following volume bases for computing
media cost in case studies: number of course units, number of

.'duplicates per course unit, number of presentations per course
unit, but the definition proposed is unfortunately hot standardized
from one medhim,to anothenYr from.one media system.to another:

'-Master costs Fixed, Variable with respect to course unit
Duplicate cos'ts 7 FixedLyariable with respect ko course unit
Presentation costs ' Fixed, Variable with respect, to course unit

Professor Eicher's classification is a classification by function, gut
sharing facilities between functions, often on the basis of arbitrary

i
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allocations. According to Mr, Oatey, classification by, behaviour involves
the separation of fixed and variable components and provides an
approximation to' marginal cost required for decision-making; there
are no problems of arbitrary allocation. Classification by function
involves the allocation of fixed cost to volume units, producing an
average cost which' is more cliffNilt to interpret.

Mr Steuer reported on the difficulties encountered in applying the
matrices prepared for the international survey on the cost of programmed
instruction which he found too detailed for practical use.

Comparison between Eicher's and Oatey's classification

The group agreed that correlation between Eicher's and Oatey's
classification was possible: (a) the master costs, which correspondin
Professor Eicher's classificationto conception and production costs;
(b) duplicate costs, which ,are the equivalent of distribution costs in
the Eicher grid; (c) presentation costs, which correspond to operational
costs.

Fixed, invariable and variable costs I -

Each of these three types of cost comprises a fixed cost (which does not
change with the number of units produced) and a variable cost (which
does change with the 3-lumber. of units _produced).

There was a long-disCussion on this distinction. Two points were
tackled: the transition from this terminology comprising two elements
to that of Professor Eicher which comprises fixed, invariable and variable;
and the content of fixed costs.

On the first point, Mr Orivel stated that the 'transition from one
terminology to the other was quite simple frotn the theoretical point of
view. Mr Oatey's, fixed costs are the equivalent of Professor` Eicher's

'total of the fixed costs plush the invariable costs. For the latter, fixed
costs are....initiar capital costs (building construction, purchase of equip-
ment) and the invariable costs are those which recur each year and
which are not related to the number of units produced (management
and administrative personnel, operational costs, etc.). The interest ce
distinguishing types of fixed costs lies in the fact that the first category
are °costs borne only once, whereas the second category represent costs
recurring annually. In other words, in Professor Eicher's classification,
from the technical point of view, one is able to reply .to the questions:
z. What_has to be paid? (Economic aspect)
2. When has it to be paid ? (Financial aspect)
3. Who has to pay? (Institutional aspect)
ConCerning the second point, it is apparent that manx 'difficulties
arise in attempting to categorize certain costs as fixed, invariable or
variable. In particular, according to whether or not those promoting
a project allow for depreciation of the building they are using, this

6f
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cost goes from invariable to fixed costs (Eicher's terminology). If the
buildings Iltelong to a third party who is (providing a service to a client,
the building costs go from fixed posts tb variable costs (viewpoint of
Eicher and Oatey). This is" the case, for example, in France, where the
promotors of educatioq(al television programmes do not invest .in the
buildings which ace used for prog trnme production. They contact
the, national televisioi service which yes account of depreciation or
installations in its invoice. From the poin of view of the promoter of
educational television, this depreciation is ost if the unit
`used is the programme-hour.

On this point, Mr Leclerc stated that the French Television services
working in education make a distribution` between direct an direct
Costs. Direct costs are those which are directly engendered b the
production of one hour of programme (film, tape, payment to directors
and actors, etc.). Indirect costs are those which exist anyway, even if
no programme is produced : -depreciation of installations (buildings,
studios, electronic equipment, etc4),, permanent staff for maintenance
and administration, etc. At first sight, this distinction is very close to
that made 'between fixed and variable costs, the direct costs being
variable costs, that is to say, those which vary with the .number of
hours of programmes produced. But, in reality, the distinction is not
economic but institutional. For the purpose of international comparisons,
cost studies relying on terminology of this type (direct-iridirect) reflect
not differences in cost, but institutional variations and arej.pappropriate.
As an example of this problem, it is sufficient to note that in certain
countries, producers are paid for each programme (variable costs) and
in others, they are permanent employees (therefore _representing fixed
costs).

Innumerable other difficulties of the same sort were stressed by
the participants in the meeting. There was a unanimous decision that
for future studies, the so-called economic rrninology should be
abandoned as a method of comparisOn in fa ur of the tethidical and
financial terminology.'

1. Several of the experts consulted expressed their regret that this method had bben
abandoned. What is involved is not, in fact, a cancellation but the adoptiop.of a
procedure designed to improve comparisons of economic costs. It is still possible,
on the basis of a detailed technical classification, to calculate economic costs
and to carry out comparative studies using thetaine methodology. On the other
hand, nothing can be gained from comparing two studies of economic costs when
the precise elements of the calculation (e.g. whether the variable costs include the
amortization of the material) are unknown, since it is impossible to determine
ec,onomic costs if economic costs are themselves taken as the starting-point.
Participants in the meeting did not so much recommend abandoning the calcula-
tion of economic costs 'as stress the need,,where a choice must be made between
the technical and the economic terminology, to give preference to the former. In
this way, subsequent comparisons with Other monographic studies can be made,
using the same method orcalculating economic costs.

1
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Terminology of the survey on the costs of programmed
instruction

Harmonization between this terminology and thifirst syntfesis formul-
aten by the members of.the group presents iio difficuly. It offers widt
possibilities easy regrouping of all items in the four phases of the
first synthe . (a) .conception costs; (b) production costs; (c) distribution,
cost's; (d) u lization costs.

In thi way, pre-production costs came to .be included under
conception. costs. Training costs were considered as non-specific. In

_fact, training operations can appear in each of the fo Is phases and in
this case, the costs are included under the heading wit7ffh each of these
phases: Promotion costs have been regrouped with production costs.

For the third phase (distribution), a new distinction was proposed
tcy the group according to the type of media used. The broadcasting of
a one-hour televisidn programme is very different from the distribution
of projected or printed media which comprises two very distinct phases:
(a) duplication of the document; and (b) circulation of the document.

Distribution
Broadcast:. () transmission,

2'. -Non- broadcast: (b) duplication; (c) circulation.

Classz ation table of physical resources

Why Physical resources instead of costs?

A statistical evaluation of resources needed in a given project only
enables international inter-mediacomparisons (or inter-media systems)
to be made if common units are used. The most usual method employed
is the evaluation of resources mobilized with international monetary
units'which allows aggregation.of heterogeneous resources. There again,
one must be careful that the differences observed do not only reflect
Jnstitutional or conjunctural differences. For example, the cost of man-
power being less in developing countries, the lower cost of a technology
implying utilization of abundant manpower should not be interpreted
as the index of a more efficient technology. °

In the same way, the very high cost of supplying power by battery
for television receivers in certain African regions without electricity,
does not constitutca proof of the general non-competitivity Of the
technology in question.

For %this reason, it seemecilbf high importance for the. group to
elaborate a standard table for identifying the resources'of a system in

2N9
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physical terms. The costing in monetary terms may be made afterwaids,
but for the purpose of international comparison the physical resources, ?
should be calculated on homogeneous international standard costs, and'`
for the purpose of decision-Making on the basH of the standard costs of
the country wishing to use a aystem. For example, cost. of manpower or

. of transmission facilities varly-from one country to. another.

Proposed classification for listing Physical resources
/the proposed standard table should be established for the tour technical

/ categories identified above and which correspond to the development
of a system:
A. Conception costs.
B. Production costs.
C. Distribution costs.

C.1. Transmission.
C.2.. Duplication.
C.3. Circulation.

D. Utilization costs.

Remarks
First, the table of physical resources is a necessary preliminary for
comparing this programme to others. It goes lAithout saying that budget

I-TABLE 2. Proposed standard

Number of hcars x number of students: ... x . :

1. Buildings Of general nature

2. Special buildings
Studios

Other

3. 0.Equipment and materials'
per type

4. Consumable furniture and
spare parts per type

5. Labour per qualifications 2

6. Other resources
Energy per type,

and ?node of transmission
Other

1. Transport vehicles should be noted here.
2. Qualification should at least indicate the

qualification, primary, secondary or higher

Area (m2)

Area

Area

(m2)

(m2)

Quantity

Quantity

In man-months
per year

Hours of use
per annum

Hours of use
per annum
Hours of use
per. annum
Hours of use
per annum

Quantity
Quantity

Life expectancy
(years)

Life expectancy
(years)
Life expectang;
(years)
Life expectancy
(years)

level of education received at four levels: without
education.

30
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figures in the table will be indispensable in a second phase, it being
understood that any such second stage would reflect only local scarcities
and not those at an international level.

Second, it.is difficult to isolate certain services in terms of physical
resources. For example, if the transmission of one hour of educational
television necessitates a satellite, the agency managing the latter will
invoice the cost of one hour of use of a channel without indicating, the
nature and the qUantity of material or ground personnel needed to
operate the satellite. In such cases, the description in terms of physical
resources should preferably figure under the heading 'other resources'
entitled `use of a satellite' indicating the number-of hours in the 'quan-
tity' column. However, services which are invoiced globally should be
limited to a strict minimum, as otherwise one is unaware of the real
resources mobilized and there is no way of controlling the process of
fixing the final cost by those providing the ervice.

Third, in cases where the description of physical resources acting
as a first approach to costing is not realistic, it will nearly always be
found that this relates to complex technologies. Very often, these tech-
niques_ call 'upon international standards for which the relative 'costs
of,the different resources are of a more homogeneous nature (i.e.'one
hour's use of a satellite channel doeS not depend to any gi.eat extent on
local scarcities). Consequently, ih such cases it 'is not really necessary
to gp into a physical description of the' resources and it is quite feasible
to use a monetary figure (in an international currency) as the cost unit.

Finally, another problem is created by the remuneration of artists
or payment of copyright fees. From ki economic point of view, these
costs correspond to remuneration for a. particular service. The group
proposed the inclusion of these resources under the heading 'labour'
even _though that could 'pbse problems at the level of evaluation of
quantities (man-months)., If that proves impossible, only the amount
of copyright paid wouldj.he indicated.

Calculation of costs

Two kinds of cost units were worked out by the group:

Medium- cost unit

The first concerns the medium itself: Medium cost unit. This IS normgy
an hourly cost: one hour of radio, television,, cassette, records, film, etc.

However, for media without 'duration', in the case of iprinted
documents, for example, the unit-cost will be calculated by page. With'-'
slides, the unit cost will be caldulaied by slide:
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The first cost will be called medium unit cost. For each of the for
phases, the Medium unit cost can be established per student to obtain
the cost of the-medium per student unit.'

.
fliclent learning cost unit _

he second concerns use of media hi the educational process. This can
be the same as the preceding case if it refers to an educational technology
using a single continuous medium: for a one-hodi lecture broadcast
by radio, the student- learning cost unit and the medium cost unit

' will be the same. Most frequently, the cost will be different because
one hour of. film can be expan1ed to three hours of teaching
aid learning. It goes without saying that t compare economic per-
formances of two media or two cOmbinat ns of media (multi-media
system) at a supposedly constant education 1 output, a unit of measure
which will permit comparisons must be defined. This unit can only be
the average hour of student learning.1

`Average' has been indicated because for certain media, such as
the printed document or cassettes, the- student can work alone: the
length of time needed for acquisition of knowledge varies from student
to student. The final unit cost will therefpre be established from the
average time needed to acquire the knowd4ge. This will be given either
by the designer-producer of the programme unit, or by an empirical
observation after operation of the system has commenced

In conventional edu'Cation, this corresponds to the time allocated
both for direct teaching and self-instruction (homework). For instance,
a teacher-training'course which is based on thirty weeks with twenty-
five hours of lectures and practicals and fifteen hours orstuq represents
1,200 average student learning hours.

This second type of unit cost will be called student learning unit
cost.

Examples of calculation

!Media unit cost ( CT ).
The medium cost should be established for each of the four phases
(CI, C2, C3, C4). For allcontinuous media, a calculation of cost per
hour will be sought. (For a record, it is not the Cost of the record itself
because the length of a record can vary and in this case the unit will
not be homogeneous, but only the equivalent in records of one hour of
listening time.)

. Average hour of student learning: this is the time allocated by producers to achieve
the learning objective of a unit.

Y
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For each of these phases, the cost of the student/medium unit can be
calculated if N is the number of students aimed at by the technology
studied,

Cr C2- C3 C4

N Kr'

Frequently, the number N of students is not the same for each phase.
A project can be conceived, then produced for a target audience of
.1 million students (NI = N2 = r million). It will then be transmitted
the first year to 200,000 students (N3 = 200,000). It will eventually
be received by x classes of .25 students (N4 = 25). The total unit cost
of the media per student thus becomes:.

CI C2 C3 C4
CT = .

NI N2 N3 N4.

Student learning hour cost (CU)
Most often, a ,medium is not used on its own, but is integrated into a
multi-media system which is organized around a programme unit.
This programme unit will necessitate an average student attendance of
8 hours, which time will be split into 2 hours of television, t hour
reading documents, 3 hours with a teacher and 2 hours using cassettes.
This makes four different media, whose cost can be calculated as above:

CTT = total cost per student per hour of television x number of hours
of television;

CTD = total cost per student per page of document x number of pages;
CTE = total cost per student per hour of classroom teaching 'X number

of hours;
Crc =--- total cost per student per hour of cassette X number of 'hours.

The total cost of the programme unit per student is thus equal to:

_CTp => x CTT x CTD + x CTE- + x CTC-

Cost per student learning hour will be the ratio between total cost
of a programme unit per student and the average number of hours (H)

_ necessary for a student to learn from it:

CTp
1-1

A computation of this type enables comparison of allthe media, and all
possible combinations of media., in whatever programme.unit,__whatever__
its duration. 1
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Identification of media systems

In order to allow quick identification of media systems,. the group
proposed the following matrix to be used as a first part of each cost
study.

TABLE 3. Proposed matrix for identification o media systems

1. Framework of the system
1. Origin
2. Aims (of the promotors)
3. General context, in relation (a), to educational system (formal or non-formal);

(b) to social and cultural,environment
4. Date of the decison to create system
5. Starting date

eri by the analysis

2. Objectives
1. Initial objectives .
2. Secondary objectives
3. Evolution

3. Population
.1. Target pOpulation
2. Actual populationplease specify for each: (a) size; (b) socio-professional

categories; (c) geographical distribution.

4. Institutional framework
1. Institutional responsibility
2. Statutes
3. Executing agencies for the different phases and components

design; production; distribution; utilization; evaluation
5. Educational content

Educational aims; subject; levels. Certification and coptrol.
schedule; duratiop

6. Modes of reception and utilization of the ( multi- )media system
Group/individual reception.
CaptivOon-captive reception
Nature and training of tutors or teachers
How is the work organized at the student level; combination of different media

and different teaching-learning situations (classsituation, seminar, self-learping,
tutoring, de.) ,

Describe one unit of the (multi-)media system-- (type of media used; specific Voles;
duration or number of pages for each)

Total learning time (average Ipr proposed by producer) induced by one unit of
the-system

7. Evaluation
Who is in charge of: (a) formative evaluatioii; (b) summative evaluation ?
Results? (a) in relation 10 the objectives; (b) in relation to the educational environ-

ment
/.

Difficulties encountered

of the system:

Programming,
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Institutions and experts

Directory of
.specialized institutions and experts

Brazil
Financiailora-de studios e Projectos) Joao B. A. Oliveira

Bulgaria
Institut de Recherches Scientifiques' sur

. l'Education `Todor Samodoumov' aupres mov _.
du Ministers de,l'educatiop, Section Mrs Dina Miteva

"tconomie, PlaniCsation, Pronostics et
Organisation de la Gestiousie
l'education,'Boulevard Lenine, nO. 125,
Sofia,

2,1; &

Professor Albert Avra-

Canada
Ontario Institute for Studies in Education,

. 252 Bloor Street West, Toronto,
Ontario M5S IV6.

University of British Columbia, Faculty of
Commerce, Vancouver.
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Dr Stuart Wells
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, Finland .

Institute for Educational Research,, Jyvaskyla.

4 (

Fra e

Buitau d'Etudes Technieo-Economiques
Appliquees a l'Enseignement Audio-visuel
(BETEA), Voie des Pilotes, 9436o Bry-
sur-Marne.

Uni ersite de ParisVIII Vincennes,
oute de la Tourelle, 75013 Paris.

Insti ut Vational de l'Audio-visuel (INA),
oie des Pilotes, 94360 Bry-sur-Marne.

Institut de Recherche sur l'Economie de
l'Education (IREDU), Campus
Universitaire, Faculte Miraride,

21000 Dijon.
Centre.Audio-visuel de 1 Ecole Normale

Superieure de Saint- loud, Avenue du
Palais, 9221Z Saint- loud.

,

Germany, Federal Republic of,
Deutsches Institut fur Ferristudien an cler

Univeesitat (DIFF), Thbingen
Wordstrasse 8,%

Fors' chungs- und Ent cklurlgszentrum Ur
Objektivierte 'Le - und Lernverfahren
GmbH, 4790 Paderborn t,
Rathenaustiasse 69/71 (FEoLL).

Abt. Bildtingsokonomie am DIPF,
6000 Frankfurt, Scholsstrasse 27.

Max Planck Institut fur Bildungsforschutr
tom Berlin 33, Lenzenallee 94.

Staatsinstitut fur Bildungsforschung und
Bildungsplanung, 8000 Munchen 81,
Arabellastrasse 1,J

Hungary
National Centre for Educational Technology,

Zsill u. 2/4, 1093 Budapest.
Universite Karl Marx,

Faculte des Sciences Economiques,
Budapest.
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r ertu Keittunen
Mr Jarmo Reitatil
Mr \Kari Turtiainen

Professeur Debeauvais'

Professeur Eicher (Di-
.

rector), M. F. Orivel

Mr Walter Schneider
Mr- Hermann Sigelen

Mr E. Steuer ,

Mr Mandred Weiss
Mr Peter Doting
Mr J. Naumann

Professor 0. A. Schorb
(Director)

Dr Jados Timar
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India
-Institute of Economic growth, New Delhi.

4 National Council for Educational Research
and Training (NCERT), Centre for
Educational Technology, Sri Auiobindo
A§hram,.Sri Aurobindo Marg,
New, Delhi, 11(3,116.

Space Applications Centre,
jodhpur Tekra; Ahmedabad 3800,9.

Indian Space Research Organization,
Bangalore g.

Indonesia
Bandung Institute of Technology, Bandung.

Japan
NHK. Broadcasting,

Culture Research Ititstitute,
1/1o, Shiba-Atago-olho, Minato-kt,
Tokyo.

Mexico
Centro-Latinoamericano 4e la Tecnologia

Educativa por la-Saltid, Mexico City.

Progfama Nacional de CapAcitacion
Tecnoeconcimica de la Secretaria
de hi Presidencia

Nepal
Human Resources Division,

US AID Mission to Nepal, Kathmandu.

Poland
Universite de Gdansk.

Institut de Recherches Pedagogiques,
Groupe Economie.de l'Education.

S airt
inversidad Politecnica,

Instituto de Ciencias de la EducaciOn,
Avda Gerieralisimo Franco 647,
Barceroria 14. ,

37

Dr B. D. Dhawsan
Dr S. K..Mitra (Joint
Director) .

Professor Yash Pal

Professor J. P. Singh

Dr Iskander
bana

Mr Usami Akyama
Mr Nakajima Goto

Dr J. Alvarez Manilla
(Director)

Eduardo Arena /
Arellano

Mr Shankar Risal

ProfessOr Kasimir
Podoski
Professor Kowalski

. Mr Eugenio J. San-
chez
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United Kingdom
National Council of Educational Technology

. (CET), 3 Devonshire Street.,
London Wt.

Educational Technology Centre,
University of SusTex,
Falmer, Brighton, Sussex.

University of Technology, Bath.
Institute of Educational Technology,

Open University, Milton Keynes.
London School ofiEconomics,

Centre for Economics of Education.
Polytechnic' of the South Bank,
- Borough Road, London SE' Oi\A.

United States of America,
Centre for Development Technology,

Box tio6, Washington University,
,St Louis, MO 63130:

University of Princeton,_
Educational Testing Services. -

U.S. Agency for International Llevelopment,
Technical Assistance Bureau,
Dept of State, Washington, DC.

Joint Council on Educational Telecom-
municatitins, 1126, 16th Street, NW,
Washington DC 20036.

Educational Technology Demonstration
Project,
Federation of Rocky. Mountain State,
Denver, Colo.

National Institute of Education, 4 .

Department of Health, Education and
Welfare (DHEW), Washington, DC.

Department of Education,
Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y.

Stanford University,
Institute for Communication Research.

Office of Educational Technology
Programmes,
National Science Foundation,
Washington, D.C.
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Mr Leslie Wagner

Mr Richard Layard

Mr M. Oatey

Professor R. P. Mor-
gan (Director)
Professor H. J. Ba`rnett
Professor L. E. East-
wood
Mr Dean T. Jamison

a
Dr C. Block

Mr F. Norwood

Mr Gordon Law
(Project Director)

1.

NV Arthur Melmed

Dr S. Klees

Mr M. Carnoy
Mr H. Levin

E,, G. McAnany:
Mr Sohn K.. Mayo
Mr E. McWilliams
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e.

,

Office of Communication Programmes, Mr R. Marsten
Office of Applications, National
Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Washington, DC 20554.

Public Broadcasting System, Mr D. Wells
L'Enfant Plaza South,
Washington, DC 20024.

International organizations
International Institute for Educational

Planning- (IIEP),
7-9 Rue Eugene Delacroix,

v

. 750 z 6 Paris (France).
Organization for Economic Co-operation and

Development (OECD-CERI),
2 Rue Andre Pascal,
75016 Paris (France).

I

Mr J. Hallak

List of institutions wishing to participate
in an exchange mechanism

Benin
Institut Pedagogique National,

Centre de Recherche et
d'Application Peclagogique,
B.P. 200:
Porto -Novo. t

Centre de Recherches Appliqu
B.P. 6,
Porto-Novo.

Institut National pour la For-
/nation et la Recherche en
education,
Direction des Enseignements
du Deuxieme Degre,
Abomey-Calavi. ,

I

'' Brazil
,Centro Brasileiro de Pesquisas

Educacionais, - 4,

ecs,

N..

rnstituto Nacional de Estudos
e Pesquisas,
M. Ayrton de Carvalho Mattos,
Rio de Janeiro.

.,, ,-

Canada
National Filni Board of Canada,

Mr Gerald G. Graham,
P.O. Box 610R,
Montreal, Quebec.

Colombia.

Centro Multinaeional de
Tecnologia Educativa de la
OEA em Colombia,
M. Pilar Santamaria de Reyes,
Director, Ministerio de,Edu-
cacion Nacional,.Divisi6n de
Radio y Television Educativa,
Bogota. ,-

, .
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Costd
Facultad de EducaciOn,

Tecnologia Educativa,
Profesor Eduardo Murillo,
San Jose.

Universidad de Costa Rica,
Centro de InfOrmatita,
Director Ing. Mario Deo li,
San Jose.

erio de Cultura, Juventud
y Deportes, ;

- San Jose.
Institute de Tierras y

001onizacion (ITCO),
Director del-Programa de la
IVIT,._para el Desarrollo y el

.---Empleo Rural,
Dr. Jorge Giusti,
San Jr&

Egypt
Medical Education Technology

and Documentation Centre,
c/o Ministry of Health,
22 Eksheid St. Roda, Cairo.

France . '

Directial Generale de l'Enaei-
gnenient, des Etudes et de la

"Recherche, Service de .

l'Enseignement et de la
Formation Continue,
M. Valliant, Chef du
Service;
Ministere=de l'Akriculture,
78 Rue de VareRne,
75007 Paris.

Mexico
M. Eduardo Arena,

_La PresidenGia,'
Mexico,' D.F.

Norway
The Norwegian National Lnstitute

of Technology,
Mr. Per E. Haugen,

.1`

'INN&

Akersveien 24C,
Oslo 1.

The Norwegian Productivity
Institute,
Mr T. Bull-Njaa,
Akersgatan 64,
Oslo I.

Singapore .
InWtute of Education,

Mrs Chong Tian Hoo,
Singapore g-.

Sweden
DepartMent of Educational and

Psychological Research,
School of Education,
Mr Ake Bjerstedt,
Malmo 23.

O

Switzerland
Centrale du Film Scolaire,

M. J. P. bubied, Directeur,-
Eria3chstrasse 2 I
3000lBerne g.

Centre Suisse de Coordination
des Moyens d'Enseignement
Audio-visuels,
P,rofesseur E. Egger, President,
PalaieWilson, 52 Rue des >
Paquisc 1211 Geneve 14.

Gesellschaft fur Lehr- and
LernmethodenGL M
Pestalozzianum, Beckenhof-
strasse 312.8006 Zurich.

' Groupe de Reflexion et cl,!Etude
sur l'Education et les
Techniques d'Instruction
(GRETI),
Allinges 2, 1o06 Lausanne.

Centre Suisse _sit Coordination
pour la Recherche en Made-re-
d'Education,
Entfelderstrasse 61,
5000 4rau. . ,
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Turkey
a ning, Research and

Coordination Office,
Turkish Ministry of National
Education, Ankara.

United Kingdom
CLEAPSB Devel3pment

Group, Brunel University,
Mr R. J. J. Orton, Assistant
DireCtor,
Uxbridge, UB8 3PH.

University -of London, Audio-
Visual Centre,
VIr Michael Clarke,

Bedford Square,
London WC1.

Industrial Council for Educational
and Training Technology
`(ICETT),
Mr Jarnes M. Wright,
Leicester House,

.8,Leicester Street,
London WC2H 7BN.

Centre for Mass Communication
Research,
Professor James D: Halloran,
toi. Regent Road,

-Leicester LEI rTL.
Scottish Centre for Edticational

Technology,
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Mr Richard N. Tucker,
Senior Assistant Director,
12 Rose Street,

?% Glasgow G3 (Scotland).

,

Of

O

finiyOtates of America s

International Bank for
Reconstruction And
Development,
Mr S. Futagami,
1818 H. Street,
Washington DC 20433.

NASA-Headquarters;e:
Mr Wasyl M. Lew,
Experiments Manager,
ATS/CTS,
400 Maryland Av. SW,
Washington DC 20546.

National Information Centre for
Educational :Media (NICER),
Mr4Tlibmas Risner, Director,

- University of Southern
California,
University Park,
Los Angeles CA '90007.

Venezuela

Centro. Audiovisual Nacional del
Ministerio de Education,
Mr Jacques_Maduro, .

Caracas.
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Classification grids

The following two grids were proposed: Grid A, following the working
group meeting of AprTht974; and grid B, following a further meeting
of the same group in June 1975.

Bo9ltwere experiinental and did not prove applicable. Consequently
the question remains open for a further meeting.

Classification Grid A (five digits), 1974

Type of study Type of situation MediA
(i digit) .(i digit) (3 digits)

1. General or me-
thodological

?studies;
2. Isolated media.
3. Combined media.
4. Systems.
5. Manage ent and

services.
6. Effectiveness

studiei.

o. Not applicable.
I.. Existing situation
2. Hypothetical.

42

o.,-Not applicable.
1. Printed media.
`2. Other non-pro-

jeeted
. 3. Still projection.
4. Motion film.
5. Sound media.
6. Radio.
7. Television:1
13. Computer.
9. Others.
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Example: 41.761 is d systems study (4) of an existing situation (1);
covering television (7) and radio (6) and presented in printed form (i).

Classification Grid B (four digits), 1975

.Type of situation
(i digit)

Type of media
(3 digits)

o. Not applicable. 000. Not applicable.
1. Existing situation. 1. Non-projected media (in-

cluding printed).
2. Hypothetical situation. 2. Projected media.

3. Sound media.
4. Tutoring.
5. Radio.
6. Television,
7. Computer.
8. Multi-media.
9. Others.

The figure o in the third-digit position indicates a comparison, e.g.:
1.602 = comparison between,,television and film.

List of studies selected

Canada

J. A. Report on a study of developments in instructional technology and their application
, to education for management accountants. Hamilton, Ont., Society for Industrial

Accountants of Canada, November 1971. 83 p.
BERGMANN, Brian A.; SIEGEL, Artfiur I. Report on a study of developments in instructional

technology and their application to education for management accountants. Hamilton, Ont.,
Society for Industrial Accountants of Canada, November 1971. 83 p.

GAILLITIS, Mans M. The costs of information retrieval television; a case study in the cost-
effectiveness of educational media. Toronto, The Ontario Institute for Studies in
Education. 87 p.

* KNOEPFLI, Heather E. A cost analysis study. Arts foo: communications. Toronto, The
Ontario Educational Communications Authority, 1973. 41 p.

France

BrraAN, J. Techniques audio-visuelles et economic de l'iducation en Afrique francoplwne. Paris,
AUDECAM, June 1973. 182 p. .-

. Evaluation des techniques modernes d'education. (Thesis.) (In press.)

In this * abstract included in this study; t abstract available, MMT, Division,
Unesco.
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6 4 ), APDocument D. Hardware (by J. Torffs and_G. Salvatori). March 1971. :-,..v.

Document Q. Coiparison of merits of various systems of telecommunication according to
coverage. Part II: Study of current annual costs (by G. Salkatori). August 071.

International Institute for Educational Planning ( Unesco )
CHAU, Ta Ngoc et al. Population growth and costs of education in developing countries. 1972.

306 p.
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Origin
trnesco.
' Authors

,SCHRAMM, W. et al.
Title

What Do the New Media Cost? In: The New Media: Memo to Educgtional
Planners, p. '1 1 9-517

Bibliographical description
Paris, Unesco: IIEP, 196k"

_ Subject analysis
Importance and difficulty of costing. Terms and allocation of costs.
Behaviour pattern of cost elements Start-up expenses and operating
costs. Unit costs. An example of how one can economize.

Contents analysis
"*.firtis chapter, after a few preliminary notes on costs and costing and
the terms used in talking about them, the authors consider the order
of magnitude of costs to be expected from different ikinds of media
projects, then turn to the unit costs and the problem of managing theT..
efficiently, and finally take uy an old and ,much debated question: can
the educational media save money?

The difficulty in costing arises in the fact-finding. There is often
a difference ,between budgetary costs and total costs, which may arise
from differences in the methods of financing the projects in question. ;

Costs have been broken down in the traditional way: (a) production
(including administration); (b) transmission (or distribution l; (c)
ception. ,Kay
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The allocation of costs that are not one or the other is decided
empirically on the ground..Definitions are proposed for each item and,
the relevant costs, namely: capital investmentsexpenditure on equipment,
buildings, electrification, furniture and similar items that are not
sort -run current costs; operating costsall expenditure needed to keep
the project running; capital chargesdepreciation on the investments
made and a,notidnal interest charge on investments; unit costscon-
sidered in terms of both costs per student and costs per student-hour.

A distinction is drawn between fixed and variable costs. Fixed
costs are those that are insensitive to an increase in the number of
students or the number of programme hours. Variable costs of prd-
gramme production, administration and transmission may be variable
with the number of students or with the number of programme-hours
produced and distributed. They may or may not vary proportionately.
But the bulk of costs for these functions varies with the number of pro-
gramme -hours

.
producecrLand transmitted. Reception costs are also

divided into fixed and variable costs. The behaviour pattern of certain
costs and the combination'of factors are referred to, as is their influence
on the efficiency of the new media.

Having defined the meaning of the terms used, the study deals with
the main questions which planners have to answer concerning the cost
of projects based on the use of the new media. The study sets out, with
the support of figures ,wand of illustrative examples taken from actual
projects (Hagerstown, Ibadan, MPATI, Peru, American Samoa,
Honduras, Thailand) the following cost items for educational radio
and telev4ion: (a) start -up costs; (b) 9perating costs; (c) unit costs
*(school broadcasting, teacher training).

The relative- efficiency of different projects cannot be compared.
The study discusses the potential contribution of size and design to the
efficiency of a project, including the following points: (d) manpower and
productivity; (b) financial break-even point; (c) expanding a project.

Citing an example, the authors shbw how economic decisions are
arrived at during the planning of an educational television programme.

The questions which the educator is likely to put to the economist
are the following:
I. What teacher manpower will be required for a television project?
2. How can the project be organized so as to meet the stated require-.

ments at minimum cost?
3. How much approximately 'will the project cost?
4, How can it be economically expended to serve adult viewers?
The authors conclude that the extraordinary variability of 'the costs
of new media projects is apparent. Parr of the variability of these costs,
depends upon salary and price structure. More, however, depends upon
the size of the project, how large an audience it serves, and the atst-
efficiency of the balance between reception cost and production-
yansmission cost.
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Most of the projects observed under-use the media; if they could
expand their services to more users, or io more programmes, or toboth, they could operate a great deal more cheaply in terms of unit
cost. If receivers were used to a maximum, and with audiences numbering
hundreds of thousands, it would be theoredEally possible to reduce
costs for intructional television broadcasting to as little as 1,-5 cents per
student-hour.

Radio data are too limited to generalize, but' it looks as though
radio costs per student -hour might be of the order of one-third to

.;,.one-fifth as much as television used under comparable conditions.
From the experience of several countries, correspondence-plus-broadcast
teaching can he offered at a cost which is sometimes a little lower than,
sometimes a little above, the ordinary cost of classroom instruction in
densely populated areas.

Do_ the new educational media save money? This is a very complex
question, requiring the rneasuriement of quantitative cost against
things not so easily quantified: the quality of education, for example.
Media projects will rarely save over present budgets, but often make
possible a substantial saving in the dontext of growth and changewhen
a school system is planning to change a curriculum, offer new and
different subjects, extend its services to persons or places where education
has not before been available, or to brin'g more people into the company
of literate and educated persons:

Sample current-cost "acts are set out in an appet ndix.

Origin
France.

Author
BUREAU D'ETUDES TENNICO-iCONOMIQUES APPLIQUEES A L'ENSEIGNE-
mENT Apnio-visuEL (BETEA).

Title
Etude Comparee de la Rentabiliti Aonomique des Diffirents Systemes d'Emploi
Differe sur Balt* Magnitique des Emissions de la Radio Scolaire.

Bibliographical description
Parh, BETEA, September 1968, 44 p. (Etude No. 5/1968.)

Subject analysis
Research into actual classroom .use of magnetic tape. Comparison of
radio broadcasting and use of recordings. Analysis of the different
solutions. Cost study. Comparison.

Contents analysis
This is not a prospective study, but a survey designed to provide imme-
diate guidance for short- and medium-term choices governing the
solution of specific problems. The study therefore takes the following
factors into account: first, the state of schools broadcasting in France

er
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and its evolution over the next five years); second, priority action
areas; finally, what is known from experience about the extent to
vdtich a production activity can be absorbed within an administrative
sector.

The underlying principle is not to discover how, at the lowest
possible cost, the maximum possible number of pupils can benefit from
the use of a tape recording in the classroom, but how to ,achieve, at the

most reasoake cost, an effective classroom use of the tape Kecordipg.
Experience has in fact clearly demonstrated that tape. recordings are
not necessarily used even when they are available.

The subject is governed by three factors:.(a) the broadcastat the
present 'time, it may be taken that radio .broadcasting of school pro-
grammes by frequency modulation provides the most satisfactory
standards of quality, standards which tape recordings must at least
approach; (b) receptionthe study is more specifically concerned with
lowor secondary education; it has rapidly become app rent that demand
is greatest at this level; (c) the state of the .art of magnets recording cassette
recording is for the time being excluded.

The present study, carried out in April 1968, included visits to
five regional Centres for teaching documentationin Lille, Strasbourg,
Bordeaux, Poitiers and Clermont-Ferranchfor the purpose of: first,

studying the working of systems for the tape recording of broadcasts
and their distribution, a's set up by each centre, -whether on its own
initiative or as a result of consumer demand; second, estimating in
free discussion with those in charge the nature and volume of the needs
expressed; third, identifying the obstacles of all kinds (whether financial,
technical, practical, educational or psychological) which still hamper
the<development of such activities.

After a comparative approach to radio broadcasting and the use
of recordinglir(the limitations of broadcasting and the fluctuations in
the demand for tape recordings), various solutions for the recording
and distribution of tapes are analysed: distribution by a central body;
regional distribution; local recording and distribution. -

Distribution by a central body is characterized by a certain dila-
toriness in meeting requests, wastage due to the fluctuation of requests
and steadily rising administrative and management costs.

Regional distribution often develops spontaneously at the instigation
of users. The various methods of recording and distribution are analysed
(types of tape recorders, subscription systems and arrangements for the
circulation of tapes, the technical quality of reproduction equipment).

Local recording and distribution are then looked into (quality of
the copies, qualifications of staff, safety of the equipment and means
of dealing with breakdowns).

In the general study, the costs_ of recording and distribution are
compared according to the length of time for which programmes are
.to be used (one year, three years, six,years) and the periods for which
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they are distributed to individual establishments.fortnight, three months,
one year).

The advantages of the regional and local systems are then compared
ik-elation' to 'unit cost per series' and 'unit cost per pupil'. The 'non-
economic factors influencing profitability' and the 'foreseeable future of
systems' arc also considered.

The report demonstraigs that regional recording, with subsequent
distribution for three-month periods, is the most advantageous solution,
i.e. the one which best meets , the teaching, practical and financial
requirements.'

Individual recordings and use arc still the most economical solution,
but the practical limitations of., this systemthe most demanding on
the teachermilitate against its general application. The study closet"'
with a series of conclusions and recOmmendations: from a short-term
point of view, the possibility of State assistance for what is being done
in this field by schools and by the regional centres for teaching docu-
mentation; from a long-term point of view, the regionalization of
production and ,research, more precise selection of sectors where schools
broadcasting can usefully contribute, a change of attitude on the
part of teachers. Reports on the visits to the various regional centres
arc annexed.

Oiigin
France.

Author
BUREAU ;DITi:DES TECHNICO-i.CONONIIQI ES APPLIQUf,ES A L'ENSEIGNE-
MENT AUDIO-VISCiEL ( BETEA).

Title
Etude 4.ononzique des Differents Types de Circuits de Television Integres darts
les Etablissemenis Scolaires.

Bibliographical description
Paris, BETEA, December 1969. 33-p. (Etti'de No. 1,1969.),

Subject analysis
Audio-visual distribution network. Local production circuit. Costs of
equipment, operation and utilization. Comparative costs.

Contents analysis ,

The expenses incurred- by an educational establishment in opetIting
a closed television circuit are, by and large, underestimated and not.
precisely known. They fall under several budgetary heads: remuneration

1of teac ers on the permanent staff; remuneration of teachers recruited
speciall for the purpose; various documentary materials; costs of
replacing spare parts and maintenance, paid from budget funds, and
so forth. This is the reason why; the sum total of these costs has long
remained a relatively-unknown quantity.

G,
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In e case of all new installations toAbe set up, it proved necessary
to rep:lace estimates of uneven quality by precise evalu4tions: this is.
the purpose of the study carried out in 1969.

The study covered several establishments previously equipped
with closed television circuits: colkges d'enseignement secondaire, technical
and classical lycees located in Paris itself and in the Paris region.

The method employed was to evaluate, in addition to capital
expenses, the aggregate annual operating costs. The particqlarly
splightforward case of' the so-called demonstration circuits and the
highly specialized tAcher observation circuits were purposely disre-
garded, and the study concentrated on the two main cases: (a) audio-
visual distribution network; and (b) local production circuit, linked to
the preceding case.

Basic assumptions. The production circuit is assumed to produce at
present Some 300 sequences each lasting fifteen to twenty minutes,
divided up, for the purposes of the assumption, in the following way:
40 per cent documentary productions, with commentary off; 3o per
cent similar productioris, with comments by the teacher alternating with
the documentary material ; 5 to per cent original productions put together

`--in the studio; 20 per cent studio discussion-type productions, involving
several persons; 5 -to per cent full-fledged artistic or drama productions.

The production studio can be equipped with either of-the following
two types of equipment: either sophisticated, hand-operated equipment,
providing high-quality pictures when operated by highly skilled pro-
fessional personnel; or simpler, semi-automatic equipment, requiring
a smaller and technically less highly trained crew to operate.

Together with average equipment costs, the study gives a break-
down of the total annual operating costs.

Capital costs. It is assumed in each case that the pictures and sound
track are transmitted to twenty spe,cially equipped classrooms. The
capital costs itemized in detail (equipment for aerial reception, docu-

_ ment scanning devices, film shooting, visual and sound tape recording,
lighting, etc/ae .) total approximately:

200,000 French francs ip the case of an audio-visual distribution
network;

500,00o French francs in the case of a local production- circuit.
Annual operating expenses. The largest share of these expenses is, of

course, accounted for by remuneration of personnel, which runs from
50,00o French francs (distribution network) to 420,000 French francs
(iiroduction circuit). To these, must be added documentation expenses,
costs of preparation (graphic work, scenery, photography, film, etc.),
technical operating expenses (expendable material, replacements,
electric current, tapes, upkeep), etc.

The annual total, staffing costs included, ranges from 85,00o French
francs (audio-viscial distribution network) to 400,000 560,00o French
francs (production circuit).
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For the sake of obtaining a' full annual balance sheet, there should
be added to these figures the annual costs of amortization, respectively
21,000.FrOch franes;and 6o,000 French francs.

"Pkomfthcloregoing it may be deduced that: the production circuit
is two alit' a Valf_times more expensive to set up than the distribution,
circuit, and approximately five times more-expensive to operate; annual
operating expevcs may come close to the cost of the initial equipment.

These figuAs show how essential it is to ensure, befote proceeding
IN to install'a production network, that funds will be available to %cover

future operating costs. It is also important to set up a circuit for the
circulation of locally produced programmes, designed, to enable all
peripheral education establishments to benefit therefrom.

Origin
France.

Author
BUREAU D'ETUDES TECHNICO- ECONOMIQUES APPLIQUiES A L'ENSEIGNE--.
NIET AUDIO-VISUEL (BETEA).,

N4
Title

Comparaison entre la Diffusion par Film et par Tilevision.
- Bibliographical description.

Parig, BETEA, June 1971. 51 p. (ttude No..A4/197o.)
Subject.analysis

A comparative study is made of two types of broadcasting: film and
*levision. Compatison.pf costs is based on a 'group'. of pupils, variable
in number '(from five to forty or more) according to subject and level.

Contents analysis
Chapter I of the report evaluates the number of prints required by a
central film library. The problem is a complex one since several factors
are involved, some of them variable, such as: the number of establish-
ments and the distribution of pupils in groups at a particular level;
the different programming requirements implicit in The film medium,
which may or may not allow a film to be shown at any time of the year;
the useful teaching life of a.film,*which depends on its content.

Chapter 2 contains a study of the cost of film libraries. The over-
head costs of a film library do not increase in linear fashion according
to the number of pri s distributed each year.

Spread ov c print, overheads are relatively higher for a small
film library than Rh- a very large one. Operating costs are evaluated
fof three different cases: 20,000 prints; 50,000 prints; 150,000
prints.

Calculation for the second case: annual building and equipment
costs amount to zo,000 francs. Annual staff costs come to 25o,000 francs.

°
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A table on. page 14 of the text indicates, for all three cases, requirements
and annual running costs. It emerges that expenditure is not pro-
portional to the number of prints.

The cost of projecting a film for a group of ptrpils is the sum of
three elements: film library overheads; postal charges; amortization
of the print. .

The following parameters are used in this chapter: N = number
of establishments served; E = period of useful service of a film during

, the school yeb.r (in weeks); D --length of lending cycle from the date
an which the print leaves the film library until its return (in weeks);
X = number of identical prints to be stocked by the film library;
A = amortization period of the film (worn out after 30o screenings);

average number of borrowings or screenings of each print annually.
The following general formulae arc obtained:

E N x D 30o x D
X = N : = and A

D 4 E E x I years.

If. the curves obtained by orthogonal affinity are_ represented on a
graph, the following data can be obtained : (a) the amortization period A,
in terms of the annual utilization period E and the average number of
screenings I- in each establishment; (b) the number of prints X required
to supply all establishments as a function of E. -

Clepter 3 contains a study of the comparative theoretical cost of
television and film broadcasting per group of pupils. A twenty-minute
television_ broadcast costs 3,525 francs per group. If it is designed for
a specific lower-secondary level (2o,000 groups, of which only 5,000 can
view it unless recordings are made), the cost per group comes to
3,525.: 5,000 = 0.70 francs. .

At a unit cost of 0.97 francs per television broadcast (Without
repeats), film is more economical when the annual utilization period (E)
attains ten weeks, provided that the useful teaching life is at least:
three-years, when r = 20 or six years, when r = to..

Wien E falls between six and ten weeks, film and teleVision
costs are very close; the difference is not sufficient to influ@nce the
choice. 0 ;

The final chapter, contains a study of the respective merits o
Super 8 end television. A television broadcast (unless taped) can reach
at most one-quarter of the student groups involved, whereas a film can

o be viewed by all. (assuming that the best pbssible equipment is' ayailable
in both cases).

The two systems are complementary rather than competitive.,
Quite apart from* any teaching requirements, a general distribtitioh
o f4Super 8 film projectors could not at the present time 'fully replace
television receivers.

Vo
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-United Bates.

Autho
RHODE, Willi
SHULIK, Rubin.

Title
Review and Assessment of Setected Instructional Media. In: Analysis
and, Approach to the Dkelopment of an Advaficed Afulti-media Instructional
System, . ,

Vol. I, Seekon III.
BibliogrNical description

Ohio Air Force Systems Command, Wright- Patterson it ,Force Base,
lay 197o. 419 p. (Distributed by NTIS, United States Department of
ommerce, 5285 Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22151.)

Absfrects "
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E.; ESSEFF, Peter J.; PUSIN, Carol j.; QUIRK, Frank B.;

Subject analysis
In order to examine the possibilities for an advansA multi-media
instructional system, ( this study begins with a comprehensive'\ review
and assessment of cu rent instructional media in terms of furietional
description, instructional flexibility, support requirements, and costs.

This analytic'study is directed toward the fundamental problem
of instructional technology today, that of finding ways to significantly
reduce instructional cost while either maintaining or improving in-
structionalstructional effectiveness.

Content$ analysis.
A chapter of this study provides a detailed description, review and
assessment of each medium selected for analysis (i.e. portable instructor
aids, television in education and training, portable videotape recordings,
student-response systems, dial access information-retrieval . systems,
learning labciratorics, programmed instruction by text, programmed
instruction by teaching machine, learner-centred audio-visual devices,
and simulators. Each medium except the last is described and carefully
examined (often in multiple foims) as to instructional flexibility,
conditions of utilization; and initial and operational costs under ideal
combinations of instructional load and course frequency. (The basic
cost estimates on which these cost analyses are prepared are tabled
in a separate section of the report.)

Section III of the report contains summary cost sheets (amortized)
on media treated in this study except simulators and other advanced ,
equipment. Comprehensive cost specifications from which these suminary,
costs are drawn can be found in Appendix III (Vol. 2) which includes
the estimated non-amortized costs for each medium.

There three summary cost sheets for each medium. The first
deals with - costs. These are shown for three differefft
student-load levels, i.e. Zoo; 600, and 1,800 students, and for three
different hour-load levels (duration), i.e. 15o, 450 and 1,35o hours.
Summary costs are based upon the total initial and operational amortized

6 9
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costs; learning materials production (CHIP) for each specific item is
based upon all costs associated with actual production. Initial, oper-
ational, and specifiptitems costs are also represented as percentages
of the summary cost. .

Total student-hours produced fo'r each level comprise the total
number of students (200, multiplied by the total number of hours of
instruction required of each student (1,150) which yields 270,000 student-,
hours):

The second summary table, dealing with amortized production
costs, presents initial and operational amortized costs incurred in the
production of the original, or master, set of learning materials for the
three-hour load levels (15o, 450 and 1,35o hours)..

The third summary table deals with amortized 'distribution,
reception and maintenance costs and presents initial and operational
amortized costs incurred in the distribution and reception of 150 hours'
of learning materials for 200., 600 and 1,8do students. Costs incurred
in theidistykution and reception of 450 and I,35o hours of instruction
are found in Appendix III.

The following tables are included in order to provide a comparison
of the media discussed in this chapter: Table 78: Instruction flexibility
of various, media; Table, 79: Support requirements of various media;
Table 8o: Student-hour costs of various media; 'fable 81: Learning
materials production costs per luTur amortized; Table 82: Learning
materials production costs per hours non-amortized.

In conclusion, it seems evident that, even if the advanced multi-
n'iedia system suggested, is never built, the report will continue to be
of value. Nowhere else is there currently sol, much data, particularly
on costs, regarding differing instructional means. Consequently, anyone
concerned with the design of instructional systems should find the report
a valuable aid.

Origin
li nescog IEP.

Author
HALLAK, J. lap

Title
L' Analyse CozitiPerformance dam la Pla ificution des Programmes

p. 47-52.
Bibliographical description

ICEM/Unesco, Rapport de INTER NAVEX 70, World Conference.
Subject analysis

Methodological and practical' problems in the cost; performance analysis
of audio -vimal systems. Multi-dimensional nature of educational
output. Case studies. Forecasting perlemance differences.

e y.
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Contents analysis
The report apalyses a communicationytesented to the World Confer-
ence on the Management and Planning of Audio-visual Media, London,
July 197o.

Since success in a particular branch of education cannot be evalu-
ated solely in monetary tutus, cost; performance analysis is preferable
to cost'benefit analysis. /

The methodological/difficulties involved in applying cost/performance
analysis to educatiO'n programmes are, however, legion and appear
at different stages:

First, performance is difficult to estimate:, educational programmes
generally, have different goals at the same time, and these aye rarely
defineOvith any great precision. In order to measure the Performance
of a/programme, the average perforimance in relation to each goal has

be calculated, and there is no reason to think that one weighting
system alone is valid. Furthermore, the effects of an edueation system
may be spread over many years, and they have to be distinguished
frorn the effects of other social programmes. In an over` -all social pro-
gramme, how ca the effect due to education,be isolated?

Second, cos estimating is linked to problems of definition (real,
budgetary, eco mic, direct or indirect, variable and residual costs),
with problems of allocation (between different projects, between
categories of costs, between costs payable at different times) and with
problems of estimation (implied costs, bank rate, present value' of
deferred costs).

Two examples illustrate the practical problems involved. In the
Ivory Coast, a study of the use of television in primary schools showed
that costs, would be increased by 40-50 per cent per pupil/year. The
government nevertheless chose television whishi in this specific instance,
was not meant/ merely to improve output but to facilitate the rapid
introduction of new curricula and reform of the education system as
well as to help counter die drift to the towns:

The second example concerns four secondary -level systems-in Japan:
full-tilne, part-time, correspondence and television, and radio. The
comparative cost study showed that audio-visual methods wete highly
competitive. In practice, however, various adjustments had to be made
because students following the traditional system took three years,
while those studying by means of broadcasts and correspondence
needed four years to complete the same curriculum. It also emerged

.4,1.6, that -students in the traditional system were generally of a higher
standard and that the dropout rate was much greater in correspondence
courses. Radio or television was therefore used to bring the standards
of students destined for the various systems clo,e5er together, to reduce
dropout and to obtain better results.

The second part of the study deals with two experiments in the
application of the cost/performance method: first, a classification of
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the equipment used by older of efficiency (for this purpose, it is desirable
to develop a graduated scale on the basis of expert advice); second, a
report by the author on a comparative study of three educational
television systems ,(Niger, Samoa, El Salvador).

The investigators took twenty-one criteria into consideration,
including educational reform, economic development, the relation
between education end the &cal environment, stimulation oflp-eati://ity,
development of the personality, teacher pupil relations, productMty,
production and reception, etc. Each criterion was assigned a weight
J.rom 1 to 4).1Thile permitting comparisons, this analytic technique
doeslnot eliminate the danger of systematization,

A further example of the use of this method concerns the choice
between different television systems: video, short wave, retransmission
by satellite and direct satellite transmission.

In this connexion, the author stresses the need to take account
of non-economic factors, such as social and political considerations,

- -
as well as economic factors.

Origin
United Kingdom.

Authors
VAIZEY, John; HECVTON, Eric; NORRIS, Keith.

Title
The Costs of the New Educational Technologies.

Bibliographial description
Lisbon, Centro de Economia c Financa's, 1971. lo8 p.

Subject analysis
Cost studies on televisign, programmed instruction, and learning
packages. Unit costs am!. total additional costs to sc ols. hosting
methodology. Co s tables,'economies of scale. Suggested enefits.

Contents analysis
A 'series of studies on the actual and projected costs of using local
transmitted tTV, programmed' instruction and teaching machines;
and learning packages in secondary schools. -

The authors hold to a very conservative assumption: that the effects
of educational innovation are nil, i.e. outputs refriain constant;
studies simply measure the addi4orial Cost of the innovation. However,
there is strong evidence that the effects are positive; and some possible
benefits are suested which the educator may consider when making
judgements on 1,vhether the extra taut is worth while.

In all studies, costs arc tabulated in detail and classified as capital
mid current. Cost items" include: buildings, equip nt, consumable
materials, development, hire, maintenance,. tech cal and adminis-

-..;;.4
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trative staff, etc. The basis for accoNnting for capital building, equip-
ment and development costs is stated, including the amortization
period. Irt /some studies, cost adjustments are made depending on
assumptions concerning the cett of space, the amortization period and
staff costs.

,Total costs of secondary schools for 1968;69 are quoted. An alto-
cation between subject costs is made, which solely reflects differences
in time-table allocation; this is done to provide a rough notion of subject
costs, but the assumption is not crucial to the cost studies.

Three televisi n systems,. The first studies report the annual costs
for !1 968169 of lo al transmitted ETV services lin three cities, in terms
of: total cost per school, cost per school pupil, cost per programme-
hodr, and cost p r student-hour. Projections are made for 197o/71 at
higher rates of activity. The television, services result in an additional

t per school pupil varying from 1.2 tot 1.84.per cent.

A

I Innovations on a small scale. These two studies refer to programmed
instruction. The first-study considers t'e use of Ito branching teaching
nJchines_Ateach machetnatics in one school in 1968;69. Such a system
is clearl viable in one school on chst grounds, even allowing for a
posisible reduclion in staff due to the use of combined'classes: A second
stu

I
dy ana'yses the costs of teaching biology in a school using programmed

'toits and film loops, in 1968/69.
An innovation on a large scale."--This lalt study reports the costs during .,

48,169 of a group of teachers working full time prepAing materials
fa: learning packages for secondary schools, as pan of the Nuffield
Resources for Learning Project. The packages consist mainly of booklets
anid audio tapes.

The conclusion of the report emphasizes that effectiveness has
not been considered. No measure of effectiveness exists for the exper-
inients considered. For this type of study, tpere seems little possibility
o using earnings differentials to evaluate output, and cost-effectiveness
a alysis is the appropriate technique. justification for innovation might
b found in areas where there are too few teachers, or where teacher
p rformance is,poor;or where the subject inherently demands presentation
i4 a way that a teacher, without aid, cannot offer.

,4 Origin
United Kingdom.

Authors
Ni,AIZEY, John; HEWiGN, Eric; 1\1/ORRIS, Keith.

Title -: . .

Three TUevision Systems, In: The Costs of New Educational Technologies
C. III, p. 2.3--$3. /
i 4,
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TABLE 4. 4ner London Educational Television Service
.

*,

Scholl year

Unit costs (k )

Per school Per pupil Per programme- Per pupil-
per annum hour hour

1968/69i
1971/72'

A 9672
523 6

-

2.20 3 ".
1.56 6

3,620
3,974

0.56-
0.13

1. Actual cost's.
2. For 254 schools.
3. For 112,000 pupils.
4.,,Estimated costs.
5. For 300 schools.
6. For 450,000 pupils.

7
TABLE 5. Plymouth Eduiligional Television Service .

-- Unit costs (k)

School year Per school Per pupil Per programme- Per pupil-
per annum hour hour

.1968/691
1970/71 4

1. Actual costs.
2. For Ito schools.
3. For 32,000 ptipils.
4% Estimated costs.
5. For 128 schools/
6. For 37,000 pupils.

5t72 1.793
497 5 1.72 6

1,581 1.90

1,137 1.37

Bibliographical description
Lisbon, Centro de Economia e Financas, 1971.

Subject analysis
Cost study of three school televiSion systems in the United Kingcim.

:--- Contents analysis .

The' systems are located in London, Plymouth and Glasgow. The costs
calculated are the annual costs for the school year 1968/69, with pro-
jections for 197o/71 and 1971/72.

It will be noted that the number of pupils strongly influences the
unit costs.' A problem hOwever arises with regard to the estimated
capital costs, sihce the production premises were provisionally installed
in low-cost municipaftypuidings.

It will be noted that, as a result of the number.of pupils involved,
the cost per pupil-hour is nine times higher than in the previous cake,
in spite of production costs being three times lower. ,

i .,._.
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.TILE 6. Glasgow Educational Television Service

School year
Unit costs (L)

Per school Per pupil Per programme- Per pupil-
per annum hour hour

2968/691 502 1.40 869 0.13
76/71 4 762 5 1.976 886 0.185

t. Actual Costs.
2. For sgg schools.
3. For t i6,o(x) pupils.
4. Estimated costs.
5 For 325 schools.
6. For 125,000 pupils.

1'

These systems are difficult to compare since they .use different
methods and are centred on different permanent facilities, the costs of
which are often impossible to evaluate (how should the cost of very
`old buildings be reckoned?)

Nevertheless, the unit cost per pupil-hour is always higher than
it is in conventional education, where it amounts to £0.12. It is important
to note the strong influence of the numbed of pupils on unit costs; in
this respect, the Plymouth experiment was severely handicapped.

Origin
United Kingdom.

Authors
VAIZEY, John; HEWTON, Eric; NORRIS, Keith.

Title
Innovationi on a Small Scale. In: TO Costs of New Educational Tech-

-nologies, Chap. IV, p. 55--70..

Bibliographical description
Lisbon, Centro de Economia e Financas, 1971.

Subject analysis
Description of two small-scale experiments carried out by highly enthusi-
astiC teams of teachers, one of them using .the Autotutor machine,
the other printed documents and experimental material (for the teaching
of biology).

Contents analysis
The first experiment concerns the use of the Autotutor for math-
ematics teaching *(5oo pupils and I to machines).

The total annwal cost came to £10,286 (1968/69), i.e. approxi-
mately £20 per pupil. If the experiment was extended to cover all
mathematics teaching and all pupils at the school,, the cost would
increase by 22 per cent. The pedagogical performance of the system
was not evaluated. According to the authors, the experiment is to be
recommended- Only in cases where there is a lack of maths teachers.

The second experiment concerns the teaching of biology (3.1-5 pupils).

tyy
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This is an experiment in individual learning, during which the
pupils are provided with printekflocuments, experimental material for
carrying out practical work and films which can be viewqd individually
or in group's. The order of presentation of the curriculum is similar
to that of programmed instruction, but IA ith,some 5o per cent traditional
classroom teaching. The additional unit cost amount; to £3.86 per year.
If the experiment was extended to 16,000 pupils, the additional unit
cost would fall to £0.63, i.e. 14 per cent more than traditional.instruction.
The pedagogical value of the experiment was not evaluated. Among
the advantages are that crowding in the laboratory can be Avoided and
the shortage of qualified teachers relieved.

Origin
United Kingdom.

Authors
VAIZEY, John; HEWTON, Eric; NORRIS, Keith.

Title . . .

An Innovation on a Large Scale: the 'Hive' In: The Costs of Neu:
Educational Technologies, Chap. V, p. 71-106.

Bibliographical description .

Lisbon, Centro de Economia e Financas, 1971.
Subject analysis

Calculation of the cost of a programme designed to develop rational
curricula for a large number of pupils, including a variety of teaching
materials: printed documents, slides, tapes, 'films.'

Contents analysis
The 'Hive' is a group of teachers responsible for designing a complete

,and coherent educational programme, using all appropriate printed
and audio-visualaids.

All the means used for a particular subject are called the 'package'.
The subjects involved are maths, English, science, French and social
studies. The selected le'vel, is secondary education.

In 1968;69 to cost orthc group of teachers responsible for preparing
4.k the packages for one year of secondary e ucation came to £23,613.d

The schools participating in the pr cct themselves bear the ad-
ditional costs of equipment and supplies. These amount, per year and
per pupil, to £1.26 for matfis, £2.16 for English, £2.23 for science,
£1.90 for French and £1.75 for social studies.

The authors have examined the effgcts of economies of scale.
According to their estimates, additional unit costs would be divided
by three if the number of pupils rose from 1,000 to 10,00o.

This type of teaching is therefore more expensive than convenTiOnal
instruction. It is justified to the extent that the pedagogical gains out-

4- weigh the additional cost. Such an evaluation has not yet been Made
in any methodical way, since the system is still evolving.

4
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Origin
United Kingdom.

Author
OATEY, M. J.

. Title
. G.

Effectiveness and Costs of Instructional Media.
Bibliographical description . r

Staines Air Transport and Travel Industry Training Board, 1972.
58 p. (Research. Report 72/1.)

Subject analysis
Report on an approach to media selection. Media and the effectiveness
of instruction. Media characteristics. Costs and cost - effectiveness. Cost
analyses. Exercises illustrating cost analyses. Media development and
testing. cost tables, ,bibliography.

Contents analysis
This report is based on research supported by British European Airways
and the Air Transport and Travel Industry Training Board over the
period 1968 to 1971. It describes an approach to media selection for
vocational training, with particular reference to cost-effectiveness of
instructional media.

When designing cost-effective instruction it is important to separate
clearly decisions on media from those on methodsin practice the need i
for a strict distinction is not generally recognized. Media ate the physical
source of stimuli presented to the learner, and include the live instructor
as well as videotape, slides, paper, blackboard, etc. Meth,pds determine
the stimuli presented to the learner (by media) and the responses and
activities of the learn . A list of method 'factors' can be drawn up and

zingused as a basis for aking decisions on methods, e.g. visual motion,
visual display area, motor responses, learner questions, pacing,
feedback.

It is methods rather than media that determine the ectiveness
of instruction. A clear separation can avoid the dang of media
rather than instructional objectives dictating methods.

In addition, after making a rigorous methods/media distinction ?t
can be seen that the media are more versatile than is commonly sup-
posed; and that for any given instructional-objective there will often
be several media combinations that can achieve it. When there is such
a choice, the least costly combination should be selected. ,

'The report next considers production and presentation. Nine
`steps of production' are outlined, which are designed to provide a
basis for the estimation and control of media production Costs. The idea .

of production 'complexity' is introcfuced; and accounting for updating -
costs is also discussed here.

The relative costs of media in any given situation will depend on
the amount and type of instructional content that needs to be produced,-
measured in terms of the number of instructional segments (s), and how

77 it
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often each segment is presented or repeatedthis in turn, being
measured in terms of number of presentations per segment (p).

Costs are classified by behaviour, and the fdllowing categories
have been found useful: master costs (M) which_ depend on content
design and production; duplicate 'costs (D) which depend on taking
cliiplicates from the masteeNgd presentation costs (P) which depend
on presenting the content of the duplicates to learners. Each category
is divided into fixed (f) and variable (v) components with respect to

/-numbers of segments, duplicates and presentations respectively.
To take a simple example, if s is the number of segments in a

project, Afj the fixed master cost and .,111, the variable master cost,
then total master costs are: M = Aff sAlv. Sjmilarly if the number
of presentations per segment is p, the fixed presentation cost. Pf, and
Pr the cost per presentation, then total presentation costs are P
Pf spPv. Thus total project costs are:

Alf Pf sMv sPPv.

Such formulae can pc shown graphically and used to find.break-even
points between diffel-ent media combiAtions.

Seven illustrative exercises are given, based on a hypotheticl
two-week course on clerical procedures which is pre,sented twenty times
a year. The media compared are the live instructor, videotape, slide-
tape and paper; and both effectiveness, in terms of method factors,
and costs are analysed. Exercises also consider ,sensitivity analyses,
updating cost and centralized v. decentralized training. Graphs show
the variation of costs with number of presentations. Cost tables show a
detailed breakdown of costs, covering items such as equipment, main-
tenance, materials, labour, transportation, rental, and the steps of
production.

Having estimated the media combination involving the 'least cost,
the next step is to carry out practical tests in a,learning situation. At
this stage the possibility of substituting other media should still be

C. considered. Such tests can alto be used to check cost estimates, check on
feasibility and practicability, evaluate effectiveness, and evaluate
learner and instructor attitudes.

Origin
United Kingdom.

4

Author
WAGNER, L.

Title
The Economics of the Open University. In: Higher Education, Vol. i,
No. 2, May 1972,,,p 159-83.

Subject analysis
Article on cost structure of the Open University compared to conven-

.
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tional universities in the United Kingdom. Problems in making the
Comparison. Cost figures. Nature of ,the Open University teaching
system and economies of scale.

Contents analysis
The paper makes cost comparisons between the Open University and
conventional universities in order to give a broad indication of the cost
differences between the two types of institution in teaching students
and producing graduates.

Conceptual and statistical problems in making the comparison
are explained under the headings: costs and benefits; teaching and
research; standardized inputs; ex-post and ex-ante; price index;
prodirctivity changes.

The Open University teaching system consists of: correspondenCe
material, television, radio, class tuition, and. summer schools. The
high fixed-to-variable cost ratio is emphasized: the only major items
varying with number of students are correspondence materials production
and postage, and personal-tuition. By contrast, the largest single item
in recurrent expenditure of conventional universitiesacadtmic
salariesis directly linked to the nurnber of students.

The paper makes four cost comparisons. These are the average
recurrent cost per equivalent undergraduate which, in the Open
University, is little more than a quarter of conventional universities;
the capital cost per student place where the Open University figure is
about 6 per cent di' the conventional figure; the average recurrent cost
per graduate which indicates that the costs of the two types of institution
would be equalized if the Open Un-Tersity had an 45 per cent drop out
rate; and the resource cost per equivalent undergraduate where the
Open University costs are about a sixth of those in conventional
universities.' --

Even when allowances are made for different research proportions,
the Open University seems to have ah advantage. ,The paper makes a
tentative suggestion that it is not the part -time nature of the students
but the method of teaching at th&Open University which gives it the
advantage. The use of broadcasting and correspoddence media as the
major clement in the system clearly allows economies of large-scale
operation. to be exploited. Because f the conceptual and statistical
problems involved_the papCr does not rovide any definite conclusions,
but suggests that in a period of in reasing pressure on resources in
higher education, the -application of the Open University teaching
methods to conventional universities should be studied.

In his comments, Carter,' while agreeing entirely with the main.
conclusions about the cost advantage of Open University, considers
that the comparisons have been quite unnecessarily slanted in favoui,

- of the Open University. darter's own rough calculations suggest the

1. Higher Education, Vol. 2, No. r, February 1973..._
_
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recurrent cost per student to be about 55 per cent that of the conventional
university. In addition, Carter argues that the output of the Open
University is different to that of conventional universities.

In his reply, while accepting some points, 'Wagner' submits hat
the statistical significance of some of the amendments is not as g cat
as claimed, and that there are assumptions in favour of conventi al
universities which might equally be challenged:- Wagner empha zes
that the purpose of the comparison is to understand more fully the cost
implications of the new system.

Origin
U.S.S.R.

Authors
KRITCHEVSKY, I. A.; IVANOV, A. V.

Title
Comparative Technico-economic Analysis of the Production of Cinema
and Television Films in Film Studios. In: Tekhnika Kino i Televielenia,

No. 6, June 1973, p. 62-5. (In Russian.)
Subject analysis

This article is an account of a study carried out in 197o-71_ by the
Iprokino Institute. Its purpose was to make a technico-economic
comparison of the production factors governing cinema and television
films. The article reports on the results:

Contents analysis
At th' present time, the Nlosfilm, Lenfilm and A. P. Dovjenko studios
supply roughly 5o per cent of the annual -production of feature films
and up to 6o per cent of television films. It is universally acknowledged
nowad s that the production of television films in television studios
should . extended, sihce this Mould enable more efficient use to be
mad, the technical productidn facilities of film studios as well as
of cr'ative resources.

According to calculations made by the Iprokino Institute, the total
s, swing time of televisiOn films that could be produced annually, using

t- 197o film production techniqueS, was eighty-five hours; the corre-
'sponding figure, using the techniques of 1975and provided that the
investment programme is carried' out as plannedwould be tjo hours.
The results of an analysis of the production factors for television and
cinema films show that the basic) economic production factors for tele-
vision films are fundamentally different from those four cinema films.
What are the main differences? 1

First, the useful footage of television films in the three film studios,
both for the director's scenario and the shooting script, is 20 per cent
lower than for cinema films. --

1. Higher Education, Vol. 2, No. 1, FJbruary 1973.
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Second, the proportion of exterior shots is high in television films
and, in certain film studios, higher than that for cinema films.

The cost price coefficients for cinema and television films show
th-at there is a direct relatiOnship between the productivity of the
shooting tearki and the production time (Table 5).

A reduction in cost price depends chiefly on an increase in pro-
ductiN ity of the shooting teams. The lowest cost prices correspond to

"---404ure highest output rate in a calendar month and the shortest production
time, and vice versa.

.1t cm-rent selling pries and giN en pkcsent-day financial restrictions)
the production of tele\ ision films b.\ fiflu studios is as economically
profitable as the production of films for the cinema.

\ leN1 :till' basic reasga fur the lower costs of tele\ isioja films
in relatium to e ilk ma films is the strict budgetary limits set ()Li the former
and the obligation imposed on studios an shooting teams to make a
significant increase in output and to work with a minimum.oltechnical
and scenic means.

To conclude, the analysis of the production of television 'films in
film studios shows that the manpower and cost requirements, together
with the squeeze on technical production facilities for television films,
axe characterized (in relation to thus same factors for a cinema film)
by a mean value of o.4._

This coefficient is obtained by different means in different studios.
The experimental study of these two types of film production and the
application of the results to all film studios ITN Lai the existence of con-
siderable reserves' for increasing shooting productivity and lowering
the cost price of films.

Origin
Canada.

Author
KNOEPFLI, Heather E. /

Title
A Cost Analysis 'Study, Arts boo: Communications.

Bibliographical description °

Toronto, The Ontario Educational Communications Authority, , 1973.
41 P.

Subject analysis
During the 1971/72 session, the University of Waterloo, in co-operation
with the Ontario Educational Communications Authority (OECA),
'conducted a media -based ,credit course entitled 'Arts ioo, Communi-
cationsa Course on the 1\lew Literacy'.;

The coupe involved thirty weekly half-hour television broadcasts,
a textbook, twelve andiotape cassettes, notes on the audio: and video-
tapes, monthly small group seminar meetings, and a toll-free telephone

0
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line between students tnd course instructors. The involvement of the
two organizations s complementary. The OECA produced the
videotap r tie course; the University of Waterloo conducted the
course.

Contents analysis
The primary purp6se of this report was to delve into the cost° of a
media-based university credit course as opposed to the cost of a tra-
ditional university course.

A secondary purpose of the study was to develop a''mthodology' (--
for conducting cost analysis of media--based courses. This methodology
incorporated both indirect or administrative overhead costs as well as
direct costs.

The specific objectives of the study were as follows:
To identify and allocate the various elements of cost involved in the

developmental and operational stages of Arts 'cp.
To determine the cost per student.
To determine the on -going costs of Arts loo and to develop an amor-

tization programme 7f6 -a-inortize The development_ costs. -

To identify and allocate the sarious elements of costs involved- in a
traditional university course. --

To set out a cost comparison between an Arts ioo type of course and a
tracliti al university course:

In su ary, annual production costs for a media-based course may
range rom $6o,000 to S120,000. Annual on-going costs will be approxi-
mately $70,000.

The annual .cost per student may range from. $26o to $388,
depending on the percentage basis used to assess the general public,
benefit. The total cost per student for 'each traditional Faculty of Arts
two-term course is $322. This result representi the 'average' cost per
student for an undergraduate arts course, all levels being considered.
The cost per student, however, will depend on the size of the class
(during 197o/71 the average size'was 32.2).

A media-based course appears to be more economical than a tra-
ditional university course when a large number of students is instils ed.

A media-based course has a high.clevelopment or production cost
but a lo)s variable or on-going cost; the cost of adding incremental
students is relatively loss. If relatively few students are involved, however,
the traditional university course may be the more economical.

Origin
Federal Republic ,of Germany.

43ithors
DOH'4MEN, Gunther; SCHNEIDER, Walter; SIGELEIsi, Hermann.

Title
Zur tikonomie des,Fernstudizims.
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Bibliographical description
Tubingen, Deutsches Institut fur Fernstudien an der Universitat
Tfibingerl, 1973. 176 4p.

Subject analysis -

The ecotomics of correspondence courses: an analysis of costs and
/ expenditures in connexion with multi-media correspondence courses

as compared with, those for conventional university studies.
Contents analysis

The first se,ctioh of the work indicates the purpose, formal structure and
elementary costs of a planning and decision model for the,economic
evaluation of correspondence study systems. In the second section the

-'authors itemize the costs-of correspondence courses and give the initial
results produced by the evaluation model. A comparison of the results
based on nine examples of correspondence study systems with the results
fox a /single example of conventional university studies suggests that
multi-rredia 'correspondence -ourses might be as effective as university
studies at one-third of the cost. The third_part of the work is an attempt
to make a projection of the estimated. expenditure on. multi-media
correspondence courses over a twelve-year period, i.e. from 1973 to
1984. Tables showing costs and expenses.

The purpose of 'the analysis is to determine the effective cost of
studies by correspondence, the circumstances in which correspondence
courses might be cheaper than conventional university studies, the
principal repercussions 'of$he costs on ,correspondence courses, the
results' of changes in structure) organization, teaching methods and
techniques, and the economics of a multi-media cOrrespondence.course
system. In_their inquiry into costs_ and expenses, the authors consider
two main elements: the production and presentation of television
courses. The first element includes the intellectual and technical prep-
aration, reproduction and equipmentohe second, the broadcasting of
the course and feedback in the form of examinations and tests.

These cost elements are fUrther subdivided' and defined. With
regai1/41_ to the formal construction of the model for making estimates of
't nulti-media correspondence courses, the authors consider _first the
effects of the costs, then classify the variods .costs according to their
effects and calculate the costs per participant, term and course. Lastly,
thesecosts are integrated in the aggregate cost of a study system. The),./
interrelationship of individual effects is interpreted through the use of ,/
mathematical formulae.

In the seconds ec-tiOn, Hermann Sigelen indicates the costs of
correspondence..etbises on the basis of the initial results produced ,by
the mOdek-Theie costs are, estimated fox nine possible examples Over
theilio-85 period. These 'estimates are based on a constant ,number
of ,students, students per course, different courses, courses completed
on average by a student per term, on invariable intellectual proaction
costs and different media in varying proportions, on variable localities

41
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and methods of study and op the number of tests and courses to be
revised anid 1-acidified after five, ten or twenty terms. The results of-these
calculations sho that the most expensive czo.mple costs over nine

%times more than the cheapest. A further result is that costs fall most
steeply when a large number of persons participate in courses each
term (mere than 200 and.preferably more than 5,000), When the courses
can be utr:for a prolonged period (more than five years and preferably
t years or more) without major revision, when the use of audio-
viWial means is kept to a inimum and when there are two direct
stages with course supervisors.

In the third section, Hermann Sigelen, Uwe Bran arki Ingrid
Moller attempt to calculate expenditure on the intellectual roduction
of courses from 1973 to 1984. Calculations are made for six variants,'

for.two priductivity variants combined with three different numbers
of courses which would be available after twelve years.

Origin
Federal Republic of Germany.

Author ,

SCHIRM, Rolf W. '

Title
fiber die Entwicklung der Kosten fur die Software Audiovisueller Systeme
[The development of Costs for the Software of Audio-visual Systems].
Irr: A. 0. Schorb" (ed.), Visodata 73; Mediensysteme im Bildungswesen;
i. Konferenz_mit Sonderschau, Munchen, 15-17 Januar 1973, p. 307-14.

'Bibliographical description
Munich, Muniel Fair, 1974.

Subject analysis
The need to invest in software in order to make rational and effective
use of audio-visual equipment in education.

Contents analysis
It has been observed that much of tl.-equipment employed in the new
edlicational technologies is rapidly superseded, under-used or even
abandoned. There are two main !easons for this. First, there is too great
a discrepancy between the technical potential of the equipment on the
one hated and teaching requirements on the other; often the equipment
available is highly ingenious but ill-suited to teaching problems. Second,
there is a bottle-neck in regard to software. Potentially or theoretically
effective equipment is under-used, badly used or not used at all owing
to the lack of suitable software.

Many manufacturers deliver equipment with the advice that the
users should produce their own _software. This practice is not very
sensible, since it obliges hundreds, if not thousands, of users to duplicate
each other's work, which leads to considerable wastage. 'Furthermore,

8 4.-
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the proper use of such equipment requires professional training which
the teachers to whom it is entrusted have usually not received. Often
it proves necessary to form teams composed not only of teachers but of
the full range of audio-visual professionals.

Software is important at three different levels. First, the analysis
of educational objectives: what is to be taught? Second, the analysis
of the target au ce: wHo is to be taught? Third, continuous analysis
of the perform ce of the technology and equipment emizloyed, from
the design.stage tests, evaluation). s

-

If these requirements are taken into atcount, the aut or estimates
that .the cost of software for one minute of audio-visual teacbiin lies
between DM..2,000 and DM.4,000 (the estimate of DM.4,000 is more
likely if recourse is had to private. firms). °°

For a target group of 400 pupils, the cost is therefore prohibitive;
for 4,000 it is expensive; or 4o,00b it is just tojerable; and for 4ck,000

,it becomes hOrly competitive.
It' is therefore important to make a preetsF estiAeite of the target

audience before undertaking a,programme or this kind, for it, very,
often happens in European countries that ehe.,tiurnber of ,pupilsis
insufficient. V ,

G

Origin
United States.

Author
SCHRAMM, Wilbur.

Title
,

ITV ih AmtricanSamoaafter ;Nine Years. In: Information Bulletin.
Bibliographical desiTiption-

Washington, DC 20036, Information Center on Instructional Tech-
nology, Academy for Educational Development, 1424 i6th Street
N.W., March 1973. 55 p.

Subject analysis .

This is the first report on the ITV project in Arlierican Samoa in which
it has been possible to base conclusions on any consislerable amount
of hard data. The new data include:
(a) Three years of standardized achievement testing in the American

Samoa high schools, two years in the elementai-y schools.
(b) A number of locally made and criterion-referenced tests. ,-
(c) Several small experiments on language arts and mathematici.
(d) Standardized tests of English-language proficiency:,
(e) A new study of schoolchildren on the one 'island in American

Samoa that has never had television, in an attempt to estimates'
the extent of change since the project began.

(f) An attitude survey of teachers and students.
(g) A new cost study.

85
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li) Some experimental comparisons, not yet complete, of the language
strategiOs of the two Samoas.

Thetis have beentmo studies of the cost of ITV in American Samoa,
bffaizey la 1966 and by the present writer in 1973..

Contents analysis
The inputOtow much ITT costs. In nine years, the capital investment in
Samcill ITV has been about $2.75 million, and the cumulative current
costs, exclusive of capital replacement and interest, have apparently
been between Sic) and S11 million..

Vaizey, in _I-966, estimated the current costs of television, at
time, as 51.423 million, including capital depreciation and notiona
interest. Per pupil cost for each of the 6,600 students in the public
schools at that time mould be 5216, or about 59 cents per student-ho
of ITV.

In early 1973, we calculated the anal current cost of ITV,
including capital depreciation and notional interest, at $1.275 million,
or SikA for each of the 8,1 oo pupils (see page to for detailed figures on
annual costs of ITV and the two other television services).

\Vh should 1973 unit costs, despite inflation, be lower.-than costs
for 1 6. For one-thing, the adult service in particular, and the Ehrly
Ed tion programme to a lesser degree, have developed greatly in
the intervening )ears, and therefore should absorb larger proportions
of general- televiSion cost than before.

American Samoa has a television installation that could serve
many more schools and'pupils than it dOes. It could easily serve ten ore'
twenty times as many. If the school audience were multiplied by ten,
Vaizey figured that the unit cost would be approximately one-fifth the
1966 cost, and the present writer estimated that the 1973 cost of $157

y,or pupil could be reduced to between S25 and S3o.
It is probable that the architects of the American Samoa plan,,

in the expansiveness of the early 196os, anticiptted the extension of the
television service beyond Samoa.

The figure of $157 per pupil per year is more than the total per-
student cost of education for most countries of the world, indeed, more
than the average per capita income for many of. them. Therefore, the
Samoa example would have to be considered very carefully by
the economists of any developing country that thought of imitat-
ing it.

Amongst the administrative and strategic aspects of the Samoa
project is the decision to begin by serving all the primary grades in the
first year and all high school in the second year, rather than introducing
the new sypem One year or two years At a time. A significant part of
the administrative history of the project is the accomplishment of
turning the system almost completely over to the Samoans in nine years.

It began as an imported project, planned and opefated by main-
landers, just as Niger jtarted as an imported French project.

8 6."'
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Of all the chapters in the administrative history of Samoa's. IT\r,
perhaps the most interesting one to future historians will be the story
tithe return of leadership to Samoans.

It has usually been concluded that if a large ITV or educational
reform project is to have a real impact on a developing country, it is
better, even at the cost of some quality and some efficiency, to place it
from the start completely under the control of the host country.

Origin
United Kingdom.

Authors
LAIDLAW, B.; LAYARD, R. 7°

Title
Traditional Versus OpendUniversity ?caching Methods: a' Cost Com-
parison. In: Higher Education, Vol. 31 No. 4,1.ovember 1974, p. 439-68.

Subject analysis
Fixed and variable costs per student of the Open University (OU)
and campus universities. Use of OU packages in campus universities.
Expansion and development of OU courses. Economies of scale. Printing
Costs. ---

"g63" Contents analysis
-7

The paper attempts to throw light on the relative costs of OU teaching
methods only, and nocto evaluate the OU as such.

Part I describes the OU teaching system; and the OU budget
is broken down into fifteen 'components. Part II analyses each ibudget
component to determine if the cost is fixed or variable with respect
to student n""."-' mjers.,The fixed and variables costs for twenty-six OUu
courses are tabulated. °

Part III computes fixed and variable costs for similar courses at
campus universities, and determines the break-even number of students"
befortthe OU becomes cheaper. For example, in one foundation course
(where S is student numbers):

£162,558 ÷ 56.S £4o1 117.:5

where the left-hand side is OU costs, and thq right-hand side campus
university costs (£). The high fixed and low variable OU- costs show
economies of scale. * ,..

j'n all courses but one the variable cost per student is substantially
lower in the OU. This constitutes a .strong case for the use 'of OU ) .

packages in campus `uniVersities. It also constitutes a casc_for expansion
of existing courses at the OU...,

As regards the development of new OU packages, the paper '
' shows the foundation courses to be much cheaper than equivalent

provision de novo at the same scale in cartipus universities. Measured
by the break-even number of students, second-level courses in a given._

1
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faculty are cheaper than foundation-level courses. But they .alsolhave
Feuer students and some are operating at levels which, if there were-no
interdependence between courses, might be considered expensive.
For higher level courses with eNen fewer students, it may be possible
tizr switch from high fixed-cost _components such as broadcasting to
instruction whose cost is largely N aria ble , fbr example various farms of
face-to-face teaching.

The paper does not cost student time, but if this is cheaper when
OU teaching methods are used, this is a further argument in their
favour.

.An annex to the paper considers OU printing costs, and cccinornies
of scale with respect to number of copies.
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Case studies

Radio- \

Mexico's Radioprimarial

Mexico, along with many other developing nations, faces,a contradiction
in the provision of basic education for its population; there is the desire,
expressed in popular feeling'a nd even in legislation, to provide a complete_
primary-school education for all, while at the same time there are no
even enough teachers, classrooms and materials, especially in the rural
areas, to support the school-age population. Of the 32,855 primary
schools in the country, only '6,4.4o have a full six- grades complement,
with most of them located in urban Alreitfre2

In an attempt to cope with this problem, the Mexican Secretariat
for Public Education (SEl) initiated in ig6g an experimental programme
that utilized instructional radio to help provide fourth-, fifth- and sixth- 4
grade education to certain rural and semi-rural regions lacking a complete
primary school. In considering Radioprimaria, the main emphasis will

t

r. Extract-from Dean T. Jamison,Steven J. Klees-and_Stuartj. Wells, Cost Analysis
for Educational Planning.and Evaluation: Methodology and Application to_latitthional
Technology, Part Three (draft version), Princeton, N.J., Economics and Educi-
tidnal Planning Group, Educational Testing Service, 1975.

2. See S. Klees, Education in Mexico: the Primary and Secondary School System, Stanford
University, 1972. (Unpublished paper.)
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be on the costs of the system: the first section will describe the system in
general, its technical characteristics, organization and utilization; as well
as briefly summarizing evidence as to its effectiveness; the second section
will 4nalyse the costs of the system in detail; the third section will compare
th costs of Radioprimaria with those of the traditional direct teaching
sys m; and the fourth section will present some conclusions. The discus-
sion in the first section is based on an analysis of the structure and utility
of Radioprliriaria by Spain' and the interested reader is referred to
that analysis for additional details; subsequent sections are the work
of the authors) (a somewhat less-detailed cost analysis ley one of the
authors is included in Spain).'

.. The system

Organization and technical-characteristics
Planning forthe Radioprimaria- system began in 1969. During the
1969170 school year, the system was utilized in twenty-nine schools in the
Valley of Mexico and the-Federal Efistrict, but was mot-continued in this
region after the first year, except for one classroom in-the Eitperimerital -7-
Education Centre in Mexico City. At the beginning of the 1970/71 school
year, the system was h itried out on a small scale in the State of San Luis
Potosi and is still in use there at the time, of writing. This case study
represents an analysis of Radioprimaria as instituted in San .Luis Potosi.

Radioprimaria was intended primarily to allow a school with four
teachers to offer all six grades of primary schooling. Three teacfiers
would handle the first three grades in the traditional mannett-the fourth
teacher would have the fourth, fifth and sixth grades in one classroom and
w,buld teach with the as\istance of radio lessons. Some instructional
radio programmes would b grade-specific while others would be directed
to all three grades in common. When_grade-specific lessons arc broadcast,
the students in the other two grades are supposed to engage in work on
their own. It should also be noted that the above structure implies that
students may be directed to listen to the same common broadcaSts each
yeatiffor three years. .

Instructienal radio lessons are prepared by a team o4eight radio
_teachers in studios located in Mexico City. The recordings aA shipped by
bus to San Luis Potosi, where' they are broadcast by the University of
San Luis Potosi radio station (at no charge to SEP) within a thirty-mile
radius around the capital city. Broadcasts are made every schocol day,
Monday to Friday, from 9 a.m. until 12.45 p:m. In Mexico City, the
p ammes are broadcast one hour earlier over Station XEEP, in order
to. e utilized by the experimental classroom, as well as by some tradi-
tional prirriary schoOkusing the le-ssons on an informal basis. '

.

1. Sec P. Spain, A Reporton the System of Radioprimaria in the State of San LuiS Potosi,
Mexico, Stanford University, Institute for Cothmucnicadon Reseirch, 1973.
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Each radio lesson lasts fourteen minutes and about five programmes
are broadcast each school day. The subjects of the broadcast are taken
from the official primary-school curriculum and are keyed directly to the
required textbooks. Emphasis is placed on Spanish, arithmetic, history
and geography, although lessons dealing with physical education, nature
study, ancl practical activities are common. C-lassroonr teachers receive
every other week a mimeographed document containing the radio-
lesson schedule and suggested activities to complement the broad-
cast.

Utilization
In ,r972, there were forty-three schools serving about 2,80o fourth-,
fifth-, and sixth-grade students utilizing the radio lessons. However,
contrary to the original plan, only seven of these schools instead of a
possible seventy in the state were incomplete schools offering less than
six grades of primary school. Moreover, about 6o per cent of the schools
with all six grades did not have six teachers, so that very often two or
three of the higher grades had already been combined into one classroom
with one teacher.

There is no reliable information on the number of students partici-
pating in the system in the first year of its-operation in San Luis Potosi.
Furthermore, it is known that the Mexico City broadcasts are picked up
and utilized by schools that do not formally participate in the Radio-
primaria programme, but again, no data are available on the extent of
such use. Since, moreover, the broadcasts are open circuit, over normal
radio band frequencies, in both San Luis Potosi and Mexico City, it is
thought that there are many adults who tune in to the lessons. Indeed,
one of the original goals of the Radioprimaria system was to allow adults
Who had not completed primary school i)to participate. as informal
students. However, this goal has not been pursued to date.

Over the school year, about 1,2oo fourteen-minute programmes
are broadcast, representing approximately 28o hours. Given that about
8o per cent of the programmes are directed to the combined fourth-,
fifth-, and sixth- grade' audience, with the remaining 20 per cerit distri-
buted among the three, the average number of hours directed at students
in any particular grade may. be estimated at 242 per year.,

, Effectiveness

Spain gave pre-tests and post-tests over a semester period to a random
sample of radio and non-radio students in the sixth grade. He.concludes
from the test results that Radioprimaria 'has produced scores that are
comparable to 4hose of the cliirdren in direct teaching;schools'.' How-
ever, there are some doubts as to the reliability of the festilts generated,
which Spain himself explicity recognizes. For example, although the

i. Spain, op. cit., p. 42.
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rural radio classes had higher gain scores than the non-radio classes,'
only a few of the radio classesire of the type for-which the Radioprimaria
system was originally intended. The gain scores in arithmetic of those
radio classes that have newly instituted sixth grades were significantly
lower than those a the non-radio -schools (Spanish scores were still
higher); however, this comparison is still somewhat confused, in the
absence of, separate gain score figureS for the non-radio classes that had
one grade to a classroom and for those that combined three grades in one
classroom. The problem is even more 'complex because, While some radio
and non-radio schools combine fourth and fifth grades, others combine
fifth and sixth, and still others combine all three. We therefore' concur
with Spain in emphasizing that 'a more controlled and genuinely experi-
mental assessment of the Radioprimaria system' is sf 1 needed.2

In many respects, Spain's evaluation of some of he other aspects of
the Radioprimaria system is more enlightening than the analysis of
cognitive outcomes described above. By visiting all the radio schools and
several of the non-radio schools, and by talking with system participants,
a number of piloblems 'ere uncovered. Spain estimates that 15-20 per
cent of the classes miss the first half-hour of broadcasts owing to the late
arrival of teachers and/or students. Furthermore of the forty-four radio-
schools visited, one was inexplicably closed and $ighteen others were not
using the r io that particular dayeither because it nefided repair, or

Mbecause of power failure, or because the teacher had deed the lessons
,were not useful.

- N)," federal funds are alloCated for the purchase of radios and conse-
quently they must be bought and maintained by the teacher or the com-
munity; in one case, no radio had been purchased because the teacher

t~ and the community could not agree on who would pay for it. Of the
remaining twenty-five schools found using radios, seven had inaudible
receivers. Spain reports widespread reception problems, which is not
surprising given the funding arrangements which do not seem-conducive
to the purchase and maintenance of adequate receivers.

Spain attributes many of the above problems to the inadequacy of
resources allocated for school supervision. Schools have been dropping
out of the Radioprimaria system; in the first year of operation there were
forty:nine radio schools, in 1971/72 there were forty-four, and the follow-
ing year -there were only thirty - seven., Spain describes how initial accep-
tance of Radioprimaria was encouraged by the Director of the local
Audiovisual Centre, through frequent visid to the rural classrooms.
However, his automobile broke down at the end of the first year and no

_resources were forthcoming from the federal govetnment to suppol such
efforts in subsequent years. Consequently, Spain fee1S- that enthusiasm
for the system has been Waning.

1. Spain, op. cit., Table7.
2. ibid., 0. 44.
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Finally, pain examines the potential benefits of Radioprimaria's
extc sion of p ary-sChopl education in rural areas. Contrary to the
avow. government interliion that the system should aid rural develop-
ment, par nts and suidents see primary-school graduation primarily as
a way of quilting the rural areas and competing in the urban labour

,market. Even more unfortunately, Spain's assessment of the employment
market the chief urban area of the state, the capital, indicates wide-
spread unemployment and a surplus of primary-school graduates;.

,

't

TABLE 7. Costs ofRadio.primaria in 1972 United States dollars'

Interest rate (°;,)

0 7.5 15

Fired Variable Fixed Variable Kota! Vdtiable
Student Hour Student Hour Student Hour

Production
Capital

Studios
Studio equipment
Audiotapes

Recurrent .

Personnel
Equipm{ maintenance

1.43'-
2.96
0.34

to(1.00

5.93

2.8o 4.57
5.81 9.49
0.67 1.09

loom
5.93

Transmission
Operations

Reception
Capital

Receivers 6--.

Recurrent
Operations and
maintenance

TOTAL

0.09

0.04

14.43

,,,
, ,-:

,
,;.,

- '',;:

0.11

0.04,

14.43

$

0.13 125.09 s. 0.15 129.64

100.00
\ 5.93.

:

4.43

0.13 101' ';'

0.04 -' .

0.17 135.51
i. Cost data were gathered by Klees in 1972. Production and transmission costs are aisterned to ,

vary with the number of hours broadcast per year, which .was 28o in 1772. Reception,onsts are,
assumed to vary with the number of students in the system, which was 2,800 in 1972. Thelia.sis for ..
each cost component estimation is as.follows:,

$ i
:

Studios The two studios and one control room cost approximately S8,000 to construct. irbistis
--. ..-.. .,: .annualized over an assumed twenty-year life.

Studio equipment. The studio equipment cost St6,600 and is annualized over an assurt4etegr.
year life. 'i't: ..'4

Audiotapes' Audiotapes cost S6.8o for a tape of high quality, 280 uch tapes are needed atitithitiki
cost is annualized over an assumed ten-year life.

"K '`IlPersonnel. administrators, 1,.'i. "f`t,k528,000 in 1972. ., v 1,4.;...

Production The salaries of technical personnel and radio teachers totalled

Production - equipment maintenance. This cost is assumed to be io per cent of the value of the studio -st 1..-:,
equipment, or St ,660 per year. "`...X'::

Transmission operations. A cost of 514.43 per hour of transmission was estimated by the University k ;'.
of San Luis Potosi radio station for use of its 250-watt transmitter and broadcast facility. -.,1.

Reception receivers. Radio receivers' are assumed to cost $20 and are annualized over-an assumed - .t
five-year life. The average class size is assumed to be forty-five, which although somewhat . . .
higher than-usual for rural arras in Mezcico, reflects the use of combined grades in one -4,
classroom.

Reception operations and maintenance. This cost is assumed to equal to per cent of the cost ofa receiver ; s
annually.

..

r,
7

(3 3
4.
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Costs of the system

Table 7 shows the costs of the Radioprimaria system in a form
that assumes a linear variation of total costs with the number of students
in the.system and the number of hours of radio lessons broadcast annually.
That is,

TC (N, h) = F VN N Vh h,

where: TC = total cost; N = the number of students the system serves;
h = ire number of hdurs the system broadcasts;, F fixed cost of the
system; ,N = costs of the system, variable with N; Vh = costs of the
system variable with h.

It should be stressed that the cost-function...parameters presented are
only approximations; cost data were available for only one year (1972),
and to apply the cost function that will be summarized below to rates of
utilization different from those existing in 1972 requires some rather
definite assumptions. First, it -will be noted that there are no fixed costs
of the system; all costs are assumed to be variable with Nand h. As
regards production costs, this assumption is obviously not true for marginal
charges in the number of hours broadcast, since, for example, sufficient per-
sonnel, studio space and studio equipment probably already exist for
production to be somewhat expanded.. None the less, taking a longer--
view, all these cost components vary to some degree with the number
of broadcast'hours produced. It should be rioted that a smooth linear
function as posited is only a rough approximation to what is probably a
step functionthat is, investments in production are 'lumpy' in that
a certain amount must be invested regardless of the extent of production
and that another lump investment would be needed for expansion when
there is no excess capacity left in the initial structure.

It might be thought that the'transmission components would have
significant fixed costs, but this will only be the case when transmission
facilities are constructed, as opposed eo leased or donated. In the latter
case, a cost is charged,or imputed on an hourly basis that includes an
allowance for capital amortization. Finally, reception costs, which include
radio receivers and their maintenance and operation, may be reasonably
assumed to vary directly with the number of students in the system; this
assumes that class size would not be increased, although for marginal
expansion this if always a possibility.

Table 7, baed on the cost information indicated in the accompany-
ing footnote, calculates Radioprimaria costs for each of three social ,
rates of discount, o per cent, 7.5 per cent ans..' 15 per cent. Production
costs equal $11o.66 per hour igliien no .discounting for the future;
$115.21 per hour at a 7.5 per ceri.t rate; and $121.08 per hour at a 15 per
cent rate. Although transmission cost's should also very with the discount
rate, tl\ef $4.43 per how. figure was obtained. from personnel at the
Univers y of San Luis totosi r dio static without sufficient itemization

94
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TABLE 8. Co'st function and average cost, 1972

Total cost equation ACN ACN IVN
Cost per
student-hour

o

r= o% TC = 0.13 N 125.09 it 12.67 84.33 0.052
r= 7.5% TG' = 0..15 N 129.64 h 13.12 77.24 0.054
r= 15% IC 0.z7 + 135.51h 13.72 72.32

to allow separation of capital and recurrent costs. Finally, reception
costs are $0.13 per student at a o per cent discount rate; $0.15 per
student at a 7.5 per cent rate; and $o.17 per,student at a 15 per cent rate.

The cost function and average cost information for 1972 is sum-
marized in Table 8.

The average cost per student (ACN) assumes Radioprimaria utiliza-
tion levels of the year 1972: 2,80o students and 28o hours broadcast. The
cost per student-hour figure reflects an unusual, feature of the Radio-
primaria system; that is, students receive about 242 hours of instructional
radio each year, although only 28o hours are produced in', total for all
three grades, since 8o per cent of the broadcasts are aimed at the com-
bined three-grades audience. The ratio of average cost per student to
variable cost per student indicates that production costs dominate system

..costs;not-surprisingly in view of the tentative, experimental nature of the
system at this date. Average costs per student could be lowered substantially
by expanding to include more students in the system. Finally, costs are
sensitive to the interest rate; Radioprimaria costs almost to per cent mot e
if in respect of the future we adopt a 15 per cent interest ,rate than it
would if we neglected" b take lime preference into account.

Comparison of costs with those of the traditional system

Radioprimaria was conceived, in part, as a less expensive method
than the traditional direct-teaching system for providing a full six grades
of primary school' in rural' areas. Table 9 examines this under somewhat
hypothetical conditions. It is assumed that the choice facing the SEP is
whether to take students in a rural area and give the fourth -, fifth-
and sixth-grade education in three classrooms. with thregteachers, or to
put them in one classroom with one teacher and one radio for three years.

Even if enough teachers could be found who were willing to work in
rural communities (a problem in Mexico) , Table 9 indicates that the Radio-
primaria alternative is much less expensive than the,traditional.system; the
former costs about 6o per cent- less than the latter and this advantage
would be increased if student utilization were hypothesized to be greater
than 2,800. The additio'nal costs of the instructional-radio components of
the Radioprimaria system are more than offset by the reduced teacher
and facility costs resulting frOm tilt combination of three grades into one
classroom with one teacher.

9
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TABLE Radioprimaria V. traditional instruction: annual cost per student,
in r972 United States dollars1

Radioprimaria Traditional
instruction

Traditional components
Administration
Classroom teacher

50
32

Facilities 6.to

*US-TOTAL 88.to

50
96`
i8.29
164.29

lotructionaldradto components
a

Production 11.53 6 0.00

Transmission 1.44 t, o.00
Reception 0.15 4. 0.00 .

. SUB -TOTAL 1 3.1 2 0.00

TOTAL ANNUAL COST PER STUDENT 101.2,2. 14'29'
This cost estimate assumes an average ofgrteen students per grade, which would yield's forty-five
Student clan size for the Radioprimaria system. A social discount rate of 7.5 per dent is used for
capital amortization. The assumption on which each component is based is as follows:
Adnunutratom. This is a very rough approximation, equal to the,administrative cost per student

calculated for the traditional secondary-school system.
Classroom te4thel. This 41sumes that the Wary of a primary-school teacher-1 equal to the average,

for such teachers in Mexico in 1972, which was 81,440 per year.
Famlairs. This assumes that the cost of a fully equipped rural.eirasroom h 52,800 anchhas a life or

twenty years. This figure is half' that given 1n an untitled SEP report which'esnmates the
cost of an urban classropm; the halving of this est imatelreflects the lower-cost classrooms that 24
are usually constructed in,,rural regions in Mexico.

Instruct:anal-mho components. These figures follow from those given in Table 7, assuming a 2,800
student enrolment as in 1972.

Iiiscussiop /

TheRadiopriMaria system is an interesting attempt to meet t e problem

.

of insufficient educational opportunities in rural areas, hich faces
Mexico and most other developing nations: Although its costs may
appear somewhat higher than other instructional-radio projec this is
.entirely due to its present "experimentar,low'student-utilizati *Mat;
if the number of'students included in the system expanded sts per .
student could fall substantially. ,Furtherrnote, as noted in th revious,
section, the unique Configuratiop of the system, which combit s several,
grades in one classroom with one teacher, results in considerable cost .

sayings ova the traditional direct:teaching system. Of course, despite
a favourable cost comparison,. it`e merits 2f The system must be judged

'by. cost data combined with information dnjelative pedagogical,effects
and longtrun benefits.

In terms of pedagcigical effects, Spain's analysi 'appears incon-
clusive, since 'there Was ho clear comparison of joint fourth-, fifth-, and
sixth:grade classroonis with radio, versus direct teaching ;with ate teaches

4
_
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assigned to each ,grade. Spain' dues indicate that there may be some
problem with the grade-specific instructional-radio lesson format
utilized in Radioprimaria, in that the students no receiving the broad-
casts 'did got shop a great deal of concentration' Nk, hen they were sup-
posed to be working on theiPown. This is not especially surprising since
the on-going radio lesson would doubtless be distracting. In addition,
it is at least questionable on a priori grounds whether common fourth-,
fifth-, and sixth-grade broadcasts, which arok likely to be repeated to a
student each year for three years, are a beneficial pedagogical tool. In
short, 'before adopting such a system as Radioprimaria in another
country, or expanding the system in Mexico, it would seem wise,
as Spain suggests, to engage in a more rigorous effectivenes compari-
son.

Finally, it should again be emphasized that the individual and
societal benefits of increasing primary-school er_iplment in rural areas ,

are at least questionable according to Spaitrr analysis. Although this
does not reflect on Radioprimaria, per se, as compared to alternative
instructional techniques, instructional-technology systems are being
utilized more and more frequently to extend educational opportunities
to rural area's, to meet social demands and consequent political obliga-
tions. Careful attention must be given to the question of NN hether this
social demand is based on reliable ,information, or whether additional
education merely increases the rural exodus to overcrowded urban areas
that ltic sufficient entploy merit opportunities. Increasing the educatioflal
opportunities in rural areas should inyolye mow than the straight transfer
of an urban curriculum; increased consideration needs to be given to i

real rural cley elopment and its meaning for education, in order to allay/
thy promise of educational benefits to become a reality.

Instructional_ radio in Nepal'

The system

The-purpose of-this chapter is to report highly tentative cost estimates
for instructional radip in Nepal. The estimates are tentative for two
reasons. First, although "new studios for instructional radio have recently
been com ?leted andequipped, the existing in-school programmes are

,

1. Spain, op. cit., p. 35.
2. Extract froin Jamison el al., op. cit.
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conducted only on a pilot basis with no commitment on the part of the
government to operational implementation. There is thus not even a
planned system configuratitri upon which to base cost calculations.

'Second, such cost data as are mailable' are less-adequately based than
for most of the other case studAt None the less, the 'information
available on Nepal is included because relatively- little cost information
exists for instructional-radio systems, and because the construction,
equipment and personnel requirements for the new instructional-radio
production facility may prove a useftil guide to others.

Mayo, Herm, Hornik, ',Jamison, Sahtet, and Smee 1 provide a
thorough overview of existing uses of radio in Nepal for formal and non-
forinal education, and outline a number of possibilities for its fdrther
development. Readers are referred to that document for further infor-
mation on instructional radio in Nepal.

The discussion of cost concentrates on transmission and programme-
production costs. Reception costs are only briefly dealt with because,
in the case of non-formal education, radios were used for such a small
pilot project that computation of the (extremely high) reception colts
per hour would be meaningless. Transmission costs are discussed, first,
then production costs for school broadcasts, then production costs for
non-formal broadcasts. Finally, reception costs are considered. There is
no discussion of costs per student because the project remains ih a pilot
phase with limited commitment for, its, widespread implementation.

Transmission costs

Table to summarizes the cost of Radio Nepal's transmission system.
Costs in this table should be regarded as approximate only, and in some
cases are based on an estimated livision'of costs between Radio Nepal's
transmission and production operations.

Capital and land costs have been annualized using standard ac-.

c unting procedures; these annualized costs are $102,379 per year.
o this must be added recurrent costs of $133,350 per year for a total

annual cost of $235,729 per year. As Radio Nepal broadcasts for about
eighty-five hours per week (4,420 hours per year) the average cost
per hour of transmission is $53.33..

Production costs

In this subsection, the principal concern is with the cost of producing
school broadcasts. In addition, however, estimates are available for,

1. J. R. Mayo et al., Divelopment of Radio for Nepal: Report of the Radio Feasibility
Study Team; a Report Prepared for the British Council, UNICEF and USAID, February
1975.
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TABLE io. Transmission costs of Radio Nepa) in 1975 United States dollars

Annual Capital
cost cost

Annualized
cost 1

Capital cost
Transmitters (ten-year lifetime) 414,750 60,553
Khumaltar site

Building (fifty-year lifetime) 84,000 ,6,468
Land (unlimited lifetime) 245,700 18,427

Jawalakhel site (value for building and land) .' 84,000 6,384
Main headquarters in Kathmandu (half of

headquarters costs ate attributed to trans-
mission)

Land (unlimited lifetime) 57,750 4431
Buildings and miscellaneous

(fifty-year lifetime) 39,622 3,050
Generators (ten-year lifetime) 21,000 3,066

TOTAL ANNUALIZED CAPITAL COSTS 102,379

Recurrent costs
Electricity and gas for generators 23,100
Maintenance and spares -., d 89,250
Personnel salaries (assuming that 20 per cent

of permanent staff of Radio Nepal are
involved with transmission) 21,000

TOTAL ANNUAL RECURRENT COSTS 133,350

TOTAL ANNUAL COSTS 235i729

Usage of system
Number of hours of use per year

(52 weeks X 85 hours per week = 4,420 hours)
Cost per average hour of transmission = 553.33 \...

i
z. Capital costs are annualized using standard accounting formulas; a 7.5 per cent interest rate is

used as an estimate of the costs of capital.
2. Annualized under assumption that half the value is land. ..,

Source : Interview with K. B. Khatri, Acting Director-General of Radio Nepal, 18 November 1974..

e

the cost of producing several non-formal education series, and these
are included here for purposes of comparison.

School broadcasts
The production of the present series of school broadcasts (one twenty-
minute broadcast per week in fourth-grade social studi8 plus teacher
education) takes place at the Janak Educational Materials Organization
(JEMO) just outside ,Kathmandu. JEMO has recently completed the
installation of a new studio, and the capital costs presented here are
based on expenditures for that studio. Table i i summarizes the production
costs for school broadcasting. From it will be seen that the fixed costs
are equal to the cost of staff ($10,500 per yeas), plus the annualized cost

i

1

,
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a
TABLE 1 I. Radio production costs at JEMO in United States dollars

Annual Capital
cost cost

Annualized
cost'

Capital costs =

Reconstruction-of shell to house studio
(fifty-year lifetime) 26,250 2,621

Ventilation and air-conditioning
(twenty-year lifetime)

7,350 720
Acoustic treatment and installation

(twenty-year lifetime)
8,400 823

Studio equipment (ten-year lifetime) 15,750 2,99
TOTAL ANNUALIZED CAPITAL COSTS

5,863

Recurrent costs
- .Basic production staff of fourteen persons io,5oo

Direct costs per twenty-minute programme . -
assuming eleven programmes per week
for twenty-six weeks per year 3 9,765

VO
4

TOTAL ANNUAL RECURRENT COSTS . 20,265
TOTAL ANNYAL COSTS 4 ' 26,128

1. Capital costs are an ralized using standard accounting formulas; a 7.5 per cent interest rate is
used as an estimate of the costs of capital.

s. Annualization based on a fifteen-year studio lifetime.
3. Cost per programme: tape Si o.50; script-writing, S7 go, actors, 515.75; total, 334.13. Information

on the exact value of these incremental costs is conflicting; in particular, the cost of actors may besomewhat less than is indicated here.
4. While these total annual costs are based on JEMO-planned budgets, there is no explicit provision

for a programme library, sound effects, light and electricity, and use of library. Some of these willbe provided by existing JEMO resources (e.g. the library); others may entail additional costs.
Source,: Interviews at JEMO, 20 November 1974.

of capital ($5,863 per year) for a total of $16,363 per year. To these
basic fixed costs must be added variable costs of $34.13 per twenty-
minute programme; thus, total annual production costs at the studio
become:

Annual production costs = $16,363 + ($34.13 x number of programmes) .1
. -In the recent past, the produttion level was four programmes per week

(104 per twenty-six-week year); this yields a total cost of $19,912 per
year, or $191.47 per twenty-minute programme. This level of output
sharply under-utilized permanent_ staff and present plans call fdr ex-
pansion of output to eleven programmes per week in 1975, with tho same
studio and permanent staff. At this rate of output, annual prod ction
costs will be $26,128, as indic ;ted in Table 11, and the avera e cost
per twenty-minuti programme will be $91.36 or $274 per pro uctiop
hourslightly less than half the unit costs resulting from a pro uction.
level of four programmes per week. Assuming that program es are

1. This formula would fail for a rate of programme production above.abo t fifteen
programmes per week.

, r
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TABLE 12 Approximate radio production costs of the Agricultural Information
Service', in United States dollars

Annual
cost

Capital
cost

Annualized
cost

Capital costs (estimates)'
Two Akairecoraers
Microphone
Construction and acoustics
Small c4ssette recorders

TOTAL CAPITAL COSTS 3.

787
32

,o5o
158

2982,048

Recurrent costs
Tape 313
Personnel (full-time expert at S52.5Oper month) 1,890
Travel 42o

TOTAL,, RECURRENT COSTS 2,623
OTAL ANNUAL COSTS 2,923

Programmes output (four fifteen- minute programmes
per week for fifty-two weeks)

Cost per fifteen-minute programme
(208 programmes) = S14.05

Cost per hour (fifty-two hours) =, S56.21

i. Cost estimates in this table are highly tentative.
2. These costs bre annualized at a discount rate of 7 5 per cent
3. Annualized assuming ten-year life.

°?.

used on an average of four years Mach, the annualized cost per programme
hour (at a discount rate of 7.5 per cent) is $82.

Non formal education
Various agencies wishing to us Radio Nepal for non-formal education
do so at present in one of two ways. Either they operate their 'own
studio facilities and simply deliver a completed tape to Radio Nepal
for transmission, or they utilize Radio Nepal's studios and personnel to
prepare their programmes. Cost estimates are presented here for a .,
programme of each type: the Agricultural Information Service of the r
Ministry of Agriculture operates its own studio and the Family Planning /
andMaternal and Child Health Programme of the Ministry of tiealt
uses Jadio Nepal studio

I The purpose here is not to provide a cost analysis of the entire range of in ormation
services provided by these two units, but simply to examine the radio omponenl.
New Educational Reform Associates' (New ERA) Radio Liste g Pattfrns in
NiPal, 1974 and Non-Formal Education in Nepal (October 1974) scribe these and
other projects in more detail.

101 ee . -
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TABLE 13. Costs of Family Planning 15rograrnmel in 'United States .dollars

Payments to Radio Arepal2
Payments for sixty-second spots

(S42 for each of thirty per year) ,2(3b
_Payments for fifteen-minute programmes

(St3.13 for each of 104 per year) '>,

In-hous.rexpenses
Salaries (approZimate, based on two full-time experts,

at S63 per month each)
Travel,tape and other miscellaneous expenses

.1,512
525 n

' TOTAL << 4,662
1. The cost figures are highly tentative.
2 The payments to Radio Nepal include expenditures for writers, composers, musicians, actors and

radio technitians. For the spots on the Com:hem-4AI Serxice, the S42 includes S2 63,t0 pa'y for two
airings of the spot. .

Agricultural*InforMation Service
The Agricultural Information Servfee broadcasts foil? fifteen-minute
ptgranimts per week; these Programmes are colloquial in style, and
ailtrdirected to the farrier. New ERA's study of radio listening patterns
found this to be the second most popular programme on Radio Nepal.' ,-

Table 12 summarizes, very tentatively, the costs Of.rafilio production-
, at the Agricultural Information Service. 1h studio is small and make-

shift, resulting in low capital costs (compared, for example, to,0110;
Table it); recurrent costs therefore dominate. It should be noted' that
the Agricultural Information Service. ethently employs about fifteen
people and,is engaged in a range of tasks in addition to radio production.
The attribution of personnel,` osts to radio is therefore_partly guesswork,

As Table -12 indicates, the cost fifteen-minute programme
(assuming 21A programmes per year) is,very reasonable: $14.05.

Family Planning and Maternity and Child Health Programme e
This programme, which comes, under the Ministry of,Healtli, produces_
two fifteen-minute broadcasts per week (each of which is inserted into. .

another longer broadcast). and, in addition, produces one-Minute spots
for insertion into the Commercial Service of Radio Nepal.' Perhaps
two or three new spas are produced each month. (An estimated thirty
new spots are 'produced each year.) -

Table 13 tentatively.summarizes the costs incurred by the programme.
What is perhaps most Striking is the relatively high cost of the spots;.
Radio Nepal receiyes $42 for producing'a one-minute spot only $

. fora fifteen-minute programme. The spots 'often take an,,hotir of studio
time to' produce; the programmes seldom take more thanhalf an hour.'

If we (arbitrarily) divide tl\e in-house txperisps_hCe_ckeen,.the spots
and the programmes, we find that the.spots,cost abouS $18:86,-eacli "and
the 'fifteen-Minute programmes,:.about $22.r1,; -'

,
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Reception costs
We have no information on the actual costs of radio reception in the
ongoing experiments with-school broadcasting in Nepal; the-costs are,
however, low since they involve only relatively inexpensive receivers it
plus their power supplies. In order to get a rough estimate of what
radio reception costs for school broadcasts would be, we can turn to
two sources on the costs of radio receivers foic, the general publicNew
ERA (already mentioned) and Rathjens et al.l. The typidal radio-
owner in Nepal paid S67 for his set, which- normally includes a short-

ave reception capability. Part of the high price results from trans-
portation costs and relatively limited marketing; much of it results
from high import duties (70-80 per cent) and a io per cent purchase tax.
While it might be politically difficult it\liminate the import tax,2 its
value should be excluded from cost Aalysig- of' the ,instructional-radio
system since the tgx on school radios_ erely amounts to an internal
transfer between departments.

For the purpose of this analysis, we assume that the tax-free cosk,
to Nepal for radio receivers of sufficient quality for school broadcasting
will be bo and that power and maintenance for them will cost $io per
year. If the $5o initial cost is annualized over five years at a 7.5 per cent
discount rate, its annualized cost is $12.36f the total annual cost, includ-
ing power and maintenance, is then $22.36. Assuming an average class
size of thirty-five, and one receiver, per class, the reception cost per
student per year is S0.64.

Cost function _

ANO

The cost function for school broadcasting in Nepal has only one reliable
termthat for variable costs with respect to number of hoursIbroadcast;
Vh. V. is the sum of the costs per hour of' transmission ($53) plus the
cost of programming which 'is $82 per *hour of programiffing per year.
Vh is, then, $135.

The fixed costss F, are assumed to be zero; i.e. available information
on. fixed costs distributes theta to programming and transmission costs..
Finally, the marginal costs per student, VN, for which estimates were
made in the preceding subsection using hypothetical assumptions,
is $0.64. The total cost function is, then:

TC (N,h) So.64.N Si35h.

I. G. Rathjens, R. Butman 'and R. Vaidya, Radio Broadcast* and Telec4nmunteattoas
in Nepaka Paper Prepared for USAIb, 5975. N.,

2. Nepal has an open border with India, and a tariff structure substantially lower
thakIndia's could lead to re-export of radios from Nepal to India. '
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:Television

The El Salvador ITV system'
S

Introduction

El Salvador began broadcasting ITV CO a 'small number of seventh-
grade students in 1969 By t9..7 , ITV broadcasts reached more than
3o,06o in grades '7-9 wiih instruction in all core subject areas. ITV
was introduced in El Salvador in the context of an over-all educational
reform and was, moreover, 'the object of careful external evaluation
from the outset of the reform. The final report of the evaluation, by
Hornik, Ingle, Mayo, McAnany and Schramm,2 contains a concise
description of the reform and of the role of television therein. It may be
quoted- here in part by. way of introduction:

To remedy the numerous problems that had been inherited from previous
adMinistrations and to streamline an educational system whose goals arid
procedures had ceased to fit the needs of El Salvador, Minister of Educati.dii
Beneke set forth a comprehensive, five-year reform plan in 1968. The plan
was systematic and thorough in its approach, touching virtually every aspectof
the educational system. The major reforms included:

1. Reorganization of the Ministry of Education.
2. Extensive teacher retraining.
3. Curriculum revision.
4. Development of new study materials.
5. Modernization of the system of school supervision.
6. Development of a wider diversity of technical training programines in

grades io-12.
7. Extensive building of new schoolrooms.
8. Elimination of tuition, in grades 7, 8 and 9 (in 1971).
9. Use of double sessions and reduced hours to teach more pupils.

iO. A new student evaluation.systqm incorporating changes in promotion
and grading policies.

. Installation of a national instructional television system for grades

Although some of these changes were enacted immediately, most were begun
with the understanding that Additional planning, experinientation and
adjustment,would be required and that major changes could only be introduced
on an incremental basis. However, the five-year reform timetable was a.

Abridged from Jamison et al., op. cit.
2. R. frornik et al., Television and Educational Reform in El Salvador: FinaiRefibrt, Starr-

ford University, Institute for Communication Research, 103. (Research Repdrt
No. 14.)
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strict one; it coincided WWII' the single ,term of president Fidel Sanc4_,

1 'Hernandez and Minister Beneke was , anxious to prevent the Pres/denies rrian-, ..date' from being undtronined or stalled through bureaucratic opposition. or
delay-s. ) f.

x .
i

5 '
Ali

The decision to use televisiNt as a major component of El Salvador's
Educational rm ..as nettkerirgRosed from, the outside nor taken in, a
precipitbus ashio . gs far back as,i96o, the possibility of introdueing-'Some .

form of ,e ucatimigal televisibit wa4beint° dis.pssed, although there was no ,, N
conensus-drid Utile litlledge about how television might help allec,iate -0
El alvador's educationalproblems. Alio% e all, the country licked the caPital
andIrtpertise necessary to initiate any 4 1 ,,,,i4vision project:. vt,i ,,,-':

. The initiative that led eventually' to the establishment of El S'alvadOr's
national ITV systeni,was taken by Lic. Beneke in 1961. Daring hii ambis-

-A' . . is .0 %s- v,'S'itdorship to Japan, Beneke had been impressed by the'role teleyisioin played-14,,
thi'4'country's correspondence lirgh schools. Anicious to,stimulate th ' wth R.(.,:
something similar in hPi:iw-n country, Beneke sought the help ol",NHK Tippon,;;T?
Floso-Kyokai,,the Japan Broadcasting Corporation). NI-Ili. agreed to conduct:

.tea feasibility study i a El Sa.16thIr and several engineers were dispatc.hul for -,
that purpose in /962 The;result?r,of this study confiiltried what Benead .
suspected; El -Salt7ador po4sessed excellent topographical conditions k.r.he

'installation, of a natiporilil ,televisLon netwoik. ;,,,,,-, ,1., .
The initiative taken by teneke .air'a,I, supported hOformer ,Presidert 4

Julio ,dallYerto Riwa,'who established the first' Edde44onal evisioit li' 'Com,ission in 'the fallarig63. The C Avo\supwsed tO'ie, uate 4..4
alternative,use=3for,eduetional television with the goal of proposing a nvi,onal , ,

-V -pin& 1-rOWever,the Coarnissibi4net,spoiadically and littleproirenwasvade i':-mitt Benike-returned from Japan in k965. Under Benelse's chtirmanship, 48.weekly meetings were instituted, and' the Commi4,sioil made ze. fresh start...
toward defining,specific, proposals frir the use of televisiOn. ., :,. -

) - 41 .,By the encl'Of 1966, the COrrimiiSion had reached a cOnsensus on a number
:-.i:

Of basic points. Virt, acknowledging the. faet:=that their country had 'neither a
reservdirOftrained,peoplenor suflicienLeconic resources to,,embark upon
a l','a'rge televis,yin project, the Cornralssiodllecide. that its initial*fforts would
have to be limjted in scale, but flexible enough to permit expansion should
circuastances permit. Se4nd, th PlanBasico (grades 7-9) was selected to be
he first level served by-television ',for it was the lack of opportunity and low .

Atality ofinstrtxtliirt at this level th t wa's- believed to.concitute the 'bottle-
,::,'alt ' to EFSalvador's rieveiVent., ustrue-tionartelevision, The"Commission

e hers believed, ,wcitild carnpensge for 'the many iyiiqualied secondary
school-leachers who, In tura,,zcould be trained in a (tort time to become
effectfie monitorsWrithin,tieleyiion4asseg, Third, tie Commission concluded
that IetV's1194444,9teminisfered 6r ,a41 autonomous institute directly ttrider ,

ale Piesident vIrith,,Vreedom-i-o sei its own perlonel polities and-to,impAthe
rii,4 array ortechnical- eriilipmea thatIvovld pe`mquired. Finally, the. Corn-

'hiission're,s'e4\-ed, to seek ToreigkflnanciaralWechnical askistance,so that ITV '
coutne put On s firea, lboting as Possible' koih,breouts&-(p.8-s 1).

--, -f . 5::.- ; ' -i . r,,, 2; '
'',Fi=, . ,,s , -,.

. tCV
-"e' . , -ai:N. , 4 ?. .4 44, #'''
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ni.o.-rit. Cost of ITV 'in El Sahador for third-cycle schools in thousands of

Transrmstio
Facility'
Equipment 7
Operations°

1966

50

n i ..
sroorpl

rernodelling"
Equiptriti°-

' Replacement

TOTAL...COSTS *10

tolkreign aid and
*.debt repaymentss

:TOTAL COST TO
GOVERNMENT 50,

Number of students
thausands )12

1067 '1068 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976

i34 ,o8 36 36
5o 270 40 9615

300 370 410 490 490 490 490 540
5o 380 360 26o 210 200 200 100 50

51 51 51 51 51 51

26 11 4 4
644

20 40 10 10 .10 10 10

1,090
- 50 120 120 120 53 62 80. 13

50, 120 140

50 1,570 1,001 1,121 ,561 860 843 713 801 734

(tgo) (68o) (300),(1,98o) (320) (320)

50 1,3130 321 821 381 540 ,23 713 801 734

2 14 32 48 6o , .02 86 104

t. dlost data for 1966-73 are based mainly on R E. Spcaglc, Educational Worm and Instricetional
Television in El Salvador, Costs, Benefits, and Payoffs. Wa4kington,.D.C., Academy ftir Educational

cost data do not teacher (not considered .Development, 972.,The include training by Speaglf as
. . . part of ITV ol6sts), the distribution and printing of teachers guides and st8dent workbociOnor.

maintenance avid power costs for reception equipment (Speagle says the latter is extremely small),
Production facility. Ninety per cent of the costs Of the...S.-onto Tecia facility were allocated to produc-
tion' and to per cent to transmission, with the life of the air-conditioning aesumed to be ten years
and the fa,cility life to be twenty-five years.

3. Production equipment. This assumes a ten-year life, with the cost of the Santa Tecla equipment
allocates -6o pen cent to production and Ao per cent to transmission.

4. Production operations and start-up. These arc the same as in Speagle until 1974 when start-up Costs
arc assumed to decrease over two years to a $5o,000 level. After 1975 they remain at this level and
are included in the east of operations, which are based on Speaglc's projection.

5. I ideotape. It is not clear whether these costs are included in Table 2.1 of Speagle. They arc added
here, under the assumption of a five-year tape life, 300 hours of programming a year, and a cost
of an hour-long videotape of $170.
Transmission facility. This is explained under production facility.

The cost of ITV in El Salvador

Cost pattern
Table 14. presents the basic cost pattern. It shows costs in various'sub-
categories of production, transmission and reception for one year.

All costs arr.-adjusted to take account of infyn, are expressed in

age
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1972 United States dolia6 1

1977 1978 197 , 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1988 1987

340
50

440
270

540

51'

36
40

540

'51

4

36
966
540

51

540

.

540

.51

540

51

540

51

540

r- 644
10 10 10 10 00 10 10 " 10 10 to . to

13 13 ' 18 13 18 t8 t8 13 18 18 22
120 103 62 200 - 133 133 116 8o '. 213 151 .151

638 '716 951 934 2,402 , 701 684 694 832 770 733

45 - 45 45 45 45 45 45 45

1638 716 951 979 2,447 746 729 739 877 815 ' 768

107 110 113 117 120 124 128 ,131 '135 139 144

7. Trintrission equipment. This is explained under production equipment.

1988

540

*

10

18

134

702

45

747

148

8. Trasumislion operattont This representsdhe Kemal charge through 1971 for the use of commercial
broadcast time. Beginning in 1972, operations are estimated to cost 25 per cent of the 1971rental charge.

9. Classroom remodelling. This is the same as in Speagle, with an assumed twenty-five-year lifeline.
o. Reception equipment Beginning ip 1973, this is based on the number of students added to the system,

an average class size of forty-five, and a cost per receiver of Saoo.
1. Foreign aid and debt repayment Through 1973 this repretents the actual size of foreign grants and

loans. The loan portion of this aid is paid off with a ten-year grace period during which interestaccumulates at 2 per cent and a thirty-year repayment period during which interest accumulates
at 2.5 per cent With our assumption of a 4 per cent annual rate °Urination these effective interestrates become -2 per cent and -1.5 per cent respectively. If there were no inflattompresent,value of the repayment amount would be almog,three tirqes as large. The repayment is scheduled
as if the forty-year. period for the total loan began in two.

` 12. Number of students. This is assumed to grow rapidly from 1972 to 1976 (about 20 per cent per year)after which a 3 per cent growth rate is accoued for mainly by populanta growth.

1972 United States dollars and are based on Speagle's .analysis.1
Foreign aid and debt repayment arc shown under total costs. The
numbers in parenthesel `show the 'total grant ot loan moneylteceived:-..
Beginning in 198°, the costs to the Salvadorian Government are _com-
puted by adding theloan repayment to the total incurred expenditures.

i. R. E. Speagle, Educational Reform and Instructional Television in El Salvador: Costs,
Benefits, and Payoffs, Washington. D.C., Academy for Educational Development,4-
1972.
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.t. The amortization period Is the number of years the ,yost item IS assumed to last, start-up costs
are amortized over an assumed twenty -fig e.year life for the project

2: The annualization was done with a social discount rate of 7.5 per cent per annum.
1, . ' Al

' The econom f new educational media

, I I2 t.4

__-
tE-175. Costs of programme production in thousands of 1972 United States

dollars

Cost category
Amortization

Cost
Annualized

cost 2

Facility (building)
Facility (air- conditionin
Equipment
Start>up/

Operations (recurrent)
TOTAL "---\ ____

----\--

.1.

25
10
10
25 .."

5

.

342
72

1,326
1,860

153

a

31
10

193
167
38

540

979

The table shows usa nth increases rapidly,until 1976, and. thereafter
increases in B ortion to tht schodl-age population growth which is
approximately 3 per cent a year..

The footnotes to Table 14 provide somewhat more information on
the source of the figures in the various ories; readers interested in

.a detailed discussiOn of the vario st compOnents should consult the
cowrehensive treatrrteQLby peagle. This chapter will provide no
further discussion of these component cos imates except to expand
briefly on the ccd, of programme prof uction:

Programme production costs exceed the Sum of transmission anti
reception costs by a factor of two or three. For this reason, it is important
to examine these costs in some detail and Speaglei provides a breakdown .

of the operating costs of programme, production. However, a very
substantial fraction of .programme production costs arc capital costs
and it is importantpartiNfarly for planners From other countriesto
obtain an estimate of total production costs,: not just the operating
costs of production. Table 15, using cost data from Table 14,
presents the component and total costs of ,prbgramme production,
including annualized capital expenditures at a 7.5 per cent distount
rate:, the total of $979,000 per year is almost twice the recurrent 'cost of
$540,000 per year. At the estimated products n rate of 1,000 twenty-
Minute programmes per year, the. cost, r hour or programme pro-
duction comes to about $2,940.

The total cost function for ITV'
Using the da a fr Table- 14, it is possible to obtain.a cost function for
ITS' in El Sa vador. In this chapter the programme production and
transmission costs are considered fixed; reception costs arc variable with
the number of students. The cost function we use, then, is:

1.
It,

Speagle, op. cit., p. 72-8.
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TC (N) = F VA,N

s

Where: TC = total cost; N = number of students; F = fixed cost;
=-.- variable cost per student; Start-up costs were treated as an initial

capital investment in tilt. system; they were annualized over the assumed
twenty-five year lifetime of the sygte.rn and included in, F. The 1972
student prolment estimate of 48,000 was used along with the assumption
of an average of 170 hours of programme presentation per grade per
year. The enrolment figures allow calculation of AC.anct AC /Vx; the
programme pteientation assumption allows computation of costs per
student hour of viewing. The total cost equation (expressed in 1972
United States dollars) for the system is as follows, assuming a discount
rate of 7.5 per cent.'

Total cost equation 4C ACIVN Student -ho r cost

TC N) = 1,116,000+ LION .4-t5 '''%12.2 14 0.-143

With twice as many students using the system (N = 96,000), average
costs fall to $12.7-3 and per, student-hour costs fall to 80.075. This
substafitial reduction is possible because of the initially high value of

The above,total cost eqhation is for all-inclusive ,costa;, it is a.1.0 of
_value to compute a cost equation, that includes only costs to the Salva7
dorian Government.2 To do this one must reduce diefixed cost corn-

.

1. Jamison and Klees examined the sensitivity of the cost estimates to the value
chosen for the social discount rate; increasing it from 7.5 per cent to 15 per cent

reases AC by abwat-24er cent. This is a substantial amount, due to the highly
tal-intensive ndture cif the project. (See D. Jamison and S. Klees, The Cost

o Instructional Radio and Television for Developing Countries, Stanford University,
titute for Communication Research, 1973. To appeal.* in: Instructional Science.)ly

.A3n order to adjust all-inclusive costs for grants,one simply subtracts the amount
of the grant in the given year from the all-inclusive costs,of that year. Loans are
somewhat more complicated because they must at some point be paid back. The

.11"1. loans negotiated by El Salvador have a ten-year grace period befope repayment
is to commence. Thus, in early years of the project the loans in s-gfven year are,
like the grants, simply subtracted, from the all-inclusive costs. in later yeart the
repaymeats must be added tb thell-inclusive costs in order to obtain costs to tbe
government. .

Computing the amount to be repaid in each of the later yeagsts complicated
by lack of knowledgenf the inflation rate of the dollar. The loans are negotiated7
in fixed, dollar terms so that the higher .the rate of dollar inflation the lower the
real value of the loan repayments, that is, the lower the value expressed in fixed
dollars (1972 dollars are used as the base in this report). The'situation is exactly
analogous to that of a home-owner with a mortgage; in times of high inflation
he gains because the value of his debt is fixed in dollar terms. Inflation rates for
the dgllar are unpredictable even, it now appears, several months, much less
ten years, in achiance. For this reason, the value used in this chapter, 4 per cent,
should be regarded as only a conservative estimate. Given the value of the loans,
the interest rates they bear, their repayment schedules, and the rate of inflation ,

for the dolla.r, one can use
4
standard accounting formulase to determine the annual
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ponents of the above eqtation by an annualized equivalent of the
grants and loans. To find this equivalent, the present value of the
thirtf-year loan repayment series was calculated, and the sum sub-
tract &I from the total amount of foreign grants and loans (the total
amount was assumed to occur in the year 1970). The resulting figure
was annualized over t-hoi twenty-five-year assumed lifetime of the
project and subtracted from the fixed costs. The Government of El
Salvador cost equation is as follows :

Government of El Salvador cost equation AC ACVN Student-hour cost

TC(N) =-- 799,000 + LION 17.75 16.13 0.104

It should be observed that the .net grant and loan contribution to the
system is substantial. At the 7.5 per cent social rate of discount,

Foreign contributions cover about 27 per cent 'of the system's cost.
This 27 per cent is based on the assumption that 48,000 students per
year use the sy sten* as the entire cost of expanding the system is borne
by El Salvador, the percentage of foreign contribution will decline as
usage increases. Because of the high value of AC /4 w however, the decline
amounts to only a little over 25 per cent when student usage reaches
the 104,000 projected for 1976.1 -

The cost equations of the preceding paragraphs provide a reasonably
clear picture of system costs as a function of N, the number of students
per year using the system. In order to assess accurately the actual average
costs incurred, account must be taken of the time structure of student
usage, and this is done in the computations of values for AC,, that
follow.

Average costs of ITV in El Salvador
The data in Table 14 suffice to calculate values of AC,, for El Salvador
for the years 1966 to 1988. Taking 1966 as year 1 (and therefore 1973
as year 8), one can *compute all possible values of AC,, both for all-
inclusive costs and for costs to the government. These computations
depend, of course, on the accuracy of the enrolment projections in the
last row of Table 14 and deviations from those projections would induce
corresponding deviations in average costs.

Figure 1 displays values ofACt, graphically. This graph indicates that if
social discount rate is 1.-5 per cent, the ,average costs through to

repayment in terms of..42,7Pdollars. These repaynients begin in tg8o and, as of
that year, costs to thcSTIvadorian GOverndient must be determined by adding
the loan repaynients to the all-inclusive costs.

i. I co paring the average costs in total with those to the Salvadorian Govern-
en , 11,sis.an interesting fact that the latter is totally insensitive to the social

discount rate. This results from a coincidenol balancing of factors: on the one
hand, increasing the social discourirrate its tases capital costs but, on the other
hand, it increases the value of foreign loans.

.

0400;11' rVer
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1

5.00

16

'

24

5.
Flo. I. ACj for the total cost of ITV Fic. 2. AC8i for the total cost of ITV

in third cycle. --w, in third cycle.

year 12 of the project 1977) will have been about $24 per student per
year. What tIs means is that total expenditures up to 1977 divided
by total student usage up to 1977 (each properly discounted) will equal
$24. If the time horizon is extended to twenty-five yeatKs (1988) the result
comes to about $17. The bump in the curve that occurs near year 15
(1981} results from the need ,to replace production and transmission
equipment at that time. .

Figure 2 displays the same information as Figure 1 except that
costs 'e viewed from 1973 rather than from the beginning of the project.
It wilrbe noticed that the scale in Figure 2 differs from that in Figure 1

and that values of AC8j for j less-than 8 are undefined (indicated by
the flat part of the curve From the time perspective of 1973, average
costs through to year 12'1977)1977) are, of course, much less than the $24
of.,ACLia; the value of AC8,12 is about $8.5o for a ,7.5 per cent discount
rate. This $8.50° is the total projected expenditure between 1973 a d,
1977 divided ley the projected number of, years of student use betwe

on Figure a is much magnified in Figure 2; this is both becaus the fixed
now and 1977, each properly discounted. The small bump at year 15

replacement costs are a larger fraction of 'average costs viewed from
1973 and because they are less divounted since by 1973 they are much
nearer in the future..

.

Table 16 presents exact computations of AC:j based on a 7.5 per cent
discount rate and the figureAin Table 14 for total cost. The top row of
Table 16 corresponds to the graph in Figure 1 and its fifth row corresponds

11
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TA.B LE 16. Average total costs from yttar i to year j for third-cycle schools, in 1972 United States dollars (interest rate = 7.5 per cent)

From year i To year j

1978 198o 1982 1984 1986 1988

(ib66 254.95 -7:4449 18.88
1969 134.63 o . -,, -3+24 23.71 ,,ct

.-..
-,--J5.96

1971 43.75 2+90 17.75 14;5 r, ,c 13.00
1972 17.92 , 13.55_ 10.95 9.45 9- 5 9.8o
1973 11.78 9.69 8.46 :,--. 8.37 9.21
1974 9.75 8.52 758-4-1573 ...:.= 8.77
1975 '-..-3,..,. --.

,
8.6n- . 752 7.43 8.66--* -.

It 1976 6.95 6.48- ' '7-09 8.58
1977 6.23 7.13 8.90
1978 6.55 7 55-------9571990

.18-6 11.17
1984
1988

17.14 15.95 14.97
1+59 13.67 12.89
1 T.99 11.33 10.75
9.18 8.8o 8.44
8.64 8.31 7.98
8.23 7.92 7.61
8.o8 7.77 7.45

, 7.95 7.63 7.30
: 8.11 7.72 7.34

8.47 7.96 7.5o
8.98. ,

5.21
8.15
5.58

7.53
5.32

4'474

a

1
rt. .5

--
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to ycar j for third-cycle schools, in 1972 United States dollars (interest rate = 7.5 per cent)

To ytar j

2

0.1

E.

1974 1976 1978 1980 1982 1984 1986- 1988

44.49
34.24
24.90
13.55
11.78

9.75

29.84--
23.71
17.75.
10.95

9.69
8.52
8.00
6.95

-- 23.11
. 9173

14.35
9.45
8.46
7.58
7.12
6.48
6.23
6.51

?op.() 1

16.53

13.02
9.15

'8.37
7.73
7.43
7.09
7.13
7.55
7.89

18.88
15.96
13.00
9.8o
9.21
8.77
8.66
8.58
8.90
9.57
1171.

17.14
14.59
11.99
9.18
8.64
8.23
8.08
7.95
8.11

---- 8.47
8298
5.21

.--

--,

-\ 4,
i

15.95
13.67
11.33
8,8o

.,13.31

-7.92
7.77

7.63
7-,72

7.96
8.15
5.58

14.97
.12.89
10.75
8.44
7.98
7.61

7.45
7.30-
7.34
7.5o
7.53
5.32
4.74

1.1 3
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TABLE 17. Average govrntnent costs from year i to year j for third-cycle schools in 1972 United States dollars (interest rate,=-- 7.5 per cent)

From year i To year j
1968 _ .t971) 1972 1974 1976 1978 1980 1982 1984 1986 1988

1966 177.52 44.19 25.37 18.39 14.93 13.56 13.52 12551 11.84 11.25
109 -- 70.79- 24.48 16.0 12.96 11.04 10.47 10.92 I0.5 9.81 9.40
1971 13.9§ 11.20 9.83 8.78 8.68 9.43 8.94. 8.63 8.331972 9.84 8.98 8.10 8.15 9.03 8.57 8.29 8.ot
1973 9.26 --- 8.56 7:74 7.87 8.87 8.4o\ 8.13
1974 9.75 8.52 7.58 7.78 8.89 8.38 \ 8.09 7.80
1975 8.00. 7.12 7.49 8.79 8.25 7.96 7.65
1976 6.95 6.48 7.16 8.73 8.14 7.8i 7.52
1977 6.23 7.22 9.07 8.32 \ 7.95 7.58
1978 6.51 7.68 9.78 8.72 \ 8.22 7.771980 8.27 11.55 9.33 1, 8.51 7.88
1984 5.36 5.92 5,64
1988 5.05

a
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t; from yeari to year j for third-cycle schools in 1972 United Sitatesdollars (ingest rate = 7.5 per cent)

alb

To year j

41.?

/
c)

.. c.
''' "1--I .4

1974 . 1976 1978 198o 1982 1984 , 1986 1988

19
48
99
25

25.37
16.28
11.20

9.84 ,
9.26
9.75

18.39
12.96
9.85
8.98
8.56
8.52
8.00
6.95

14.93
11.04
8.78
8. to
7.74
7.58
7.12
6.48
6.23
6.51

13.56
10.47
8.68
8.15
7.87
7.78
7.49
7.16
7.22
7.68
8.27

13.52
10.92

9.43
9.03
8.87
8.89
8.79
8.73
9.07
9.78

11.55

12.51
10.25
8.94
8.57
8.40
8.38
8.25
8.14
8.32 c
8.72
9.33
5.56

11.84
9151
8.63
8.29

g. "-,

7.9
7*4
7 95
8.22
8.51
5.92

'

11.25

9.40
,_8.33
8.01

7.85
7.80

7.65
7.52
7.58
7.77
7.88
5.64
5.05
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,to the graph in Figure 2. Table <1,7'presents the same computations- for
costs to 'the Salvadorian Governrnent instead of all-intlusive costs;
except in the lower right-hand corner, costs, in Table 17 are lower than
corresponding costs in Table 16. the appropriate cost to use depends on
one's vantage-point. At the time of El Salvador's initial decision, the
long-run ,average cost to the government 4Cp251 in Table 17 was the
most useful' figure fOr El- Sarv'ador to 'consider; by 1973, for lOng-term
planning;, the values of AC5 are perhaps most useful;, on the other
hand, for present -short-term expansion or contraction decisions, the
marginal costs are the most appropriate.' If El Salvador had not had
grant and loan opportunities, the all- inclusive costs of Table 16 would be
more appropriate. . - < -

In terms of what other's can learn from El Salvador's experience,
the most useful figure is perhaps the long-term average cost viewed
from the, point at which El Salvador commenced expenditure. At the
7.5 per cent discount rate, this figure, AC--1,24 5 is seen from Table 16 to
be $14.97, say, $15. If the students view an average of 17o hours of
ITV per year, the cosper student hour is $o.o9. It should be borne in
mind that these costs assumelhat the system continues through 1988 and,
more importantly, that the rapid expansion of enrolments projected
in Table 14 is in factattained.

The cost of ITV is necessarily an add-on to whattw.er else may be
provided for students. The introduction of ITV m.07, however, facilitate
reduction of other costs and the next subsection considers very briefly
the factors that may allow ITV costs to be offset.'

Factors offsetting the cost of ITV

The principal cost of conventional instruction is the teache 's time and
the offsetting factor to be considered here is the reduCtion of teacher's
time per stlideni. ITV costs can be offset by th student-to-
teacher ratidthrough increases in C or hi or through decrease in.hs, where

= class size; hi = number of hours per week of a ftklj-ti e teacher;
h, = number of hours in school per week of a full-time stu s ent. If the
mechanisnOnvolves increases in teacher-hours, teacher sal increases
mustbe less than proportional to hour increases.

ITV in El Salvador has tended to reduce costs by increas ng teacher-
hours and class size. Counterbalancing thele costs are the co of provid-
ing ITV. By using the estimatc of thirty-five students to Alass nd tw
five hours as estimates of bog', student-week, and teacher-
student/teacher ratio was 35 : 1. The instructional expenditure r
student was' thus $52 per year. Had the reform been mounted without

1. 1966 corresponds to year 1 and 1.988 corresponds to year 24.
2. A more detailed analysis of El Salvador ITV costs, including discussion of

expariding the system to the first and second cycles, may be found in Jamison and
Klees, op. cit.
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Flo. 3.. Instructional expenditures in dollars per student per year. E(no ITV and
E(ITV). (X=number of students using ETV; C=class size.)

ITV anct traditional size classes, that would have been the cost per
student.

However, ITV was introduced, and accompanying it were two
other changes affecting cost per student. Average classroom size was
increased, as smaller third-cycle schools were closed an more students
matriculated at the remaining schools. At the same ti e, teacher load
was increased from twenty-five to thirty-five hours an increase of.,
40 per cent) while teacher salaries were only increased by 20 per cent to -
$2,165. While it cannot, be flatly asserted that such changes would not
have occurred unless ITV had been introduced, this may be-a reasonable
assumption. Certainly the ministry, planners believed that one of the
advantages of extending ITV to primary schools would be 'to help the
teacher who sees .2trkself as overburdened by hips work day with double
sessions'.

Given the longer work week., the teacher cost per student equals the
teacher wage divided by the student-to-teacher ratio; i.e., it equals
$2,1651S; since S =,(ht/h5)C ---= (35/25)C, the teacher cost per gtudent
equals $1,546/C, where C is the class size after the introduction of ITV.
In addition to teacher costs, one must consider television costsper student
to the government; the equation giving costs to the government summar-
ized these expenditures. The annualized ITV costs per student are seen
from that equation to equal ($799,000 -..,...110-1-$1.1o,whereXis the number
of students using the ITV system. The sum of this plus teacher costs
give the per student costs with ITV, E(ITV):

E(ITV) = $1,,546/C + $799,0oo/N + $1.1o.

117
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i!
It is,not yet clear, what the average class size will become aftel'El S,v1.-
vador's educational reform is fully implemented. In order to illtstrat,
how class size and N jointly affect the per-student costvgigure 3 shows /,
how E(ITV) varies with N for three values of C: C = 35; C ---7 40;
C = 45. ,

Figure 3 also shows E(no ITV), the assumed instructional cost if
ITV had not been introduced; of $52. E(,no ITV) does not, of course,

,vary with N. All points on the E(ITV) curves that lie 14e,low the E(no
ITV) curve indicate combinations of class size and total enrolment that
result in having lower, instructional costs per student with ITV than
without. For example, if C = 40 i,n Figure 3, this indicates that with more
than 6u,ouu students using ITV, the cost per student per year would be
less with the ITV system than without the changes in class size and teacher
hours accompanying the introduction of ITV. It thus seems quite
possible that the use of ITV in the reform in El Salvador will be accom-
panied by a reduction in unit cost.

Mexico's Telesecundaria1

The problem for Mexico was to provide primary and secondary educa-
tion schooling to rural areas. In 1966, experiments began with a system
of instructional television known as Telesecundaria.

The system

Organization and technical characteristics

The system started with closed-circuit broadcasting to an experimental
school in Mexico City.

Eighty-three seventh-graders divided into four classes received
television instructionNin standard subjects. An evaluation for the year
1966/67 indicated that this had been successful .1-1c1 open broadcasting
began for 6,569 seventh-grade students in 304 classrooms all over Mexico.

Telesecundaria classes are usually held in premises provided by local
authorities and involve the same curriculum and goals as the traditional

i. Abridged from Jamison et al., op. cit.

.-
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ystem. ''Flic0eachers are classroom co-.
inators' drawn fforn'Ahe ratgPoff fifth- and sixth-grade primary

scto-61s and they areilia* id *Ile federal government. They give the
full range of.instructiOri in all ubjects for seventh, eightt and ninth
grade. 'These co-ordinators are supplied with a monthly outline and
schedule-and pupils can biiy 'worichooks:-

TelevisiOn teachers and produeare reernited from schooleand are
-paid on an hourly basis. They-are given speCial training* elocution,
television teaching, script-hitifig and the use of audio-visual aids.
ProduCers are ON, en extensive technical training in audio-visual instruc-
tiod as well-as studio management. Telesecundaria believes it bost to- train
academic specialists to be televiaion producers.

In a typical week, students receive' about thirty televised lessons_,_
Which last about twenty minutes. The rentai4).ing-torty minutes are for
preparation and follow-up. On Saturday Mornings, students receive one
hour of television and the rest of the m_ reserved for theflassroom.
co-ordinators.

Most broadcasts are live. Each teacher has one hour in the studio to
rehearse and deliver alItwenty-minute lesson.

Mexican law requires commercial broadcasters to donate 12.5 per
.cent of broadcast time for government* use. The Telesecundaria system
was initiated and until,recently operated tinder the auspices of the
Audio-visual Departineniilf the Mexican Seiretariat for Public Educ-
tion (SEP). The d4elopment of Telesecundaria has been limited because
it relies solely on Channel,5 which gives it about 40 per cent of its broadcast
time. It is also limited in range. Beoatte of this, a.projectwas initiatediu.
1969 to send taped lessons by plane to the State of Sonora. ,This was
discontinued because of administrative and scheduling difficulties.

Utilization
Table 18 shows student enrolment. - /

tEach.year a typical student receives about t,08o twenty-minute pro-
grammes representing about 36o hours of instructional lessons.

TABLE 18.

School year
1967/68 1968/69 1969/70

Seventh grade
Eighth grade
Ninth grade

.TOTAL

6,569 10,91.6

5,324
12,175
8,240
5,473

6,569 16,240 25,888

1970/71 19d1/72

14,499
9,459
6997
0,955

1 9
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TAB1 11. Cosh of theITN' components of Tele45undaIia and utilization

Production
Facility' V-*4 :

642 64 >
%.

4:.

Equipment' Pa 162 ell:0 6o 60 60' ,
Operationis 4: .8 228 --,...t,

337 444 444 444 44 444 .
0'

Transmission 2 .'' et k

Operations' e il as
17 ''' '35 52 52 52 52

, et
Retisphon r .* ,, , _

Equipments V 1 85 109 122 . 61 12
Replacement40. 1 85
Maintenance and operations' 9 20 32 38 38 39,4

TOTAL COSTS 'tk ' 334 e 455 508 668 710 655 535 632
ett:

Number of students ( in thousands )8 7 16 26 31 , 29 30

1966 1967 19684 J 4969 1970 1971 1972 1973,

1. This includes only the costs of the four television studios, as other production and administrative
operations at present utilize excess space within the Audio-visual Department of SEP. There
are fourAudids, constructed over a two-year period, at a cost of S32,000 per studio, and they
,,area.kut". to have a twenty-year life. .

Att: thiaTicludes the costs of studio equipmept and videotapes. Studio equipment cost Szo4,000,
was purchased in the two yearsprior to initial operation, and is assumed tohave a ten-year life.
The present stock of z ,soo hour-long videotapes, costing $240 per tape, was purchased over the
first six years of the projects Tapes are assumed not to be erased for re-use, and so per cent of the
programming is assumed to be taped (as was the case in r972). Therefore the present stock of
tapes will last about iwelve years, after which h is assumed that tapes will be purchased as needed.

3. This includes the costs of production administration, maintenanmand teleteachers. These costs are
assumed to remain constant, in real terms, at their respective 1972 values of 8220,000, $120,000

Effectiveness
As reported in Klees' and Mayo et a1,2 pre-tests and post-tests in
Spanish, matematics, and chemistry were given to a random sample of
ninth-grade students in Telesecundaria and traditional systems over one
semester periocLin 1972. The score on pre-tests were about the same and
gains by the Telesecundaria group were somewhat higher than those for

.41 the direct-teaching group (the difference in gain,scores was statistically
significant at the o.ol level) in all three groups. --/-

Kfees3 compares the two systems through -regressi alysis
controlling a lite number of variables: student background, attitudes,
aspirations, teacher educatton, experience, c ssroom, behaviour and
claSs sizeand finds television contributes sign' antly.

Once the Telesecundaria system was trans om SEP to-the
,regular secondary-school division within the Secretatia for Public
tluCattui 11.SEP), expdmiodwas made more possible. .

451. S. Klees, Instructional Technology and Its,Relationship to Quality and Equality m Education
in a Developing Nation: a Case Study of Instructional Television in Mexico, Princeton,
N.J., Educational Testing Service, 1975. (Doctoral dissertation, Stanford Uni-
versity, 1974)

2. J. Mayo, E. McAnany and S. Klees, The Mexican Telesecundaria: a Cost-effectiveness
Analysis, Stanford University, Institute for Communication Research, 1973."`
(Reprinted in: Instructional Science, 1975.)

3. (lees; op. cite, chapter V.
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in thousands of t972 United States dollars

1974 t975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 t985 1986

102 102 29 * 29 29 29 29 29 29 29 29
444 44 k-14 444 444 444 444 444 444 444 444 444 444

52 52 52 52 5,2 52 52 52 52 52 52 52 52

24 24 I2 24 24 24 24 24 ,.24 36 24 36 24
I09 122 6t I . 97 133 146 73 25 t21 157 170 147

41 43 44 46 48 50 52 54 56 6o 62 66 r).3

670 685 715 669 694 784 747 63t? 742 768 797 735
's.

,§76

32 34 35 ,37 39 41 43 45 47. 50 s,52 55 57

and Sio4,0o0. In the first thre years of the project these costs are psumed to be proportional_
to the number of grades covere . , t

4. Since transmission time is ao d, this figure reflects an estimate of the costs of broadcasting
1,o80 hours annually on a system of the same size and power as Channel 5. Lower costssn early
years reflect the reduced hdurs of broadcast resulting from fewer grades vere

3 The price of a television receiver is assumed to be Sato, which is somewhat h so as to include
the cost of antennae, where needed. The number of receivers needed is assumed to be proportional
to the number of students enrolled, with the averme,Class size estimated at twenty-three students.

6. This assumes a five-year life for television receivers. ..
The cost of maintaining and operating the reception equipment each year is assumed to be
to per cent of the total togs of receptton equipment in operation in any year.

8 Prior to 1973 the actual - cumber of students in the system is utilized. It ishypothesized that after
that time enrolment'grows at a rate of 5 per cent annually. t; . .

1

From a More macroscopic level of the system effectiveness, both
Klees and Mayo et al. report on the relative pote4ltial of the two.systems
toinrol students and enable them to graduate: this would satisfy a social
demand for secondary schooling. Both systems had identical dropout,
repetition, promotion and graduation rates. The Telesecundaria system
costs relatively less and could enrol 6o per cent more students with a
budget equal to that of a traditional system.

System costs-

Tear-by-year costs
Costs presented in Table 19 are total.costs-to Mexico: local communities,
students and families, other groups within the private sector, direct
gaierrtment outlays.

They are based on the assumption that student enrolment grows at a
° rate of 5 pei- cent annuallyand that it continues to function in the

present eight-state region reached by Channel 5.

Annualized cost functions +
Based on the infotman0 onditsen,ted in the previous subsection, wecan
derive an approximate annualized cost function for the instructional
television component of Telesecundaria, as follows:
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TC A t, h) = F .1\rx Vh h,

v., here : TC = total system costs; = the number of students enrolled
in the system; h = the riliinber of hours of programming broadcasts;
F = fixed system costs; V.,y = variable cost per student; and Vh = variable
cost per hour.

Cost functions for each ITV system componentprOduction,
transmission and receptidnat alternative social rates of discount of
o per cent, 7.5 per cent and'15 per cent. Calculations are based on the,,
information in Table 19 and the accompanying footnotes.

Production costs vary with the number of hours the system broadcasts.
Studios and studio equipment are treated as capital costs to be annualized.
Personnel, equipment maintenance, videotapes are recurrent costs.
Production costs = $472 per hour, assuming the future isnot 'discounted,
$490 per hour with 7.5 per Cent rate of discount and $9.31at a 15 per cent
interest rate.

Transmission costs are assumed- to vary directly, with the number of
hours of programming broadcast; Calculations are based on the imputed
operating costs of Channel 5 and there is not enough information to
break down costs into capital and recurrent.. Therefore we use the
$52,000 annual operating costs figure, which yields a cost per hour
broadcast of $48.

Reception costs vary with the number of students in the system.
Treating the television receiver as a capital expenditure whose cost is
annualized over a five-year lifetime, and maintenance and operational
costs as recurrent costs, and assuming an average class size of twenty-three
students, the total costs of reception amount to 83.65 per student when
the future is not discounted, $4.23 per student at a 7.5 per cent discount
rate and $4.85 at a 15 per'sent rate.

The total cost function and average cost information for the year
1972 may be summarized as shown in Table 20:

This table assumes: (a) an enrolment of 29,000 students; and (b) that
each student views about 366 hours of instructional television lessons.

The relatively low value of the ratio of average cost per student
(ACs) to variable cost per student (Vs) indicates that some economies
scale have already been achieved, although costs per student could be
lower if enrolments expanded.

TABLE 20. Total cost function and average cost for 1972'
in 1972 United States dollars

Total cost equation ACN/v Cost perAC
1 N student-hour

r =0%
r = 7.5%
r= t5 %"

TC = 3.65 N
TC = 4.23 N

4TC = 4.85 N

52o h
538 h
561 h',

23.02
24.27
25.74

.§31
5.74
5.31

0.064
0,067
0.072
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TABLE 21. Average costs of the ITV components of Telesecundaria from year i to
year j in 1972 United States dollars (interest rate = o per cent)

From yeari
To yearj

1968 1970 1972 1974 , 1976 1978 1980 .1982 1984 1986

1966
1969

1971
1972

1V73
1974
1975
1976

1977
1978
198o

1984

185 55
33

35
25
20
18

30
24
20
20
21
21.

27
23
20
20
21
20
20
20

25
21
20
19
20
19
19
19
18
18

24
21
19
19
19
19
19
19

r8
18
17

22
20
18
18
to
18
17
17

17
16
15

21'
19

1 18
17

17

017

17

17
16

',6
15

15

20
18

17
17

16
,6
16
,6
15
15

14

Average annual costs Y -

The information presented in the year-by-year cost table above can
be used to derive summary measures of the average costs per student
in the project, which takes into account changing utilization over time.
Specifically, we can compute ACsi, that is, the average cost per student

, from year i to year j whe4e:

Fi Ck/(1 r)k-i
k

E .1141(1

k =i
The formula above grovides.a measure of average costs that discounts
the future for both costs and student utilization. This ptdvides a more
interesting and useful measure than the average cost figui-e derived` in
the previous section since the latter only takesitti o account utilization at
one point in time. The ACV measure also allbws the project planner to
determine the length of time the project must continue to Hermit unit
costs to fall to a reasonable level. It also permits one to look at project
costs from different point in time over the life of the project.

Tables 21, 22 and 238present the ACV for selected years of/he instruc-
tional television compondnt of Telesecundaria at social rates ofdiscount
of o per cent, '7.5 per cent and 15 per' cent respeptively. They serve to
illustrate several points. First, costs deerease quite rapidly if Telesecun-
daria is projected to continue for more than a few years. For example,
if Telesecundaria were to be discontinued next year, the average cost
per student over the lifetime of the project (AC1966,1976) would be only'
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TABLE 22. Average costs of the ITV components of Telesecundaria from Year i
to year j in 1972 United States dollars (interest rate = 7.5 per cent)

From year g
To year.;

1968 1970 1972 1974 1976 1978 198o 1982 1984 1986

. ,
1966 '
1969
1971
1972
1973

1975
flw6

'977
1978
1980

t984

198 59
33

-..

?9,
26
20
18

.
33
24

"20
20

'21
21

..
30
23
20
20
21

21
20
20

28
22
20
20
20
20'
19
19
,8
i8

27
22
20
19

19
19

19

19

i8,
i8
'7

25
21

19

i8
i8
i8
18,

17

17
17

15

24
20
i8
i8
i8

17
417

i6
16
15

'5

23
19
i8

l7
'7
17
16
16
i6
15
14

$

TABLE 23. Average costs of the ITC components of Telesecundaria from ycar
to Yeai4j in 1972 United States dollars (interest rate = is per cent) (

From year 8
To year j

1968 1970 1972 1974 1976 1978 1.980 1982 1984- 1986

1966
1969

1971
0972
1973
1974
1975
1976

1977
1978
198o

1984

210 64
33

43
26
20
18

37
25
20 .

20
21

21

34
24
20
20
21
21
20
245 N

32
23
20
20
20
20
19

19
i8
r8

,4,3o

23
20
19

20
19

19

19,
i8
i8
17'

..

29 ' 28
22 21

,19 19
19 i8
19 ' 18
19 " 14
i8 rt
18, 17

17

17 16
4 15 15

15

28
21
19
18
18
18
17

. 17
,6
16
15

,14

$30 (at a 7.5 per cent interest rate). Assuming a twenty-year lifetime,
the average cost (4C1966, 1986) would be considerably less: $23.

Sec9nd, we see that in &enerabohe project cost, picture changes
as we examine it from different points in time and with different as-

\ sumptions as to its duration. As we assume a longer project lifetime, .
tvtrage. costs usually 16cline, due primarily .to enrolment increasing
faster than total costs (as is true in most instructional-technology
projects). We also see that, in general, the furtlier advanced the project,
the less expensive it is to continue, due.primarily to many initial project -
development experises be coming sunk costs, and also due to` enrolment
expansiori.
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TABLE 24. Annual cost per student 9f Telesecundaria v. direct teaching
in 1972 United States dollars

Direct Aching Telesecundaria

Traditional components2 .Administration
Classroom teacherss
Facilities (fully equi ped classroo,m)
Student costs (boo , uniforms, etc.)'

,,SUB-TOTAL

6
203

I I

28.

6
88
11

20
248 125

L.ITV components 3
Production o seTransmission -

0 2Reception 0 4
SUB-TOTAL 0 V- -47
TOtAL.. 248 149

1. More detailed information concernin e basis of those cost calculations may be found in Klees,op, cit., Table III.1, Table-III. and Appendix A and in Mayo el al., op. cit., Table 11.3,Table 11.7 and Appendix B.
2. Administrative and classroom facility costs for both syitems are equal to those given for the Tele-secundaria system in the two sources above.
3. As stated in the above sources, traditional system secondary-school

teachers earn $4,680 per yearwhile Telesecundaria teachers are drawn from the ranks of primary school teachers and earnonly Sa,o16 per year. Cost per student estimates assume an average class size of twenty-three.
4. Students and their families pay the costs of books, supplies, and uniforms. Uniforms cost S4 perstudent in eifher system. Bckiks for the Telesecundaria system are $8 less per student than thoseused for the traditional system; the latter uses general textbooks, while the former uses boastespecially prepared for, and keyed to, the instructional television lessons.
5. These costs are taken from 'the section 'System Costs', above, assuming 29,000 students in thesystem as in 1972 and a 7.5 per eent socigknite of discount.

; -

Finally, we observe that the choice of a disldunt rate is quite
important; as the opportunity costs of resources became greater, so do
the real costs of the -project. Neglecting the discount rate (that is,choosing a zero discount rate), as many cost studies u fortunately do,
serves to understate project cost substantially, -even re so than the
average cost figure derived in the previous section for 1972, since
utilization'was not discounted in this latter- figure. For example, taking
the average cast per student &aril 1966 to 1986 (i.e. assuming a twenty-
year lifetime for Telesecundaria) and hot taking the value of resources
over time into account (i.e. using a zero discount rate) can result in

-4, -understating costs by almost 3o per cent if the appropriate rate is 15 per,cent (i.e. $20 per student v.-.$28 per student).

Discussion

Telesecundaria would cost much less than the El Salvador system if it
were expanded to urban areas. The ACA's for Telesecundaria are higher
than those for p Salvador because of the substantially higher utilization
projected for the latter system. a
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TABLE 25. Annual cost per student of Telesecundaria v. direct teaching operating
in an urban environment in 1972 United States dollars 1

Direct teaching Telesecundaria

Traditional components2
Administration
Classroom teachers'
Facilities (fully equipped classroom)
Student costs (books, uniforms, etc.)

SUB-TOTAL

5o 50
94 40
28 28
28 20

200 138

ITV components4
Production 1

Transmission
aception O 4

SUB-TOTAL 0 5

r

TOTAL 200 143

i. More detailed' information concerning the basis of these cost calculations may be found in Klees,
op. cit., Appendixes A and B.

2. Administrative costs and classroom facility costs are higher than those assumed in Table 24
which reflected Telesecundaria's historical experience; the cost figures utilized above' are the
actual historical costs of the traditional direct teaching system in Mexico, which has a much
higher administrative overhead and employs much more expensive classroom facilities than
does the rural-bawd Tplesecundaria system.

3,,Classroom teachers for both systems are less expensive per student than was the case in Table ag..
since in urban areas the average class size is 5o students.

4. _These costs are taken from the section on system costs, above, assuming a 7.5 per cent social
tate, and an enrolment of 580,000 students, which was that of the traditional system in the eight-
state region in 1972. Transmission costs per student arc virtually zero with such a high utilization.

One of the main reasons the over-all cost of Telesecundaria is
ow is its low production cost. c

Cost comparison with the traditional system

Telesecundaria is one of the most interesting ITV systems in the world'
because it is one of the few that has been shown to be .cost-effective in
relation to the traditional direct-teaching system.

Table 24 presents the costs per student of the Telesecundaria system

as a whole, including the traditional components and ITV components
and costs per student necessary for the traditional system to work.

We find the traditional system in rural areas much more expensive
(65 per cent higher) than Telesecundaria: §248 per student for, the
traditional system versus $1.4St,p er student'for Telesecundaria. If more
than /g,000 students receivecUelesecundaria, the figure would be
even lower: for 5oo,00o students, Telesecundaria would come to $130
per student.

. One of tkip apparent reasons (seen in Table 24) that Telesecundaria
is cheaper is its use of lower-salary teachers and lower-cost textbooks.
This is because Telesecundaria uses primary-school teachers and as
ti
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TABLE 46. Sources of funding for Telesecundaria v. direct teaching in 1972
United States dollars

Source of funding
Direct teachingl

(Yo

Telesecundaria2
0/0Cost/Stddent/Year Cost/Student/Year

,Government
Locality (student, families

and parents' organiza-
tions)

Priyate industry
(Channel 5)

168

32

64

c

16

112

35

2

75

24

200 100 149 100
C

I. These costs reflect the historical costs of operating the traditional direct-teaching system (see
Mayo et al, op. cit., for details). Students and their families pay S28 for books and uniforms,
plus a S4 Anual fee that the Secretariat of Public Education collects and contributes to system
operation costs.

2. For Telesecundaria, Channel 5 contributes the transmission facilities, while students and their
families are required to pay the costs of books and uniforms (S20 per student per year), the cost
of constructing and maintaining classroom facilities (Sri(Si per student per year) apd tht cost of
reception equipment and maintenance ($4 per student per year). The 54 annual' fee is waived
by SEP for Telesecundaria students.

long as their salaries', are lower than secondary- school teachers this
. difference will persist.

Expansion alternatives

The analysis is based on the works of Klees, and Mayo et al., already
mentioned. If Telesecundaria were to expand enrolment within the
eight-state region and remain in rural areas, the annual marginal
cost per, student of expansion would be $r29, but if Telesecundaria .

were to expand into -urban areas in direct conjunction with, or as a
replacement for, the traditional direct-teaching system, its costs would be"
very different.

Table 25 represents an approximation of costs of Telesecundaria
if it were introduced into urban areas, compared with those of the

, traditional system.
If Telesectindaria coverage were to be expanded nation-wide, a

''r different transmission system would be needed. With r million students
it,such a system, the cost per student would come to $145, thus leading
to a total saving of $55 million annually. This would probably lead to
hard political opposition; hence, expansion will probably have to be
,kept to the rural areas. If the expansion of Telesecundaria takes place
over an extended period of time and does not threaten the position of
existing secondary-school teachers, it could become a good alternative
to the traditional systerii. The money saved could be used in giving
moreVeducation to rural youth.
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System financing

It is important not only to analyse the total costs of a iven system but
also to look at who is paying these costs.

Table 26 shows costs, on a per student basis and by unding source,

t that have been operative for Telesecundaria and the traditional sec-
ondary-school system.

Conclusions

Telesecundaria is cost-effective. It was initiated entirely by the country
utilizing it, without external finaucing or technical assistance. Subject-
matter tests did not show large gains for either the Telesecundaria
student group or the traditional group. But Telesecundaria is signifi-
cantly more cost effective than the traditional secondary-school System
and alternative expansion possibilities should be taken into consideration.

But a system which encourages the migration of bright rural
youth to overcrowded Mexican urban areas that alreakhave significant
unemployment problems may not be a cost-beneficial system. And this
is a problein common to most developing countries. Attention must
be given to the goals toward which this potential will be directed.

, \

Programmed instruction

A programmed-instruction project in Central Africa'

i Background data
Er

Li State of the project
.-.

The project was launched by Unesco in 1967 and subsequently taken
over by the Senior Teacher Training College of Central Africa (ENSAC),
Brazzaville, with financial assistance from Unesco and subsequently

i. This study is based on data contained in two reports prepared by Mr. G. Nihan
and Mr J. Pocztar following their mission to Brazzaville (May 104.): Les coat
d'un Cours EP: l'Experience EP en Afrique Centrale (July 1974); Evaluation du Project
d'EP en Afrique Centrale (Unesco, September 1974). The reports in question
were mimeographed documents, of which only a limited number of copies were.1i
run off.
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from the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP). By the
date of the mission of May 1974, sufficient time had elapsed for it to be
possible to distinguish fairly clearly the various stages in the project's
development. The mission identified three such stages:
1. From 1967 to 1969: the opening period was one of trial and error,

owing to inadequate planning and organization. Production was
tentative, still feeling its way, and only a few programmed sequences
were completed.

2. From 1969 to 1971: Three phases were distinguished in this period,
both for purposes of the case study and because this division
corresponded to types of activity that varied in range and intensity:
(A) In July 1969 a 'production course' was held with the help

of Unesco consultants, general lower-secondary school-teachers
from the People's Republic of the Congo and from other
Central African countries, and the Unesco project expert.
Production was started all over again from the beginning and,
in the space of a month-,,fifty-six sequences were produced in
four subjects. Some of these were evaluated. In this connexion,
the study carried out by the consultants in 1974 arrived at
an important concWon: 'die formula of a concentrated
'factory production coterie"' is rtreferable to that of dispersed
and staggered production. Tho, advantages are not just fi-
nancial but above all organizational:,the various tasks involved
in the programming process can lyore easily ,,be rationalized
when prototypes of validated' sequencel are already available
in large numbers. ConcertFrated* proottiction also facilitates
concentrated and. mass reproduCtion, and hence savings in
time and money.

(B) In 1969-70 the programmed-instruction (PI) team\ validated
fifteen of the fifty-six sequences produced, produced seventeen
others and reproduced them in 500 copies used by 500 pupils
in the bottom form of three general lower-secondary schools
in Brazzaville. Each copy was used once by each pupil. \The
sequences were corrected and revised for final production.

(C) In 1970 -71 1,200 copies of these thirty-two sequences were
reproduced and studied by 2,25o pupils from ten general
lower-secondary schools in and around Brazzaville. Each
sequence was used on average twice, which demonstrates an
original attempt at rationalizing the programming process
by modifying the 'utilization' factor in order to improve
output from the various phases.

(For reasons of convenience, we will refer to the three phases of this
period as A, B and C.)

3. In 1971-72 the PI service team of ENSAC decided to make large-
scale use of the sequences produced. The aim was to reach close
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to 20,000 pupils, re-using each sequence an average of three-times,
which called for the production of from 6,000 to 8,000 copies.
The scale of the operation was such that one a few sequences were
produced. The desired use was not achieve because of the lack
of a precise estimate of requirements in materi equipment and
staff. From this failure the proper approach wa learnt, but it
proved impossible to apply it because of lack of financial resources,
which had been grossly underestimated. The lessons drawn from
this unfortunate experience provided the basis, however, on which
to envisage a subsequent phase, which will be analysed in the
next section, 'Costs'.

(This phase, whose essential aim is mass production, will be referred
to as D.)

>2,---talyilsif the period 109-71

1.2.1 The reasons for this choice
This period was chosen despite the fact that it did not lead to truly
generalized use or, to employ the stock phrase, to true development.
The reason is that the data are extremely precise in regard to production,
and reproduction in phases B, C and D.

Production appears as a fixed cost in relation to reproduction in
phases B, C and D. In B and C, reproduction was limited (500 and
1,200 copies) and `amateur' in that ordinary office equipment was
used: chiefly stencil and duplicator. Page assembly and stapling of
booklets were done by lower-secondary pupils and not by personnel
detached for- the purpose. Phase D moves on to an industrial-style
approach in view of the number of booklets to be reproduced (32 se-
quences X 8,000 copies = g56,000 sequence-booklets). Duplication
gives way to offset, .stencil \to photo-electric processes and zinc plates,
hand staplerk to electric stap17, office trimmer to a printer's electric
guillotine; the amount of paper progresses from a few hundred kilos
to several dozen tons. The work now has to be planned and systematized,
by splitting it up into the successive operations involved.

-4

1.2.2 Advantage of the period chosen for the case study
This results from several factors.

First, the ready access to data concerning the time and cost of
production, reproducti n and the following stages.- The period is

specially revealing not nly from the analytic point of view but also
in practice, since the w in which the problems of rationalizing the
programming process w re tackled: can be studied.

Second, PI is used in the clasirppm, with the help of teachers who
in fact play the part of monitors. Hence it is not entirely substitutive,
but has a supportive function. The PI costs are costs added to the usual
cost of instruction. Thus from.the institutional point of view, it ks not
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TABLE 27. Costs of production, reproduction, distribution and prOmotion for thirty-two programmed instruction sequences in
mathematics, People's Republic of the Congo (bOttom form of general lower-secondary schools) in 1974 Unite:d States,
dollars

Operation

Phases
Sequences 1 -15 -

A (500 copies)
Sequences 16-32

(500 00000
Fixed cost Variableov Total Fixed cost Variable

costCOSt

J:ipal sequences 1-32
C (t;2oo copies)

Total Fixed cost Variable Total
cost

Preparation (labour) 776.2 - 776.2
Production (labour) 6,492.4 6,492.4 8,276.1 1,129
supervision (labour) 1,222.2 1,222.2 756.5 756.5 252.1
Validation (labour) -- - -. e 919.1
Depreciation 190 - .-2 190 557 557 179
Recurrent cost ... ...

TOTAL PRODUCTION 8,680.8 ..1.- 8,680.8 9,589.6 9,589.6 2,479.2

Rctroduction ....

Depredation of machinery 3.8 2.4 6.2 4.4 - 2.7 7.) 8.2 14.1
Labour 6o0 536.8 I 036.8 21/3.2 57.2 290.4 439.2 253.6
Materials 65 146.7 211.7 73 167.3 240.3 134 751.8

Depreciation of premises 44.7 =-- 9.6 54.3 50.6 10.7 61.3 95.2 48
Power for machinery 0.2 0.5 0.7 0.2 O. g 0.7 0.3 . ,,. 1.7

TOTAL REPRODUCTION '713.7 696 1,409.7 361.4 29.4 ' 599.8 676.9
-..

Distributiop
Labour 453.7
Travel expenses 427.3

TOTAL DISTRIBUTION 881

Promotion
TOTAL 9,394.5 696 10,090.5 . 9,951 '238.4 1048944 4.037.1 1,067.2

s.

131-

1,129
252.1

919.1
179

2.479.2

'14

0.3
0.3

20A,
6g2.8
885.8
!43.2':.

2--L-.
1,744.1

o

45,3.7
447.3
88t,

3,104.3
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produCtion, distribution and promotion for thirty-two programmed instruction sequences in
public of the Congo (bottom form of general

lower-secondary schools) in 1974 United States

PhasesSequences 1 -i5
Sequences 16-32

Final sequences 1-32
A (5,,r copies)

B (5o0 copies)
C (1,200 copies)Variable Total Fixed cost Variable Total Fixed cost Variable Total

cost
cost

f. cost

776.2
6,492.4 8,276.1
1,222.2 756.5

190 557

8,276.1 1,129
756.5 252.1

919.1
557 179

1,129
252.1

919.1
179

t")
..

8 -2.4
536.8
146.7

7 9.6
2 0.5

8,680.8

6.2 "
1,136.8

211.7'
54.3
0.7

9,589.6

4.4
233.2
73 ,

50.6
0.2

-

2.7
57.2

167.3
10.7
0.5

9,589.6

7.1
290.4
240.3
61.3
0.7

-2,470

8.2
439.2
134
95.2
0.3

12.1
253.6
754113.8

1.7

2,479-2 t,,s3 12,

ti

20.3
692.8.
885.8

, 143.2
2

696
1,408.7 36.1.4 `.7:3W.71. 599.8 676.9 1,067.2 1,744.1

'14F 453.7
453.7-i,.

_ 427-3
427.3, .t., t

$8, .d 881e
696 10,090.5 9.951 -238,4 10,189.4 4.037.1 1,067.2 5,104.3

1.32
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really a system. It would begiik to become one if, for example, its use
resulted in combining several classes under a single monitor, thus
freeing teachers for other tasks. In this case, there really would be
substitution (the possibility is worth conside i g where teachers do
not possesS the standard of competence req 'red, for example, or
where teachers having the necessary qualificati s are too few in relation
to the number of pupils).

2 Costs

2. I Costs of production,- reproduction, distribution and promotion for thirty-two
programmed-instruction sequences

Table 27 shows the costs of the various production, reproduction, distribu-
tion and promotion operatiOds for thirty-two programmed instruction
sequences in mathematics for the bottom form of general lower-secondary
schools i,r1 the People's Rpublic of the Congo.

.

2.2 Comments

Certain comments arise in connexion with Table 27:
. Times and costs are specific. They are valid only in their own

context and for a particular aspect of the process of implementing
a programmed-learning course.

It is nevertheless interesting to note that the unit costs for the
preparation of a sequence in the first and second phases are almost
identical ($579,to $564), although the production process is entirely
different. In the first case, in addition t6 the Unesco consultants,
teac her-trainees took part in the work and each sequence required
an average of 70.3 hours to produce; in the second case, an average
of 42.3 hours only was needed, because production was undertaken
by the Unesco expert and national teaches associated with the
prOject. Nevertheless, the lower cost of trainees made up for their
lack of skill. Thus one factor s:eiyfs to offset the other, and it would
be interesting to check th Inificance of -this-later, in relative
terms, in relation to the results obtained through other surveys.

2. On the other hand, the reproduction costs for phase A were-un-
usually high, tor such mechanical jobs as binding were carried out
by the consultants and trainees themselves, whereas in phases B
and C they were mainly left to volunteer pupils.

This prompts the observation that, as far as future prospects
are concerised, the second phase is more representative of repro-
duction vsts during an experimental period (as explained above,
phase C, with a run of 1,200 copies, was not really necessary frOm
the pedagogical point of view).

3. Distribution costs in the first two phases have been omitted, since
the experithent took place in the schools of Brazzaville, as opposed
to phase C, where booklets were distributed throughout the country.
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There seemed no point in adding up the total cost for the three
phases, since the actual execution of the programme did not
require all that amount. On the other hand, it is interesting to
note that if the average cost of a. sequence is calculated on the
assumption that it will be produced by the methods described for
phase A and reproduced by the methods of phase B, the unit
totals come to $578.80 and $35.30 respectively, making a total of
$64.10 for a one-hour sequence for 5oo pupils. 'Phus the optimum
cost of a one-hour experimental sequence comes in this case to
$1.23 per pupil. -

This total should not, ho'Wever, be considered solely within
the strict context of a programme experiment. The cost is modified
if the system goes into general use, as already shown by the same
calculation applied to the reproduction of 1,200 copies (for use
by 1,200 pupils), since the hourly PI cost falls to $0.53. This is due
to the fact that' there is a fixed production and reproduction -cost
(depending on the number of copies) which necessarily involves
different unit costs according to the scale of use of the sequences.
Without delving further into questions of economic theory, suffice
it to say that what are needed are sufficient data to be able to
produce a graph of average costs based on the application of
programmes at differentaevels and using different means of repro-
duction. In this way, it could be shown that, given the actual
structure of total costs, the unit cost, i.e. the cost per pupil-hour
of a widely disseminated PI course, can be roughly equivalent to
the cost-Of printing the course booklet. This is an important point,
for the opinion is still widespread that production costs for such
courses are.too high to allow PI to be used on an operational footing.

2.3 Conclusions

As previously stated, this document is, at the present scage, a working
instrument and no important conclusions can be drawn Worn it concern-
ing the costs of programmed learning. The, phase of widespread use of
production has yet to come and it will have to be studied at a later
stage in order to obtain a more accurate idea of unit costs. In order to
evaluate thesetcorrectiy, fixed costs must be distinguished from variable
costs. The latter are determined, inter alia, by the production factors
employed, the choice of which itself depends on the chosen volume of
production. Thus what has to be found is the cheapest possible combi-
nation of thek factors which is capable of producing:a specific number
of sequences.

It should further be borne in mind that, as in Brazzaville when the
PI booklets were used several times by pupils, production and repro-
duction costs haiie to be regarded as investment costs to be amortized
in the same way as capital expenditure in a conventional education

c
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system. In order to reduce the calcvlated amortization cost to a mini-
mtim, the programmed courses accordingly have to be put to intensive
use. Once again, optimum conditions were never achieved in the phases

,analysed, since the costs under consideration relate to an experimental
period only._

The fact is thata number of elements are missing and it is impossible,
at the present stage, to derive from the data in the table any parameters
that could be of subsequent use.

Nevertheless, the available evidence suggests that, in the case of
programmed instruction as in the case of other technologies', the scale
of the technical resources employed warrants an einomic approach
based on such traditional concepts as the combination of factors, econ-
omies of scale, and so on. This will be one of the purposes of the next
section, which may help to introduce some new elements into a field
where there would seem to be no means available for comparing the
costs of programmed learning with its benefits.

3 Cost analysis

3.1 The time devoted to a programme

This section deals with the time spent on the production, reproduction,
distribution and promotion of a thirty-two-hour mathematics course.

TABLE 28'.' Production of mathematics sequences 1-15 (in hours)

Participants
Stage

TotalPreparation Production Superv,ision Revision Production
II

Consultants
Unesco expert
ENSAC expert
National trainees

TOTAL

425

5
io
30

70

8o
20

100
550

750

40
10

1100

150
55 ?
55

25

5

=
30

170

40
110

735
1,055

TABLE 29. Production of mathematics sequences 16-32 (in hours)

Stage
Participants Production Supervision Production Supervision Production Total

II II III

,Scientific adviser 51 . 45 L... 96
Unesco expert 136 51 15 202
National teachers 136 15 151
Teacher (French

Co-operation
Service) 119 51 15 185

ENSAC'expert 34 _ 51 85
TOTAL, 425 51 153 45 45 719
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TAatx 30. Final production of thirty -two mathematics sequences (in hours)

Participants Stage
TotalValidation

4S'
Supervision Production

rScientific adviser
32 32Unesco expert , 32 . 32

National teacIrrs 54 32 . 86
Teacher (French Co-operation Service) 54 - 32 86

TOTAL. , s la -
32 ;6 2.36

It was out of the question to base the calculations on the regular
working hours df the Officials involved in the various operations, since
these did not correspond to the actual time devoted to these operations.
In c,pnsidering what is said below regarding the bases used for the
cal ions, it should accordingly be borne in mind that these relatc
o the actual (productive) hgurs worked.

3.1.1 Production times
For the first phase of productign, times were calculated on the basis
of estimates 12V. Pocztar who had been in charge of the 'factory course'
in egekolVilyge. times are slidwn in Table 28.

Droductioii- times for the second and third phases of ,production
were calculated o?1 the basisof data supplied on the spot by the counter-
pail of the Unesco expert, who is nbw the naiional official in charge
of the pcogramnied-instruction section of the Ministry of National
EducationThis oftcial took part in all phases of the project; he took,
notes and, generally speaking,..kept 'accounts' of the various production
stages, and these were accurateeriough to make an estimate of the time
devoted by each participant tg production. These times are recorded
in Tables 29 and 3o.

Observation No. r. The tables do not take account of manpower.
units collaborating in the work. It was' deckled that such information
had no decisive influence on the cost .calculations presented in this

.However, iLa large-scal4 programme were set in motion, this
element would obviously 15e relevant to theoplanning of the various
tasks.

A manpower breakdown for the various phases is-given below, for
information purposes:
Phase A: Course:.122 man-days divided among the "Unesep

three consultants and a Unesco Headquarters official, toether
occasional assistance from Unesco experts teachifrg f;NT$
(Brazzaville). Finally, twenty -nine trainees Prticipated Tor "a
period of sixteen days, and ten for a period of fourteen days.

Phases B and C: A Unesco expert, three Congolese lower - secondary
teachers (one being the expert's counterRart), a teacher from the

4
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TABLE 31. Time taken to duplicate programmed instruction sequences

Task
work units

Staff Material Machinery Premises
and type

Time per unit
of material

Typing

DraWing,symbols,
checking

gitncil

stencil

mechanical Expert's
typewriter office

3o min.

Expert's 2ostrfilt.
office

Printing
Fixed tiffie 1 §tencil - Electric Room at 4 min. (fitting

copier ENSAC of'stencil. .

. and trial)
Variable time v.- 1 loo p. .. Electric Room at 82 sec /loo p.

c copier ENSAC

Trimming 800 sheets 1 trimming Literacy 40 sec for
machine Centre 3 cuts

8, -tip .
Stapling 12 ° 1 booklet 2 thechanical Expert's 55 sec

staplers office

French Co-opei-ation Service and a Unesco expert teaching at
ENSAC.

Observation No. 2. There is a considerable difference in the total
time devoted to the first and second phases, the first producing a unit
time per sequence of 70.3 hours and the second 42.3 hours. Thel-eson
is that production was less efficient during the first phase because of the/presence of trainees. On the other hand, looking at the operation as a
whole, it will be seen that the first phase produced also proyided thirty
teacher-trainees with training in PI, a not uninircirtant.factor in the
Process of inftoducing this technology.

3. P.2 Reproductioit times and materials required
The reproduction time for the sequences was calculated on the basis.of an
analysis of the different tasks' involved in duplicating the sequences',
for the three experimental phases. The time are therefore specific to
this experiment. This is specially important-for the time spent on dupli-
cation, which could be improved by making more intensive use of plant
(a faster copying machine or offset). It should, however, be noted that
the transfer to reproduCtion ,techniques involving more advanced

1. This analysis was made with the help of the head of the PI section 'and, for
the duplication process, with the head of the printing service of ENSAC, which
between 1969 and 1972 published all the sequences described here.

,
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TABLE 32. Reproduction times for fifteen sequences of 500 _copies each and
materials required (in hours and specified quantities)

Preparation Printing (duplication) time

Drawing, Vari-
Typing symbols, Fixed able Total

checking

Finishing

Trim-
ming Saiiling

Machine-hours 67.5 9 15.5 24.5 0.5
Man-hours 67.5 45 (Unesco) 9 15.5 24.5 0.75 115 ( trainees)

45 (trainees)

Materials 135 37,500 sheets 1,500 staples-,.
(in specified stencils . ( + Wastage)
quantities) ( + 15 / " = 41 reams oc

spoiled) paper
= 150

Premises
(in hours)

Electricity'
(in kWh)

67.5 43 9 15.5 24.5 0.5

2.7 4.7 5.4 3

10

machinery may entail longer preparation times. The basis of calculation
is shown in Table 31.

The quantity of material needed for the printing of one thirty-two..
page booklet containing a one-hour course is as follows: five sheets of
19 x 33 un, 8o g/m2 paper (four printed on both sides plus one test
sheet); Me stencils per sequence regardless of the number of copies
(eight for content, one for the test sheet); printing inkestimated at
0.3 g per m2 of paper; staplestwo per booklet.

Observation No. 1. The times indicated do not include the transport
of materials from one place to another (apart from4the trimming machine
which was in a different building). These times seemed too insignificant
it be taken into account; however, they would have to be considered
in a larger operation.

Observation No. 2 The...time for 'drawing and symbols' varies ac-
cording to subject.

Observation No. 3. The stapling team consisted of an official, a sec -'
retary and ten pupils (unpaid) _for phases B and C. The cost calculation
therefore includes only the salary of the official, and the secretary. For
phase A, the work was done by tire trainees and the Unesco experts.

Tables 32, 33 and 34 indicate the time and materials needed to repro-
duce the seq4elices for the three phases: 500 copies for phases A and B,
1,200 for phfase C.

3.1:3 Distribution times
. ,The distribution times for the 50o-copy experiment were not estimated,

since it took place in three general lower-secondary schools in Brazzaville.

7
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TABLE 33. Reproddction of seventeen sequences of 500 copies each (in hours and
specified quantities)

Preparation Printing (duplication) time Finishing

Drawing, Vari- Trim-
Typing symbols, Fixed. able 4 Total ming Stapling

checking

Machine-hours 76.5 - 10 17.5 27.5 0.5: -
Man-hours 76.5 51 10 17.5 27.5 0.75 130 .d.

Materials 170 - 47 reams of . - 1,70o staples
stencils paper

1.3 kg. of ink

Premises
(in hours)

Electricity
(in kWh)

76.5 51 10 17.5 27.5 0.5 11

3 5.3 8.3 3

TABLE 34. Reproduction of thirty-two sequences of 1,200 copies each

Preparation Printiug (duplication) time Finishing

Drawing, Trim-
Typing symbols, Fixed able Total ming Stapling °

checking'

11 Machine-hours 144 - 19 79.2 98.2 2.2

Man-hours 144 96 19 79.2 98.2 2;7

Materials 310 - 211 reams -
stencils (1,000 sheets)

6.5 kg. of ink

Premises
,(in hours)

Electricity
(in kWh)

7,000 staples

14 19 79.2 98.2 2.2 49

5.7 23:8 29.5 5.5 4

The distribution times for _the third phase-prior to general intro-
duction of the thirty-two mathematics sequences-were taken into
account, since the counterpart himself distributed the sequences among
various up-country general lower-secondary schools.1 The vagaries of
traditional methods of distribution were thus responsible, for a total
of thirty days on mission. Incidentally, this illustrates one of the major
material problems encountered when planning to set in motion a
programmed-instruction course.

1. ,Pointe Noire, Minduli, Dolisie; Mvuti, Jacob, Madingu, Sibiti, Port
Ouesso, Imfomo.
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TABLE 35. Radio' and television''broadcasts produCed to promote PI

l'ear Type Duration-
(minutes)

I

Number 'Total number of hours
Radio Television

1969-70
1970-71

1971-72
1,17:2-73
1973-74

TOTAL

Radio
Radio
Television .

Radio
Radio
Radio
Television

30
3o

45
3o
3o
30

.... 50

3
1

'1
3
4

2

Ti

I 1/2
1/2

1 Y2

2

11/2

7

3//4

12/4

2 1/2

3.1.4 Time devoted to promotion
Table 35 indicates the broadcasts made by the expert's counterpart.
It should also be noted that the Unesco expert took a special interest
in this matter, and it is no doubt thanks to him that the People's Republic
of the Congo is now so receptive to this educational technologY. However,
it did not prove possible to calculate the time per expert devoted to
this activity.1

3.2 The costs of a programme

The following paragraphs contain an estimate of the costs of each
operation (production, reproduction, distribution.), dealing separately
in each case with labour costs, machine costs, a share in recurrent
costs and, where appropriate, the costs of materials.

3.2.1 ProYuction costs
1. Labourrosts per hour. These costs were estimated as follows: (a) annual
salaries (including social-security costs but not family allowances) for
staff belonging to the administration of the People's Republic of the
Congo; (b) fees (pee diem and travel expense) for consultants (however,
travel expenses have been shown separately in the tables in order to
make allowance for their ad hoc nature); (c) salary and other expenses
for the Unesco expert.

Moreover, the basis for calculating costs per hour was determined
after deducting leave time and public holidays from working hours.
Similarly, for the production and supervision phase, it was assumed
that time could not be translated into attual costs thout taking into
account the fact that, in the long run, r al productive time is less than
average working time. The various parallel tasks which are not directly
linked to ,the preparation of sequences were estimated at 25 per cent
of the time of service used to calculate the cost per hour,

I. Special mention should be made of the fact that PI has formed part of the teacher=
training curriculum for student teachers. at ENSAC sines t968.

1 4 0
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Thus it will be seen that an.element additional to the explicit cost
of production is introduced, namely the implicit cost of the various
activities which accompany the production and supervision of sequences,
but whose contribution, from strictly production standpoint, cannot
be taken into account.

The Unesco expert., The expert's hourly salary is based on average
liknesco payments for 1969 and 1970, as they appear in the Wnesco

skiccounts. This _average includes the travel expenses paid by Unesco
at the end of a two-year fic,ld, appointment. The years 1971 and .1972
have not been taken into consideration, since the accounts published
by UNDP, the agency-sponsoring the project during' this period, no
longer include net salary but only a standard salary.

Calculating base: $25,200 per year (.6 weeks' work at 40 hours
per week); 1,380 hours spent on 'production and supervision'. Cost
per hour: $18.26.

1, National teachers. These consist of young teach in category A.II
and at the second step of the sociar-services seal , earning a salary of
1,013,555 C.F.A. Francs per year (including retirement contributions

but not family llowances), i.e. $3,645. _

The actua time devoted to production and supervision was esti-
mated on the °flowing basis:}eave, fifteen weeks; public holidays,
half a week; weekly working time: twenty-four classroom hours, plus
sixteen hours for marking and preparation.

Allowing for the 25 per cent deduction referred to above, this
makes an annual total' of 1,095 hours,'

Unesco teacher-experts from EXSAC. Costs are itentical with those
of the project expert, since the contracts of these teachers cover activities
other than teaching (fOr example, the training of counterparts). It
might also be-mentioned, in passing, that the annual'cost as estimated
above for the project expert, i.e. $25,000, is also roughly equal to the
average cost used at that,time for project evaluation purposes. In the
absence of other data, we have therefore taken it as our basis. Cost

per hour: $18.26. . :1,-,

Teachers supplied by the French Co-operation Service. Having no figures_
for the average cost of such teachers and considering that their particq-

,
1, It is interesting to note that in J. Vaiz et al., The Costs of New Educational Tech-

logics (Lisbon, Centro de Economia Financas, 1971) the conclusion is
ached that in the United Kingdom, a teacher makes an arfnual contribution of

1,200 hours this school at a total cost of £1,468. Nevertheless, as Vaizey points
out, ajeacher is unable to produce and revise a large quantity of programmed-
instruction material without interruption. Vaizey therefore increases the annual
cost of the teacher by 9 per cent, which is equivalent to reducing his actual
productive time to 1,092 hours per year, a figure very close to our own.
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pation in the programme was fairly limited, we have arbitrarily taken
their cost as $15,000, i.e. -4,165,000 C.F.A. Francs, including the con-
tribution by the Government of the People's Republic of the Congo
of 480,00o C.F.A. Francs (subsistence allowance) and 420,00o
Francs (hoping allowance).

The annual hourly total .was calculated on the same basis as for
national teachers, namely L,095 hours. Cost per hour: $13:69.

Supervision costs.' The supervision was carried out by the course
consultants during the first phase; the costs arc therefore evaluated on

, the basis adopted for the course (see below).
On the other hand, during the second and third phases, supervision

was provided by the St Cloud Senior Teacher Training College. Up
to May 1971, daily consultant fees, without travel, were $63, that is
an hourly cost of $7.875.2

Course costs. .This phase is taken separately from the other two,
since it witnessed a period of intense production for which detailed
figures arc available:
Consultants: fees and per diem for four consultants, for a period of ninety

days, $6,989.60; travel costs for four consultants (source: Unesco
accounts), $3,684.00; total working time, 692 hours;3 real cost
per hour, $10.10 (fees), $5.30 (travel)..

Expert: cost for 32 days or 4.57 weeks, (on an annual basis of $25,000),
$2,500; working time, 177 hours;3 real cost per hour, $14.10.

Trainees: The hourly cost of trainees is the sum total of the following
elements:

The cost to the government, i.e. the economic cost per hour
of a lower-secondary teacher, at the first step of the social-services
scale, calculated on the basis of9 t 7,500 C.F.A. Francs per year (or
83,303). In all, twenty-nine trainees, earning on average the
above annual salary, attended the course for sixteen days, and

s7-;,

t. This refers to the scientific, or more accurately the didactic, supervisio ofsequences.
2. Source: Bureau of Personnel, Unesco.
3. As estimated by the course director, the time devoted to production (in- hours)

was as follows:

Maths (bottom
Subject lower-secondary)

(15 sequences)
Science

(t3 sequences)
Geography

(8 sequences)
Grammar

(t8 sequences) Total

Consultants 200 200 93 200 692Expert 50
t

27 50 177Trainees 830 520 390 870 2,610

Taking into consideration the fact that the purpose of the course was production
and applying the same costing principle, we have therefore included the total

cost of consultants under production.
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TABLE 36. Production costs (manpower) of mathematics sequences 1-15
(bottom lower-secondary) (in United States dollars)

Participants
Stage

TotalPreparation Production .Supervision Revision Production
II

Consultants
(including ,

travel)
Unesco expert
Teacher expert

(ENSAC)
,Trainees

TOTAL

385.50
133
70.70

182.6

137.4

1,233.60
425.60
282.80

182.6
251.8

622.8o
218.80
141.40

-
459 2 5 1 .9

308.40
106.40
70.70

2,550.30
833.8o
565.60

2,008:60
3,36630

776.2 5,861.4 1,222.2 25 1 .9 379.10 8,490.8

TABLE 37. Production costs (manpower) of mathematics sequences 16-32
(bottom lower-secondary) (in United States dollars)

Stage

Participants ° Production Supervision ,Production
II

Supervision
II

Production
III

Total

Scientific
adviser 401.88 354.60 756.48

Unesco expert 2,483.36 931.26 273.90 3,688.52
National teachers 452.88 49.95 502.83
Teachers (French 1,629.11 698.19 205.35 2,532.65

Co-operation
Service)

Teacher expert 620.84 931.26 1,552.10
(ENSAC)

TOTAL 5,186.19 401.88 2,560.71 354.60 529.20 9,032.58

ten trainees for ,fourteen additional days: a total of 64 man-
days (including Saturdays and Sundays); °

Since a teacher is on duty 36.5 weeks per year (see above), i.e.
255 days, the total economic cost of the course to the government
is $7,824 and the hourly economic cost per trainee is $3 (cal-
culated on the basis of 2,610 hours which represents the total
hours of service supplied by trainees, as indicated in the footnote
on page 143;

The total cost to Unesco, consisting of per diem and travel expenses
to a total of $4,118: cost per hour: $1.58. The total cost per hour

trainees is therefore: $4.58.
Tables 36, 37 and 38 show the production costs, in terms of manpower,
of the first, second and third phases as described above.

Mgr
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TABLE 381i Final production costs for thirty-two sequences (bottom lower-
secondary) (in United States dollars)

a

Participants
Stage

Total
Validation Supervision Productage

Scientific adviser
Unt*co expert
National teachers

( Teachers (French
Co-operation Service)

TOTAL

4.79.82

739.26

252.16

2 1
5ts : 2
106.56

438.08

252.16
584.32
286.38

1,177.34
919.08 252.16 1,128.96 2,300.20

2. Capital production coast. Capital costs cover only the use of premises
during the production of sequences, since no heavy equipment was
necessary at this stage. These premises were in the buildings of ENSAC,
where the project expert had an office and the use of a meeting room.

Although the depreciation cost shown here may seem minor,
we felt it should be included in the study because it represents an im-
portant cost factor in larger operations. This also applies to current
maintenance costs, and so on.
. The basis used for calculation is the cost per square metre of the
ENSAC. premises, estimated at 91,50o C.F.A. Francs' (excluding
construction and equipment costs). This sum represents the original
cost of construction which began in June 1966 and was completed two
years later. By ,and large, this may be regarded, between the years
1969 and. 102, as a replacement cost which obviates the need to
consider the problem of major repairs, etc.

In the calculations which follow, th© cost per square metre is
,

amortizeot over thirty years,2 at a social interest rah of05 per cent,
a figure often used for government investment when more accurate

.data are not available.'
The use of an interest rate to calculate an annual figure repiesenting

the amount payable as interest and the repayment of principal on a
loan equal to thLinvestment cost, over a specific period, has already

1. The total cost calculated in 1971 for the evaluation report (R/UNESCO/PNUD/
SF.CON (B)9) amounts to*352 million C.F.A. Fran& The total surface area
of ENSAC is 3,845 square metres. It was not possible to progluce separate figures.
for the restaurant (473.2 square metres) or for the living accommodation (goo
square metres). However, in the opinion of the Chief Project Advisor, the modular
construction of the group of buildings results in costs being practically identical;

%regardless of what the space is used for.
2. According to the planning service of the national education syptem, this period

should be twenty years in the case of general lower-seconda7 schools, mainly
because of the very damp climate. In view of the difference in const ction costs
for these and P.NSAC classrooms, which 'is of the order of 30o per c lt, a basis of
thirty year was chosen.
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been exh ustively discussed in the litdrature. On the one hand, capital
expenditffle out of public funds may be regarded as not entailing
implicit interest rates; in other words, as being outside the commercial
circuit and thus. incapable of furnishing a finished product cost which
would include depreciation. On the other hand,, it cannot be denied
that resources are, by economic definition, scarce, particularly, in devel-
oping countries. This being s,o, it is legitimate to calculate depreciatign
on the basis of an interest rate, especially in view of the fact that in
Third World countries part of educational investment originates in
loans. In either case, it seems useful to include an entry representing
the utilization cost of capital resources which could have been used for
other purposes. Moreover, depreciation calculated at a constant yearly
rate makes it possible to include this amount in recurrent expenditures,
in the same way as operating costs.

'Phase A. (a) production time is known-32 days (or 4.57 weeks);
(b) premisesfour classrooms consisting of three modular units, the
expert's office and a meeting room, used for 25 per cenNof the total
utilization time (as estimated by the chief ENSAC adviser), amounting
to a total surface area of 320.4 square metres (source: ENSAC plans);
(c) construction cost of this area-29,316,600 C.F.A. Francs or

51540; (d) annual depreciation costS6,865 (to be spread over
forty-six weeks); (e) share to be charged to the course-13682 (to be
spread over a production of fifty-four sequences); (f) share to be charged
to fifteen mathematics sequences$19o.

Phases B and C. The, time base for the use of premises is difficult
to estimate in this instance. Production in phases B and C took place
over two year (1970-71) in the premises placed at the disposal of the
expert. The problem is to reckon that part -of the annual depreciation
cost which should go to cover use of the premises for production of the.
sequences in question:,

In view Of the fact that sixty-tw;o sequences were prepared and
'thirty-two seqAences produced in final form during the 1970-71 period,
the following- arbitrary working hypotheses were adopted: (a) mean
production time for one sequence-36.6 hours (source: Table 29) from
which ninety-six hours of supervision abroad were deducted); (b) total
production time'for sixty-two sequences-2,27o hours; (c) total pro-
duction time for thirty-two sequences in final form-236 hours (source:
Table '30); (d) sq.renteen sequences, phase B (or 63o hours) represcntiag
25.5 per cent of the time the premises were occupied for the production
of the mathematics sequences, and thirty-two final sequences rep-
resenting 8.2 per cent of this time; (e) area of premises placed at the
expert's disposal -1o2 square metres; (f) annual depreciation cost for this
area$2,185; (g) annual depreciation cost diarged to phase 13$557;
(h) annual depreciation cost charged to phaSe C -$179.
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TABLE 39. Salaries of Congolese'administration staff

Worker
fl

Annual salary
C.F.A. Francs .

Housrly"salary

C.F.A. Francs U.S.$

Printer
Printing worker,
Photographer
Photo-engraving worker
Folding specialist
Folding worker
Trimmer
Insetter
Binder

428,446
336,515

14017,350
336,515
428,446
336,515
361,890
318,890
336,515
318,120
361,890
291,88o

244
191

749
191

244
191
206
181
191
181 ,.

.206
166

00.688788

2.696

001887888

0.742
0.652
0.688
0.652
0.742
0.598'

ic-ae4r operator
Typist

' Labourer

These amount, are shown in the general summary table.

3. Recurrent costs for-production. Once again it is very difficult to calculate
the recurrent costs relating to a period of activity for which no precise
data are available. While the ENSAC budget of recurrent costs for 1971
was, of course, available, it did not pilove possible toln'oduce a break-

' down by service, much less by group of activities relating to PI.

3.2.2 Reproduction costs
.I.. Labour costs per hour. The approach is identical to that adopted in

the previous section. We shall therefore ,not recapitulate. ,ey

The basis for calculating hourly casts for adminliftration and-serviets
is as follows: leave, six and a half weeks; pUblic nd a
half weeks; hours per week, forty;jotal hours, per year ,,durtrp. whieh-P
services are actually rendered: 1,760.

Table 39 indicates the salaries for administration staff who tooli .74,(
part .in the work of reproduction,

t1The figures include employer and employee contributions to social
security and pension funds. Family allowances are not include , having
na relation to the work carried out. The salaries given are not average
figures since, after- consulting, the State Publishing, House budget for
w/972 and the ENSAC budget ,for 1971, we were able in most cases to
relate'the jobs and workers concerned. While the available documents
on1 partly cover the period under consideration, this is of little import-

;.anc since the salary and wages scale for administrative perknncl in
they People's Republic 6f the Congo has not been changed for several
yeirs.

Houily salaries wer.c used to calculate the cost of reproducing the
mrsequences, as shown in Tables 40, 41 and 42 below.
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TABLE 40. Reproduction costs for fifteen sequences of 500 copies each (in United .
States dollars)

......_

Preparation Printing (duplication) time . Finishing

Drawings,
Typing % symbols, Fixed Variable

checking
Total Trimming Stapling

(variable) (variable),

Machines % 2.5 - 1.'3 2.2 3.5 0.20
Labour 50 544 6 to 16 ' 0.75
Materials ...... 65 paper: 130 1424 -

(stencils) ink: 12.4 :

0.526
4.30

Depreciation
of premises 16.2 . 26.6 '1.9 3.2 5.1 - 6.4

Electricity - 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.2 -
TABLE 41. Reproduction costs for seventeen sequences of 500 copies each (in

United States dollars)

Preparation
... Drawings,

Typing symbols,
checking

Printing (duplication) time

Fixed Variable Total

Finishing

Trimming Stapling-
(variable) (variable)

Machines 3.0 - 1.4, 2.5 3.9
'0.75

-
Labour 56.8 169.8 6.6 11.4 18.o 0.75 45

Materials 73 paper: 49 162.3 - 5.00
(stencils) -1ink:, 3.3

Depreciation ..

of premises 18.4 30.1 2.1 3.7 5.8 - 7.0

Electricity - 042 0.3 0.5 , 0.2 -

2. Cost per hour of machines. The same approach is adopted as for the
depreciation of buildings. A linear annual depreciation-cost is calculited
on the basis of the 197o replacement cost of the, equipment and its
economic life. The economic life is, of course, shorter than the actual
life, but this may be disregarded on the grounds that breakdown risks
and maintenance costs make it counter-productive to continue using
such equipment.1 Nor has account been taken of the end value of equip-

1. Our working hypotl*ses also make it possible to compare these data with those
of private companies manufacturing PI programmes. Such companies are obliged
to take into account implicit payments for production factors which might have
been put to other uses. Finally, economic amortization makes it possible to
suggest an approximate method for solving, to some extent, the problem set by the
low productivity of plant in the majority of public bodies, where the very concept
of the, economic profitability of investment is not taken into consideration.'If,
for instance, the Literacy Centre trimmer, here depreciated over ten years, has in
fact been in operation for more than twenty years, at about 25 or 3o per cent of
its productive capacity, it-seems likely that its under-utilization is the reason for
a working life that exceeds economic expectations.
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TABLE 42. Reproduction costs for thirty-two sequences of 1,200 copies each
(in United States dollars)

Preparation, Printing (duplication) time Finishing

Typing
Drawings,
symbols, Fixed Variable Total

ecking
Trimming Stapling
(variable) (variable)

Machines 5.5 3.7 11.2 13.9 0.90
Labour 106.8 319.75 12.6 51.6 64.2 2 2.00
Materials 134 paper: 668 729.8 22

Depreciation
of premises

Electricity

(stencils) ink: 61.9

34.8- 4 16.6
0.3 1.4

20.6 , 31.4
1.7 0.3

ment, on the grounds that technological progress very quickly makes
it obsolete.' Lacking other data, we have main applied an interest
rate of 5 per cent. _

,1

Geha duplicator NSAC). (1970 prim) Economic amortization
over five years. - e price, including transport: 300,000 C.F.A.
Francs. Annual depreciation cost: 69,500 C.F.A. Francs to be
spread over forty-four weeks of forty hours, i.e. an hourly de-
preciation cost of 39.50 C.F.A. Francs or $0.142.

, Herold trimmer (Literacy Centre). Economic amortization over ten
6-'' year;. Tax-free price, including transport, in '1970: 1,800,000 C.F.A.

Francs. Annual depreciation cost: 234,000 C.F.A. Francs to be
spread over fifty-two weeks of forty`hours, i.e. an hourly cost of
112.50 C.F.A. Francs or $0.405. ,

Olympia mechanical typewriter. Economic amortization over ten years.
Tax-ftee price, including transport: 75, oo C.F.A. Francs. Annual 4*
depreciation, cost: 9,712 C.F.A. Fran to be spread over forty-
six weeks of forty hours; i.e. 5. C. .A. Francs or $0.02.

------....""'s
3. Cost of material ( 1969-70 prices ): Stencils, unit price at Brazpville,
120' C.F.A. Francs or $0.432; duplicator paper, f.o.b. Paris price equiva-
lent to 315 C.F.A. Francs for a 500-page ream; transport Paris
Brazzavilleon the basis of a shipment made at the end of /970, by
Unesco, of 10.3 tons of paper (including 297 reams of ,5oo sheets,
Weighing 802 kg), the cost of which was estimated at $1,772, we estimate

total transport cost of $134 for paper, which produced a unit cost
-o $0.45 and hence the cost of a 500-page ream c.i.f. Brazzaville of
$1:58; ink, 2,650 C.F.A. Francs per kilo, i.e. $9.50; staples, 8o C.F.A.
Francs per thousand, i.e. $0.30.

1. Hem, as in other Cases, we decided to err on the safe side since our primary aim
is to a'eterrnine the maximum cost of PI in order to bring out subsequently the
economic implications of its use at a later stage.
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4. Recurre t costs. Since the reproduction time for the operation described
in these es is not long enough to warrant calculating a share in
ENSAC rec nt costs, we merely entered electric-power costs for the
duplicators (0.3 kWh) and the trimmer (5 kWh), the latter consuming
electricity for only 5o per cent of the operation time. The cost per kWh

`in Brazzaville 4.16 C.F.A. Francs. \

5. Hourly depreciation cost of premises. This was calculated on the same
basis as for the production period (see above). Once again, these costs
are mentioned for the record, since their impact on total costs is
negligible. Nevertheless, in a larger operation, such costs have to be
taken into account, and this is why they are shown in the tables.

Surface area and occupation rate of premises were broken down as
follows: r.

Typing: experts room, 81.6 square metresiand 25 per cent occupation
rate.

Checking, drawings and symbols% expert's room and meeting room,
equivalent to 102 square metres and 5o per cent occupation rate.

Duplication: ENSAC duplicating room, 1 modular unit, 18.2 square,
metres and loo per cent occupation rate.

Trimmer: no data available.
Stapling: one classroom, 54.5 square metres for one-half of the .total

stapling time.
The annual depreciation cost has to be spread over forty-six weeks,
assuming the premises to be used forty hours a week. Tile hourly, de-
preciation rate for the various premises is as follows: typing, 66 C.F.A.
Francs or $0.24; checking, drawings and symbols, 1'65 C.F.A. Francs
of $0.59; duplication, 59 C.F.A. Francs or $0.21; stapling, 177 C.F.A.
Francs or So.64.f

3.2.3 Distribution costs (sec observations on distribution times, aboy,F)
Air and rail costs, 118,70o C.F.A. Francs; salary (one teacher, one
month), 84,450; mission expenses (one month), 41.,600; Total,
244,75o C.F.A. Francs.

3.2.4 Introduction costs
These are not taken into consideration: The cost of the tdt sheets was
Calculated together with the cost of reproducing the sequences, since
they related to an experiment with a specific group. Staff costs, too, are
omitted, since the teachers themselves were responsible for introducing
the courses in their own classes. An economic cost mikht conceivably
be taken into account but, in our view, this would be justified only
if the project went into general use with a modificatiog of the actual
classroom structures, both with regard to the distribution of teaching
staff and the size of classes.

1.43
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3.2.5 Promotion costs
The cost of radio and television broadcasting, as recorded in Table 35,
can be estimated on the basis of the following figtires:
Radio hour, including staff costs, minor equipment and miscellaneous

costs (electricity, etc.)....but excluding depreciation on broadcasting
equipment: $2995.

Television hour, on the same basis: $180.
Total cost: radio, Sio5; television, $405.
These figures are not included in the general table because, first, it is
impossible to produce a more precise distribution of costs by type of
production and, -second, the time per expert devoted to this work
cannot 'be estimated.

Conclusion

This study is more concerned with ethodoictgy than with raw facts.'
in the case we have ekarhined, it is true that the data were difficult to
collate and that calculations had to be made in order to establish, for
instance, the costs per hOur of the different categories of personnel
involved in the project. It seems likely 4141 in many cases these costs
will already have been worked out, which will reduce the amount of
calculation to be done. We were therefore faced with the most compli-
cated case, which may be of interest to the extent that in other cases
there are sure to be fewer problems. The case study shows what sho),1,1d be
looked for, and haw to do it, in order to arrive at valid,cost estimates.

4

The costs of programmed instruction:
conclusions drawn front an investigation'

1. General considerations as to method

1.1 The level of analysis 4.
A double aura of uncertainty surrounds both the theory and the
practice of programmed instruction.

The investigation made it clear that the known experiments in
programmed instruction (PI) were almost invariably a watered-down

'version of the theory or pedagogical ideal of PI; it showed that PI
was `often used as one of a number of elements in an educational pro-

,:
7

1. Taken from a survey carri94 out for Unesco in 1975 by D. MiUot, G. Nihan and
B. Rasera of the Institute or Research into the Economics of Education (Dijon),

rq.

I

d
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gramme; it also revealed that the majority of PI experiments used
printed materials as the medium of instruction, despite the wide range
of media theoretically possible. These various conclusions can be summed
up by saving that it is difficult to continue to maintain that PI rep-
resents a 'highly specific form of educational method in practice.

The second aspect about which there is uncertainty is the economic
aspect,, w hich merely reflects, however, the situation already referred
to concerning the teaching aspect. In view of the large number of
different forms taken by PI activities, it is scarcely realistic to regard
PI as an activity which lends itself to a specific, standardized economic
approach; this would be true only of forms of PI in which care- was
taken to preserve those charcteristics that make PI an entire method
of teaching on its own. Even in their debased form, however, the PI
experiments examined require an economic approach which must be
more than simply a transposition of the now well-known methods
applied to non-programmed instruction, which will be referred to in
this document as traditional instruction. It should be stated at once
that the heterogeneous nature of PI for the purposes of economic
analysis, apart from, the various forms of the experiments themselves,
is duecjargely to the fact that the execution of an entire PI process requires
a succession of operations which cannot be reduced to a single formula:
some of these operations are 'actually a form of industrial activity
(reproduction of materials) whereas others represent a form ofeficational
work on a small scale (conceiving specialized programmes). This second
cause of diversity is the reason why, as will be seen, we have treated
the subject in distinct phases.

An important point needs to be stressed right away concerning
the level of economic analysis to which this work cfan lay claim. Indeed,
in this resflee-t-, the reader should not be misled by the use of the tern

i`costs' in the title of this chapter; such a term does, in fact, carry a
precise meaning within a specific analytic context. Let us develop this
point further:

Cost is considered in relation to either separate or combiner(,
production factors or in relation to a well-defined product; in
its present form, however, whether considered as an activity or as
a product, RI is characterized first and foremost by its fluctuating
boundaries and its variable content.

2. Cost is a measurement, and therefore an index, of relativity,
expressing where one quantity stands in relation to another;
as an'aid to decision-making, cost must reflect the total quantity
of resources extended pn one activity rather than on another;
cost is the price of the alternati,ve,1 and alternatives are numerous
in an educational process which takes the form of a succession
of phases that are interdependent but also capable of integration

i. By generalization of the,opportunity principle.
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with other parts of the process (x-type PI Versus r-type PI; PI
versus traditional instruction; PI versus other services). Analysis#is me particularly difficult in this respect by.the fact that economic
age' with extremely different responsibility levels are to be
found side by side,' f

3. One of the main functions of cost should be to act, in conjunction
with effectiveness, as an instrument of compazapnassuming
that the problems of defining PI's results and objectives, not to
speak of the benefits it brings, have been resolved; since its benefits
and output, have not been systematically tevaluatedOogeth'er,
costs cannot in this case be expected to servi as an instrument of
comparison exc,gpt for the purpose of setting diem directly against
the total volume of available resources, which, of course,- essential
in certain cases. A

-
4. Finally, in view'of the variety of economic gents involved in PI

activities, there is no possibility of calculating an anonymous, .
`all agents' cost which would disregard the respective roles of,Lhe
various agents responsible and the distortions these introduce

to cost figures.
The auttts,have therefore adopted a less normative frame of reference:
that of direst costs or, in other words, expenses. The data needed by
the planner to translate these direct costs into real costs are peculiar
not tiS. PI but 1.6 the more general a'system of instruction with whir
the planner is familiar and for which he is responsible. In other words,
this report will be found to contain an evaluation cpf the costs which
the economic agents involved in programme implementation have
actually had to bear, to the extent to which-these costs represent monetary
expenditure flows. These evaluations therefore exclqe expenses rep -
rsented by the use of resources not specifically allocated to PI tut
necessary for all other forms of instruction {student time, buildingsi,
overheads) ; in this respect, the financing of these resources constitutes
an indirect expense as far as the selected level of internationalization
is concerned. ,..--k----

'it'

,1.2 Utilization of the data

In order to show more clearly which direct costs arc concerned and
how they have been calculated, reference must be made to the basic
statistical data, since., at this level, it is they which directly affect the
choice of evaluation method.

1. This co-existence of payers and deciders at different` responsibility levels makes it
more difficult, in fact, to select ail internalization leva which is valid for a large
number of experiments.

14o.
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1.2.1 The level of evaluation
The data collected in the course of the investigations concern an
extremely \Nide range of PI' experiments carried out in some ten different
countries. Twenty-nine experiments in all have been used for the pUrpose
of calculating costs. The numbers involved and the degree of diversity
(which reflects the diversity found in practice) obviously do not allow
a true international comparison to be made nor a methodical comparison
between media. In any case, totalling up these experiments and calcu-
lating the general average cost would have no statistical meaning, nor
theoretical value, and would therefore be useless for planning purposes
to the decision-makers, be they local, national or international. At the
other extreme, a strict case-by-case study, however valuable it may be
in other circumstances, is not applicable to an investigation carried
out by questionnaire and requires close and thorou h observation
carried out on the actual site of the experiment.'

On the other hand, the information contained in the questionnaires,.
as. well as the size of the sample,2 provides material for statistical

,processing which ives an estimate of costs for characteristic groups of
experiments representing different types of PI. The method of arriving
at these estimates is similar to that used in the .pedagogical context
but necessarily gives different results, especially as the limitations
imposed by the size of the sample mean that the tree of alternatives
offers only a small number of terminal branches. The criteria taken
into account in determining a priori types of PI were as follows:
1. Economic and legal status of the establishment carrying out the

instruction. The only factors that are relevant in this connexion
are those which result in economic attitudes differing from one
institution to another (management principles, degree of competi-
tiveness, extent to which subsidized, etc.). For example, a distinction
can be made between.private and public enterprises, or between
profit-making and non-profiting-making enterprise. The nature
of the iaiitution's- main activity is also taken into consideration,

. but in this respect only two categories are relevant to this survey:
educational activities and others.

2. The population for whom the programme is intended. This is not
a matter of the different ' demographic' characteristics of the
students, but of the `closeness of their connexion' with the institution
providing the PI; a distinction is made, in other words, between

-1. J. Pocztar and G. Nihan, Les Catsil'un Cours d'Enseignement programme en Mathe-
matiques nwdernes :''Experience d'Afrique Centrale, Paris, Unesco, t

2. A sample whose representative character does not, in statistical terms, need to be
_ justified or, rather, for which there is no call to deplore the unrepresentative
character. Indeed, representatiyeness would be difficult to achieve in that it is
really known who carries out whatprogrammed instruction (at least in countries
where there is no central authority).

1 5 3
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an 'internal' population (i.e. internal to the institution) and an
`external' population.'

3. Finally, the-.type of material used as the medium of instruction
clearly constitutes a third differentiating factor, over and above
the two previous criteria. The media used in the sample were simply
divided into printed media on the one hand and non-printed
media on the other. The second category covers the use of computer,
film, slides' or tape recorder by themselves and the use of multi-

. media techniques.
Simultaneous consideration of the three critcria leads both to cross-
tabulations which give rise to new criteria and to the elimination of
combinations which, in view of the composition of the sample or merely
of economic logic, are merely" dead branches' in the tree of alternatives;
this tree finally appears as shown in Figure 4.

Disregarding. the medium of 'nstruction, the experiments fall into
groups as follows: I (educational) sposed to 2, 3, 4 (nori-educational);
1, 2 (non-profit-making) as opposed to 3, 4. (profit-mating); 1, 2, 3
(internal students) as opposed to 4 (external students).

It will be noted that the private public criterion docs not explicitly
appear in the final tree since it is already covered in fact by the other
criteria. Public educational establishments thus fall' into, group i and
administrative depatitments into group 2. It will be noted, inthis con-
nexion, that university students and school pupils have been treated as
internal populations in relation to their universities and schools in the
same way as the employees of enterprises (as far as the production func-
tion is concerned). Similarly2 activities placed in the fouith group arc
those where the PIirepresents one of a number of products manufactured
by an establishment and sold by it to another establishment, whereas
groups 2 and 3 contain institlitiOns (wItieli are mainly public in group 2
and priyatc in group 3) which make use of PI for training their own staff.
This simple tree of PI types (with eight final terms) thus makes it pos-
sible to use assessment methods suited to the type of experiment under'
consideration and tb intetpret the results on a differential basis as
recommended by the Unesco worlEing group on educational technology.2

1.2.2 Types of costs
The same group gave lengthy consideration to the question which type
of costs it was most desirable (or most urgent) to study and calculate.

1. The educational level of the group concerned will be brought in subsequently,
zlong with the variables which affect the scatter of the results (see Section 2).
This factor does not in fact belong among the criteria relating to types of PI,
which are defined in advance, and it was considered more useful to analyse It in
the same V./ay as the various explanatory variables.

2. J. C. Eicher, Effectiveness Studies Applied to the Use, of NeurEducattonal Media,
Methodologicil and Critical Introduction (general repdit on the work of the working
group on information exchange on technical and economic studies related to
educational technology), Paris; Unesco; t975.

A
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Programme carried out by a non-profit-making educational
establishment for an internal population.

2
Programme carried out by a non-profit-making establishment,
whose function is not primarily educational, for an internal
population.

3

Programme carried out by a profit-making establishment,
whose function is not primarily educational, for an internal
population.

4
Programme carried out by a profit-making establishment,
whose function is not primatily educational, for an external

- population.

Flo, 4. ')Types of programmed-instruction experiment.

1A Printed media

1.2 Other media

me media

2.2 Other media

3.1 Printed media

3.2 Other media

4.1 Printed media

4.2 Other media
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Using a taxonomical method, the grOup differentiates between 'eco-
nomic', `technical' and 'financial' costs.' Realizing the difficulty of
classifying economic costs (`fixed', 'invariable or 'variable'), the group
suggests ignoring these and concentrating on the other two types. It also
recommends the adoption of terms that are as universal as possible for
use in the calculation of costs. The authors of the present report have
therefore borne this recommendation in mind, and the implications of
this will be indicated below.2

The arrangement of the questionnaires themselves makes it pos-
sible to analyse an entire PI process in the folloling phases: pre-pro-
duction; production; promotion; reproduction ; distribution ; .implemen-
tation.

Every complete PI sequence, in theory, passes through these successive
technical phases which constitute a logical and continuous development.
Calculating separate costs for each phase is justified, in our opinion, by
the fact that the factors which determine costs are of a. technical nature3
and that they may in fact differ greatly from one phase to another. The
main factors which cause costs to vary are, a priori, the size of the pro-

s gramme and the number of students.
Furthermore, within a programme's developmec-tthere are inter-

actions between phases, of course, but also a certain degree ofautonomy;
production costs, for example, exert only a,'very marginal influence on
"reproduction costs, while the latter do not diiectly affect implementation
costs.

What is more, althOugh production, reproduction and utilization
constitute] part of the functioning, of PI, pre- production anct, promotion1-4
are in practice optional, which explains the scarcity of information
concerning them. 41

These three considerations led us to concentrate our analysis on the
la* productidn phase (which, with the exception of catain calculations, will

include pre-production operations) 'and, to a lesser degree, on the
reproduction phase; there is in fact little information available on the
latter and it was not possible to carry out as detailed an analysis as that
made of production..Finalry, only a few sparse data are aevailable con-
cerning the other phases and it was not possible to base very significant
evaluations on them. The lack of statistical data on these phases indicates
that they are thought of, by most of those responsibl$, as being 'free',

i. 'Accounting' costs were 'unanimo,usly agreed to have little relevance from an
analytic point of view.

2. The first point to note concerning these classifications it that, from a theoretical
point or view, there is no such thing as costs which are 'technical' or 'financial'
in themselves and that true costs atle not anonymous (see Section 1. 1) ; by differen-

.tiating between financial and other costs, the group was therefore merely recogniz-
ing the fact that in any form of cost evaluation it is necessary to identify the
source of the funds.

3. Using' the term broadly to include pedagogic'al costs.
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and this, of course, would result in costs being underestimat/ed, at a
higher level of internalization than that selected for this survey,.

Is it possible to total 'the costs for different phases? The same factors
which cause costs to vary from one phase to another (number of students,

length of programme) could enable technical costs to be totalled in the
form of a plane in three-dimensional space (cost/number of students,'size
of programme). But this would need a far larger number of experiments
than NV ere available on the basis of the investigation' and it will therefore
not be attempted since its result would be of little value.

Another decision which had to be taken in order to determine the
type of costs to be evaluated concerns the definition of resources to be
taken into account., In view of the data available and. the approach
adopted (partly as a result of these data), the calculations relate Mainly
to staff costs, the cost of materials, and equipment costs.

This sub-classification was made possible by the amount of detail in*,
the questionnaires.

The questionnaires were also designed to furnish details of two
other items of expenditure: overheads and the cost of buildings. Here
again, as far as the latter are concerned, the available data conspire with
considerations of logic to prevent the calculations from being based on
anything more than arbitrary estimates; the fact that no cost is appar-
ently incurred in respect of buildings that are used by turns for different
purposes and are not specific to PI, being neither rented nor built for
that purpose, is certainly worth emphasizing, but assessment of the true
cost can properly be made only at national level and by-authorities
possessing ascurate information on then alternative uses to which such
premises attput.

Speaking generally, a point which needs to be made is that, in the
majority of cases *here absence of data indicates that those responsible
consider resources to be free, it may be, inferred that the resources in

_question are used for more than one purpose and that, as far as those
people are concerned and, in a strictly educational context, PI entails no
specific expenditure.

In the absence of fuller information, the same would seem to apply to
overheads and pupils' time.2

1. Quite apart from, the difficulty created by the di% ersity of the operations performed
(see Section 1.1).

2. Whether school-age or adult students. In any case, the cost of working time lost
is not known. Information concerning this item would certainly be very interesting
since as R. L. Brennan draws to our attention ('A. Model for the Use of Achieve-
ment Data and Time Data in an Instructional System', Instructional Science
(Amsterdam), Vol. 4., No. 2, 1935), students represent a major clement in
programmed instruction, in other words, in any educational process, student
time also constitutes an expensive item, the cost of which, varies according to the
educational method used. It appears to be accepted that less student time is
needed to learn a given subject than with traditional instruction. On this subject.,
sec D. Rogers and D. Jamison, 'Economic and Educational Technology in the
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1.2.3 Units of cost

The choice of units to be adopted for assessment of the costs of an educa-
tional technology will depend on the technology in question just as it
depends on the phases of the teaching process itself. The problem of units
of cost, like that of types of cost, cannot be solved merely by means of a
universal grid. ,

First, as far as PI is concerned, what monetary units should be used
to express costs which have been calculated separately for each phase?
Cost per pupil, frequently used in evaluating traditional instruction,

. cannot be used here precisely because PI makes it possible to serve widely
differing numbers of pupils for the same production costs; the cost per
pupil, therefore, although very significant as far as reproduction is
concerned, is no longer relevant in connexion with production. Instead,
therefore, it was decided to use cost per hour, which has the advantage
that one can use it for each phase of PI;i this n%eans, however, that an
hour of mathematics is'equated with an hour of languages o; an hour,of
marketing. While this may shock the pedagogue', it is quite reasonable in
eConomic term's and almost unavoidable in any attempt at empirical
evaluation; we consider that it can more easily be justified than the
always unsatisfactory attempts to apply differential weighting.

The unit originally selected, in fact, because it was felt to be more
`meaningful', was the student-hour; it was finally abandoned for the
production phase because it was soon found to inhibit comparisons and,
a fortiori, scientific extrapolationswhich are precisely what the plannereelVIn s. 'ng this -unit, in p-Oin't of fact, ten programme hours for one

----- student 4. e equal to. one programme hour for ten students, which is
both pedhogically and economically unacceptable. This problem is
rendered even more. acute by the existence of highly-different medi
with considerable variations, which the student-hour cannot allow for,
in their utilization, rates.2

The difficulty of selecting a unit is merely the corollary of the
uncertainty that exists concerning the product of PI which tends to be

. different frOm'one phase to another, consisting of the preparation of
teachi% material in the production phase followed.by the reproduction
of that material and finally by the production of teaching hours.

United, States', itt: Scanlon and Weinberger (eds.), Compiled Bibliography on
Improving Productivity of Schpol Systems Through Educational,Technblogy, Philadelphia ;
Pa, Research for Better Schools, Inc., t974. There can be no question of attempti.,
ing to quantify this item in this survey, but it should be kept in mind for the.

_following section on.units of cost and 'also in connexion with the interpretation
of results and any coinparison with the performance of other educational methods,

t. All monetary costs are expressed in Unitcd States dollars at the-1974 rate.
2. In the case of PI- based on printed media, for example, there is no means of

knowing how many times the books arc used. (The same is true concerning
exercise books.),
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The same difficulty arises as soon as an attempt is made to separate
fixed from variable costs: in the production phase, the length of the
programme is the sole factor which affects costs, whereas it is only one of
the factorstogether with the number of students and the frequency of
programmesaffecting reproduction costs.

In view of the criterion of student numbers, it was therefofe decided
to consider production costs as being fixed and reproduction costs as being
variable. In reality, there is no such thing as a truly fixed cost in relation
to the two variability criteria.

Second, is it possible to avoid these various difficulties by selecting
non-monetary units ? The alternative we have in mind is that of costs
expressed in terms of time, on which great hopes are often pinned. The
idea is that expressing costs in this way has the merit of being simple
(which would reduce the number of cdst-measurement errors) and also
lends itself more readily to comparisons (between types of media, types
of instruction and even between different countries).

It would accordingly be sufficient, by means of a operation similar
to task analysis,. to record the production time require for the prepara-
.tion and utilization of programmes, and to use this eneral. equivalent
for the. purpose of making direct comparisons between experiment.

Enthusiasm for this method of expressing costs, however, should li
tempered by the fact that it involves several problems:

I. It does not eliminate the difficulty of evaluating the unit t:
is one hour of a psychologist time worth the same as one_ our of a
highway-code monitor's time ? An affirmative reply to this question

can lead to anomalous results and is, in any case, no improvement on
the assumption made for the purpose of calculating in monetary

,terms; a negative reply, on the other hand, calls for the application
"'of 'a weighting procedure which involves comparing salaries, i.e.

those very monetary units it was hoped to avoid.1
2. Expresft costs in terms of hours cannot change the fact that there

are several successive phases, each with different products: input
hours for the conception, production andto a minor extent
reproduction phases and output hours, defined as constituting the
programme's duration, for the programme-operation phase.

The hourly cost calculations are Aill concentrated mainly on the pro-
duction phase, since that is the phase for which there is the most informa-
tion available to make the figures meaningful, and it is the only phase in
which the mode of utilization of resources really corresponds to the
concept of hourly inputs.

z. In these circumstances it was decided to adopt the first 'solution' for the purpose
of the calculations; in order to avoid this drawback, thL figures are left as aggre-
gates (covering all professional categories).
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2. .Results

Following the general methodological principles stated above, we shall set
out separately the evaluation for each successive phase of PI development.

2 . 1 Production

2. I . I Monetary costs
Bases for calculation. The total monetary costs of the production phase
(using the term broadly to include the pre:production phase) arc first
of all calculated without making any distinction between the various
sub-phases: pre-production, preparatory phase, realization and valida-
tion.1

There are three preliminary points to be made
First, many of the educators questioned make no distinction between

pre-production (or feasibility) activities and the preparatory phase L.
because of this they do not show the costs separatelywhich was
another reason for incorporating the feasibility study in the pro-
duction phase. ,

Second, the questionnaires show the cost of training the staff responsible
for the programme in the pre-production phase, with the 'option'
of including them in the production phase, and this also justifies
combining these two phases.

Third, a final justification is afforded by the fact that it turns out to be
usually the same staff who are responsible for carrying out or
supervising the various production sub-phaies, which means that
separate calculations for each of the sub-phases would be somewhat
arbitrary?

Before setting out and commenting on the results obtained, meption
must be made of two other methodological problems relating to the
method pf calculating capital expenditure and; in particular, to the
method of dealing with amortization.3

1. In line with the approach adopted, no attempt has been made to calcu-
late interest in evaluating this amortization; such interest would, in
effect, constitute an opportunity cost in respect of the resources
invested and, while the existence of potential alternative uses is not

1. This is the procedure employed by R. Layard and M. Oatey, who suggest making
an over-all calculation of master costs. See: R. Layard and M. Oatey, '1%-e Cost-
effectiveness of the New Media in Higher Education', Buh Journal of
Educational T.rtmalagy.,(London), Vol. 4, No. 3, 1973.

2. In calculating the figures, no account has been taken of what is in fact more
a theoretical than a statistical distorting factor: that caused, in the case of pro-
grammes (Or parts of the PI system) which are bought or sold, by the inclusion
of profit margins in the purchase price (of inputs) or the sale price (of products).
Any attempt to evaluate this distortion would in the present context be dispro-
portionate to the degree of precision of the data.

3. This point is equally valid for subsequent phases of the programme.
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denied, the cost of forestalling them cannot theoretically be calculated
except as, part of cost-effectiveness study. It is assumed in this
respect that there re no alternative uses for the Money invested.
Obviougly this-applies particularly in the case.of public investment.
In -anSPevent, since the institutional settings in which the experi-
ments were carried out were extremely diverse, the heterogeneity
of the markets represented in the sample makes it impossible to
determine such alternative uses and hence to determine the amount
of interest that would have to be imputed to take account ot them.
Fuiihermore, it has to be assumed, from the information available,
that the equipment has been purchased outright rather than by
borrowingan assumption which is reasonably realistic in that the
equipment, except in the rare cases of computer-assisted PI, is
made up mainly of inexpensive items.' On the basis of this assump-
tion, therefore, there is no need to calculate the interest charges
which would have arisen from a credit purchase. Variations in the
values of national currencies, on the other hand; have been taken
into account, and for this purpose all expenditure has been expressed
in dollars at the 1974 rate of exchange, by applying the appropriate
deflaters.

2. A second methodological poi in regard to the equipment remained
to be- settled, i.e. the problem how also to take into account its
utilization rate. In so far as certain machines are not used full-time
for PI (and this holds gOod for all phases of the programme), the
reason is often that they are allocated to other teaching Activities

--(whether of a technological or of a traditional kind). Rather than
marcomplex calculations for imputing the amounts concerned
(which would have been out of all proportion to the quality of data
available) , it was decided to produce two types of alternativ4
results: the first have been calculated pro rata to,,the total length of
time the machines were in use in the establishment; the second;
which arc more normative, have been estimated on the assumption
that the equipment was used entirely for PI activities, with a flat
utililation rate of 1,88o hours per year.

Average total costs. Going on from the costs of each cxperiment2 to
average costs for the different types of PI gave rise to a new method-
ological difficulty concerning the way to calculate these averages.
After establishing weighted averages taking the final duration of the
programme into account for each experiment, it became apparent that
this process could produce misleading costs per hour and that it would
be better merely to calculate thp averages on the assumption that tire

1
1

1. This shows that PI has not'yet reached the 'industrial' stage.
2. Arrived at by interpolations based, in the absence of certain data, on the charac-

teristics of each type of experiment.
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TABLE 43. Hourly production costs (7,a = coefficient of variation), not adjusted
for duration, in 1974 United States dollars

Group Programme
' duration
4

Staff cost Cost of material 1 Cost of equipment 1
Amount a-

m
Amount

1

a-. m
Amount a ..

m

1.1 8 h 20 in 2,432 o.6 83 o.8 3.5 (1.8) 0:6 .(o.6)
1.22 2 h min 15,566 1.0 1,251 1.4 104 53) 1.0 (0.9)
1.23 I h 3o min 12,024 1.4 216 1.0 82.1 (41.0 1.3 (1.3)i 5 h 12 min 9,937 1.3 75o 1.9 61 (30, 1.5 (1.5)
2.1 20 il 30 min 1,501 1.4 299 1.5 9 (2) 1.2 (0.9)
2.2 31 h 07 min 2,133 0.9 465 0.9 2,.7 (1.9) 0.5 (0.7)2 24 h 28 min 1,731 1.2 360 1.2 0.7 (2) 1.4 (0.8)
3.1 5 h 3o min 429 1.9 78 1.7 2.1 (1) 1.9 (1.9)
3.2 1 h oo min 732 0.5 174 o.6 19 (9.6). 0.5 (0.5)
3 4 h 10 min 516 2.1 106 1.7 7 (3.5) 1.7 (1.7)
4.1 15 h oo min 3,396 o.8 42 o.8 13 (6.5) o.8 (o.8)
4.2 . 3 h oo min 1,155 0 200 0 6.3 (5 ) o
4 11 h oo min 2,646 0.5 95 0.6 10.9 (6y o.8 (o.E)

1. The first figure represents actual utilization, the second (in parentheses) a flat annual utilizationrate (I,88o hours).
%

2. Including computer-based experiment.
3. Excluding computer-based experiment.

TABLE 44. Average hourly production'costs in 1974 United States dollars

Staff cost Cost of material Cost gf equipment'

Cost per hour
Coefficient of variation ( )

'm

4,152
2

658
2.7

23.7
2.3

(11)
(2.3)

A

1, Equipm'ent costs: the first figure represents actual utilization, the second in parentheses) a flat
annual utilization rate (1,88o hours).

experiments were equivalent and thus each carried the same weight
(Table 43).

The over-all results, i.e. totalled for the whole sample, as they
appear in'Table 44, must be used and interpreted with caution, as.is
clear from their coefficients of yariation; they can thus scarcely claim
to be more than quantitative approximations but are none the less
valuable for making comparisons between different forms of technology
and between different types of PI and different media. In order to make
such comparisons, it is in fact necessary to gain a better understanding
of the true significance of these figures. -

This is why, before proceeding further with the calculations, it.0

is necessary to look for a moment at these total figures.
The first conclusion to be drawn from these results is that the

industrial charaCter of PI is not evident in the pi-oduction phase, which
is, on thecofitrary, to a large extent labour-intensive': conceiving and
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TABLE 45. Cost of each item as a percentage of average hourly costs (averages
not adjusted) in 1974 United States dollars

Type of PI Total average
cost per hour

Staff costs
(%)

Material costs
(%)

Equipment
costs (%)1

1.1 2,518 g6 3 1

1.2 16,921 92 7 I <

i 10,748 92 7 i

2.1 1,809 83 16 1

2.2 , 2,600 82 n 17 1

2 . 2,097 82 17 I

3.1 509 84 15 I

3.2 925 79 19 2

e 3 629 82 17 1

4.1 3,448 98 I 1

4.2 1,361 85 14 i

4 , 2,750 96 3 I.

1. Calculated on the basis of actual utilization.

writing the programmes has to be done by staff who are both aca-
demically and pedagogically spCcialized, not to mention the purely
technical skills required for using complex media. Thus, on average,
85 per cent of production costs is accounted for by salaries, compared
with 14 per cent for material costs'and only just over I per cent for
capital expenditure. This cost distribution is not affected by the method
of calculating averages nor, by and large, doer it vary much for the
different types of PI (see Table 45)

If we regroup these types in thp manner suggested above, we can
then 'examine more closely the scatter bf the results for the different
groups, as can be seen in Table 46.

While the marked general scatter of costs clearly confirms our
initial assumption, i.e., that PI has a multiplicity of forms and types of
content (as is also shown by the differences in progiamme duration),
it is also possible to discern some interesting trends. First, systematic
observation of the extremes makes it possible,to distinguish two types of
experiment: t,

1. At one extreme,.PI;which is provided for students in public edu-
cation establishments, using other than printed media, has an
extremely high production cost in comparison with the other

° . _

---rr-ithe ratio of material costs to staff costs is °certainly consistently greater for PI
using non-printed-media than for PI using booklets, but no parallel trend can
be discerned where equipment costs are concerned. This demonstrates very
clearly the complementary relationship between labour and capital, at the pro-
duction stage: forms of technology using complex hardware (teaching machines,
computers) are demanding in,regard to specialized labour, at least during the
programmes-conception stage. m
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TABLE 46. Average hourly production cost's by gr6ups of PI types (avrages not lusted) in 1974 United States dollars

,s

Criterion Programme
duration

Staff
costs

Material Equipment
costs costs'

Type, of establishment

Function of establishment

Student population

Me um of inst uction

;;._.--

.,Trofit-making (3? 4)

Non-profit-making (r,

Mainly educational (1)

Mainly other than educational
(2, 3,4) -

Internal (2, 3)2

External (4)

Printed media (1, 2, 3, 4)

Other media (1:2, 2.2, 3.2, 4.2)

6 h Hourly cost-
Coefficient of variation

17 h Hourly cost,
Coefficient of variation

5 h 12 minNiourly cos
Coefficient; f variation

;15 h 10 mini' Hourly cost
Coefficienof variation'

15 h 5o mini Hourly cosr
Coefficientiof variation

h i Hour)y cost
Coefficienvof variation

12.h 46 m14 Hourly cost
Coefficien§of variation

1 ,5 min riourly coat
Coefficientlof variation

1. The first figure represents actual utilization, the second (in parentheses) a flat annuli utilization ratelilit8o hours).
2. ,In the strict sense, i.e.

.
including school pupils and university students.

1,155
1-4

4,922
1.9

'02,
0-8

512
2

8...'
1.2

27.8 (13.3)
2.2

(4.3)
(1.1)

(2.4)
9,937 750 61 (31)

1.3 ; s 1.9 1.5 (1.5)
1,456 237 7.3 (3)

1.3.....-------e.5 1.3 (1.2)
1,258 261 6.8 (2.6)

1.3 1.5 1,3 (1.3)
2,645 95 10.9 (6)

0.9 ..-- 0.8 0.9 (0.7)
1,573 -

1.2
i66

1.9
6.5
1.3

(2:2)
(1.2)

6,674 674 ... 43 (22.2)
1.7 1.8 1.8 (1.8)
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ction costs by groups of PI type} (averages not adjusted) in 1974 United States dollars

Programme(
duration

Staff
Costs

Material
costs

Waking (3, 4)

ofit-making (I, 2)

6 h

h

Hourly cost
Coefficient of Variation
Hourly cost

1,155
1.4

4,922

102
0.8

5t2
Coefficient of variation 2

educational (I) 5 if 12 min Hourly cost
Coefficient of variation

9,937
1.3

750
1.9other than educational 15 h to min Hourly cost 1,456 237

, 4) , Coefficient of variation 1.3 1.5
1 (2,, 3)2 h 5o min Hourly cost 1,258 261

Coefficient of variation 1.3 1.5
al (4) 11 h Hourly cost 2,645 . 95

Coefficient of variation o.9 o.8
media (t, 2y3, 4) 12 h 46 min Hourly cost 1,573 166

Coefficient of variation 1.2 1.9
echo...0.2, 2.2, 3.2, 4.2) '12 n 5o min4.2) Hourly cost 6, 6 74 674

Coefficient of variation 1.7 1.8

ion,, the second (in parentheses) a flat annual utilization rate (1,88o hours).
pupils and university students.

Equipment,
costst

(4.3)
1.2 (1.1)

27.8 (43.3)
2.2 (;4)

61 (31)
(16)

7171 (3)

6
1.3 (1.2)

(2.6)
1.3 (1.3)

10.9 (6)
.9 (0.7)

6.5 (2.2)
1.3 (1.2)

43 (22.2)
t.8 (t.8)

5.
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experimentsabout eight times greater than the average for the
remaining experiments. In actual fact, this group includes a PI
experiment carried out exclusively by computer means;, this exper-
iment is the only one in the sample to which this applies and
greatly increases the average figure of costs for this type of PI,
even though it cannot be considered statistically abnormal in
relation to the other tyn-computerized or semi-computerized
multi-media experiments.

2. At the other extreme, the cost of programme production for in-
service training in private firms is roughly eight times less than in
the other experiments (whatever medium of instruction is used).

This first conclusion shows that one of the factors which determine
the cost of PI is the way in which it is usedas a small-scale experimental
tool or as a regular training instrument. In the first case, it must be
considered as much a form Of research as of instruction, even if the
activity takes, place in a nominally educational establishment, and the
high costs must be attributed to various factors which are inherent in
experimentation and innovation rather than to poor management of
resources. In the second case,,pj is -totally integrated into a well co-

..ordinated and well tried system of training activities and is used wft-h
greater frequency and for a larger number of students.

It may indeed be assumed that, where PI forms part of in-service
training in firms, it has a distinctly recurrent character; its cost, more-
over, forms part' of the. wages bill and; as such, is kept as low:as
possible by the firms concerned. The same considerations cannot apply
to recurrent in-service training provided in non-profit-making (admin-
istrative) establishments; where programme-production costs arc in
fact found to be slightly higher. The production cost of programmes
used by firms for outside students are higher again, and this is due to
the fact that these firms, as sellers of PI, probably tend to overestimate
their costs.2

As pilnduction Costs consist mainly of staff costs, the low level of
these costs, when they relate to in- service training in firms, suggests

'that this trainingat least as far as the prOgrammed part is concernedis
of a specific nature.3 In other words, the programmes in-question cover
technical skills peculiar to the firm or industry and can be conceived
at minimum cost by internal staff with the (relatively minor) assistance

r. Either directly or indirectly, depending on national regulations.
2. This overestimation is not due to any bias in the replies to the questionnaire

bdt reflects the' differing degrees of internalization to which attention was drawn
at the beginning of this repbrt; it also illustrates the fact that a commercial
producer is less likely to make the mistake of considering inputs to be free. Any
over-all estimation of costs is therefore not in absolute terms but obviously in

relation to assessments made,in a non-commercial:context.
3. See: G. S. Becker, -Human Capital: a Theoretical and Empirical Analysis, with Special

Reference to Education, New York, N.%'., Columbia University Press, 1964.

1 6
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Fig. 5. Total production cost in relation to programme duration.

of PI technicians from outside the establishment; and this certainly
seems to be borne out by the.titles of the programmes in question.

Variation factors. After this rapid survey of the production costs of the
different types of PI, it is now necessary: to specify these costs 'more
precisely and to identify and bring out into the open the variable
factors which have until now remained implicit but whose influence.
can be guessed at.

Final duration of programmes. It can be seen from correlation tests
and from the graph in Figure 5 that there is a link between the duration
of a programme (output in hours) and the hourly cost of its production; .

this link corresponds broadly to what might be expected in accordance
with the principle of economies of scale, i.e. a decrease in hourly costs
as prOgramme duration increases, but this decrease is both irregular
and ultimately not sufficiently significantafor it really to rank as an
application of this principle.

There is no reason' to feel dovincast about this; on the contrary,
it provides a,timely warning against unverified application of the concept
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of economies of scare and against the confusion which all too frequently
occurs between this concept Ad another law of classic economicsthat
of diminishing returns. We would remind the reader who is not an:.
economist that an ecormy of scale is an increase, in output' which is
proportionally greater than thdt of all the factors making up the com-
bination. The law of aiininishitg' returns is very different: this states
that 'if increasing amounts of a variable factor are applied to a fixed quantity
of the other factors the amount added to the total product by each
additional unit of the variable factor will eventually decrease.21

Adjusting ,production costs, however, in relation to the hourly .

duration of the final programme does not, strictly'speaking, give a true
reflection of either phenomenon, since production, although a decisive
factor, on the one hand does not represent the entire combination of
elements and, on the other, does not in itself constitute a productiOn
factor in respect of the final product: a single phase of the production
process cannot be identified eitherith the process or with its inputs.1

In less, technical terms, the following two provisional conclusions
may be drawn; .(a) current PI experiments indicate that, as far as
production is concerned, the gains accruing from more intensive use
(in tams of programitie duration) of PI, although possible, are still
fairly limitedthe performance achieved by teaching and technological
skills in conceiving the programmes dbes not increase perceptibly unlesk.
the duration of the final programme exceeds a threshold value which
may be set at about six to eight hours;' (b) from a methodologica/ 'point
of view, there arises, in addition to the aforementioned considerations,
a danger of confusion whet comparing the final output and the cost
of intermediate production phases if units are used which take on a
different meaning according to. the level at which they are applied.2

The wide, scatter of the resultswider than can be explained by
the variables explicitly taken into accountmakes it desirable to give
a fuller description of the PI. expements which make up tire sample
in order to try to discover how far this scatter of production costs is
related to the differences (or similarities) between the experiments
and classic PI. 4/0`

Since no great assistance, in this case, can be derived from the
final duration of the programme, we shall turn to the cireumstances,
in which the programmes were introduced and, first of all, to the stages
in their construction.

Existence of a pre production phase. Classification of the experiments
in accordance with the presence or absence of this phase and the corre-
sponding calculation of production costs after deduction of pre-production

1. R. G. Lipsey, An Introduction to Positive Economics, 3rd ed., London, Weidenfeld. &
Nicolsiin Ltd., 1973. /
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- TABLE 47. Hourly' productioyi costs (excluding pre-production costs) in 1974
Units States dollars, according to .whether or not a pre-production
phase has taken placer

Type of PI

1.1 2.1 2.2 3.1

Experiments which include
a pre-production sage 3.545 2,396 2,615 7,493

Experiments which do not include
a pre-production stage 721 720 1,640 925

Averages not adjusted The costs comprise staff costs, material costs and equipment costs (the
last being calculated on the basis of actual utilization), This table contains only those types of PI
which can be divided sufficiently evenly into experiments containing a pre-production phase and
thoib which do not coritain such-a phase.

)

costs (Table 47) reveals a much sharper contrast, in fact, than that
shown by the preceding factors: in cases where a complete feasibility
study as carried out,3 the strict production costs, i.e. excluding the
c of hat study, are on average five times greater than when no such
stu y has been carried out. What is more, the former category includes,
a large number of educational establishments (type x).

In so far as the execution of preliminary, independent feasibility)
studies can be. considered an indication (irnot a guarantee) of the
PI's 'authenticity, these results show that the PI `experiments- which
are least expensive to produce are those which appear to depart furthest
from the basic PI formula; experiments. realized- by establishments
which have carried but pre-production work arc also those which -
included the largest component of labour specialiied in the production
of PI sequences.

hough pre-production- costs per programme hour show a pt r-
ticularly wide scatter because of the difficulty of identifying such costs,
they nevertheless appear to occupy a fairly large place in total yr§-,--
ductinn costs (accounting for about 18 per cent of these costs).

The replies provided in the investigation suggest that the existence
of preliminary studies sends to be associated with experiments using

1. In the cluster of phints representing .hourly production costs as a function of
programme duration, differences in types of PI and even in types. ,.taedium
are seen to exert a le,sser influence.

2. R. Layard and M. Oatey, having described the presentation-how as 'the natural
unit of output', arrive at a very similar conclusion when they turn to the question
of comparisons between- media.

3. That is, in those experimehts where the questionnaire shows costs separately for
this sub-phase.
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TABLE 48. Hourly pre-produttioti costs (averages not adjusted) in 1974 United
States dollars

Type of PI

st,t

10.

Printca Other Printed Other
media media Type of PI media media

15 2,018 3 4,955
797 454 4 471

TOTAL 1,474 1,496

printed media, but estimates of the cost of these studies (Table 48)
appear to be independent of the type ofmedia or, more precisely,
the available dataare insufficient to reveal the form of any correlation
which may exist.

It is reasonable to assume, however, that the cost of pre-productiono
tends to depend on variables relating either to the size of the student'
population to be catered' for or to the type of medium, considered as a
factor of the cost of the other phases of production rather than in
relation to the pre-production phaselitself.

Validation procedure. A second possible indicator by virtue of which
an experiment.can be identified as fulfilling the reqUirements of a pro-
grammed graded-learning operation is the existence, at the end of the
operation, of a validation procedure which consists in testing 'the value
of the programme ih the context of noun' al use, which may well be
different frOin the experimental context'.1

The indirect ithpact of this procedure on production costs can be
measured by calculating these costs for sub-groups of experiments,
depending on whether or not they incorporate such validation: estab-
lishments which have- carried out a comparative evaluation, 34,407;
establishments which have not carried. out a comparative evaluation,
$3,796.

The slightly higher production costs for_complete programmo2
is another instance of the phenomenon referred'to above: the esth-
lishments with the lowest costs wee those which consider themselves
the least _bound by PT's normal limitations and, in particular, by the
need to carry out time-consuming pre-production and validation phases.

Evaluation procedures at the end of production, where they exist,
are so closely integrated in production that it is exceedingly difficult to

,

1. M.'de Montmolin, L'Enseignement Programme, Paris, Presses Universitaires de
France, 1971: (Que Sais-je ?, No 1171.)

2. The majority of validation procedures are carried out for programmes using
printed media. Comparative validation is taken to mean a comparison between
the results of traditional instruction and those of PI. According to the investiga-
tion, it is carried out only fairly infrequently. Evaluation of the effectiveness of
PI's actual results is more frequent and shows generally very high success rates
which approximate to those expected (an 85go per cent success rate).
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assign a cost to them, as shown by the confused data on this point in
'the questionnaires. Apart from validation operations in the strict sense
(sample checks carried out on a pilot group of students requiredtfor the
tests) which 4.°1-e in any case very rare, validation, in the way in which
it appears to be carried out in practice, does not require the use of staff
other than that employed on the-over-all production; all in alb, validation
seems to amount to a routine activity and can therefore be expected
not to entail very large extra costs.

In reality, as far as can be gauged from the figures, the costs of the
validation carried out at the end of the -production phase fall inter two
groups on either side of an average of 15 per cent of the total production
cost. In the first group, the validation costs are well below io per cent
of production costs; this group consists essentially of educational estab-
lishments and PI ,experiments using panted media. The use of low-
paid or unpaid labour (students for the pilot groups) probably explains
the presence of these establishmentsjn this group, while printed media
are obviously inexpensive to use. The second group, consisting of the
other types of establishment using more complex media., show N alidation
costs of the order of 40 per cent of production costs.

Hence, when it exists, which is rarely, especially in type 4 exper-
iments, validation is a fairly expensive operation, which explains why it
tends to be practised in situations where its cost is not visible (pliblic
establishments). "10,

Use of PI as a complete system or sub-system. Another question capable
of providing information on PI's specific importance as a teaching
method was, that relating to the use of PI as a complete 'system or as a
sub-system (in relation_ to a more comprehensive set of -teaching
methods). In point of fact, the confusion caused by this question rules
out any 'precise_ interpretation of the answers, except perhaps that
experiments in which PI is looked upon as a system in, itself indeed
have higher production costs ($6,585 per hour) than those in which
it is part of a larger system. This is a further indication of the fact that
genuine PI which constitutes. a self-sufficient process entails greater
expenditure.'

Associated indirectly with this, the amount of 'seniority' enjoyed
by PI in each establishment was checked again/its production costs.
The dates when PI began CO be a fully operaiio:nal experiment are too
close together to have had an effect on costs of possibly to bring about
a reduction in costs after a longer period 'of operation.'

Research work in the PI field. In similar vein, a test was carried' out
on the possible influence of this on the total cost of production: Despite
the fair number of questions on this subject in the questionnaire, it is

There is, incidentally ,,no significant correlation to be seen between the production
costs of the progranime analysed in each establishment and the number of PI
exptriments previously cairied out in that establishment.
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very difficult to draw- any definite conclusions from them. It seems
likely in fact that in some cases those who provided the answers confused
pre-production operations, or even prografrime*onception and vali-
dation operations., with the broader research activity ke questionnaire
was attemptingUk cover. In other cases they interprMd 'research' as
referring to the trials and market research carried out in connexion
with the promotion of a new programme; this4eems to have happened
in connexion with the type 2 experiments in particular (in-service
training in non-profit-making establishments). Because of this, the tests
do not reveal any significant differences in costs which could be ascribed
to the existence of really systematic research.

Actual content of the subject being programmed. Thlg is the one remaining
a priori decisive variable which has not yet been explicitly taken into
consideration even though, in reality, as indeed suggested by the
fOregoing analysis, it has considerable influence on the scope of the
programme-conception work and is already partly incorporated in the
variables examined thus 'far.

There are several possible ways of defining programme content.
The experiments could be classified by the type of subject taught as
indicated by the programme title. However, the qualitative nature of
the subjects, which gives no indication of the degree_of difficulty of the
programme, makes this approach unreliable; furthermore, apart from
those provided in educational establishments, the programmes are very
largely concerned with vocational training and it is therefore very,
difficult to classify them from their titles (or evep-,from other data in
the questionnaire). Nor is it very effective to cla4ify the experiments 411

accordance NN the general educational level of the students concerned
since, as dies are mainly working adults, a problem arises concerning
the link betty n the content and level of instruction, on the one hand,
and the nature and level of the students' employment, on the other.

It was finally decided, therefore, to base the t on the conditions
laid down for participation in the PI_ experimentlWn the assumption
that insistence on a certain level of knowledge indicates a programme
which has involved the expenditure of more effort in the way of con-

0 ceptiair and validation than has a simple programme which is suffi-
ciently general to be suitable for students with diverse scholastic back-
grounds, an effort was made to check the evaluation of this difference
in monetary terms.

Experiments requiring only the equivalent of a secondary-level
education or less were- iherefore placed into one group, the other group
consisting of PI .experiments access to which requires either a general
higher education or the successful completion of an examination or test
relating to a specific level of training.

The picture obtained by applying the admission criterion to the
varidus types of PI is in fact broadly comparable to that obtained *by
Means of the first two criteria examined: establishments whiCh- make
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TABLE 49. Hourly production costs (averages not adjusted) according to admission
level, in 1974 United States dollars

Type of PI Restricted Unrestricted
admission admisstptn Type of PI Restricted Unrestricted

admission admission

I.1 4,703 1,425 2.2 6,917 1,162
1.2 / 33,310 532 3.1 22,016 409
2.1 7,584 , 841 4.1 6,279 676

TOTAL 14,264 798

pre-production studies are often those which recognize the need for
validation, and it is frequently the same establishments which lay, down
conditions for admission to the .education they provide. Comparison of
hourly production costs for the different types, according to whether or
not the programme is subject to the educational level of the clientele,
thus produces results which are fairly similar to those obtained by
comparison in accordance with the other two criteria.

This new criterion, however, produces a much greater cost differen-
tial than the preceding criteria: Table 49 shows one group of experiments
with unrestricted admission, costing $800 per programme-hour to
produce, contrasted with another group of experiments for admission to
which a high level of education is required, costing seventeen times as
much to produce.

This extremely marked difference in costs between the two groups
suggests that the variable used has a powerful polarizing effect,'bringing
together a cluster of traits typifying experiments with a high educational
level and programmed according to true PI principles, on the one hand, .

and, on the other, routine educational experiments which are enhanced
by teaching techniques that are only fairly remotely connected with I
theoretical PI.

Hence, as far as production is concerned, it is clear that the com-
plexity of the subject taught is reflected in the complexity of pro-
gramming.

The configiffation of PI production costs in relation to the complexity
of the content to which it is applied thus reflects the fact that program-
ming a subject calls for staff who are familar both with the teaching
material itself and with the teChnique, of programming. More precisely,
we seem justified in concluding that the degree of pedagogical difficulty
exerts a multiplier effect on the programming itself, which is reflected in
the costs.
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Audio-visual centre

'IL

Cost-effectiveness in resource-based learning'

Synopsis of the prganization of audio-visual centres
.in the Federal Republic of Germany .

Schools and institutions for youth welfare and adult education in_ the
Federal Republic of Germany. exist at four levels:

The audio-visual centre at federal level
The Institut fur Film und Bild in Wissenschaft und Unterricht in
Munich-Grundwald is responsible for producing audio - visual media and
observing the products of similar institutions in other countries, where
necessary adapting them to their own programme. It inspects the hard-
ware market and exchanges examination results with neighbouring
countries. The prbduction costs of the media are borne by the states
of the Federal Republic. The end-products are handed onto the audio-
visual centres at other levels for the cost-of reproduction.

es

The audio-visual centres at state level
These concern themselves mainly_ with systematic testing of media and
the further education of assistants in subordinate positions. They also
have at their disposal archives which are made available to regional
audio-visual centres.

The audio-visual centres on the urban or rural district level -,--

These centres are responsible for directly furthering the use of audio-
visual material in schools, youth welfare and adult education. The
different categories are as follows:

-..

Pedagogic tasks. Training and further education of teachers and instructors
in institutions for adult education and of volunteer youth-welfare workers
in respect of the pedagogic- didactic application of audio-visual material.
This is accomplished with seminar courses, single seminars and personal
consultations.

Technical tasks. Repair of eq pment and introduction to use of equipment:
Consultation with education 1 institutions on procurement of equipment.

1. Extracts from a communication delivered-at the Congress of the International
Council for Educational Media, Glasgow, United Kingdom, 1-5 October 1975,
by Walter Wiegel, Institut fair Film und 13ild in Wissenschaft und Unterricht,
GOttingen, Federal Republic of Germany.
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Archives. Establishment of film and tape archives with recordings of
regional importance.

Loans. Loans to educational institutions of films, slides, tapes, cassettes,
records, recorded videotapes and packages of transparencies for over-
head projectors.

The local audio-visual centres
These result from the collection of educational aids in individual schools.
Educational aids and school libraries are being brought together and
built up into school media centre's. The establishment of carrels for
small group or individual work deserves special emphasis; these enable
school Media centres be built into to self-learning centres for adult
education as well.

Case study: the District IVIdia Centre,
Kreisbildstelle, Gottingen

In order to enable a comparison to ,be made between the District Media
Centre, Gottingen, and similar institutions in other regions, some
background information is required. Statistics for 1974 for the District of,
Gottingen were as follows: inhabitants, 253,000; schools, 152; Classes,
1,620; full-time pupils, approx.1 4.1 ,000;._ernployeres in educational,
system, approx. 2,5oo;)salary for employees in, the eddcational system,;
approx. $40 million;' building and maintenance of schools, approx.
$16 million.'

The district of Gottingen covers an area of approximately 1,120
square kilomCtres and of the population of 253,000, almost half live in
the town of Gottingen itself. The town hbuses the' University of Lower
Saxony and,a,4epartment of the Teadiet. Training College of Lower
SaAonY, w.A. a combined enrolment of approximately 22,000 students,
and also the main administrative body of the Max Planck Society for
the Promotion of Sciences and sqme of its research institutes. Fctories
for the manufacture of precision instruments, optical and light electro-
technical equipment have also been established in the town. The remain-
der of the district is mainly agricilltural.

The district provides for a total of sabthit 40,000 full-time pupils
(the teaching load of part-time ptipils has been converted into full-time
hotirs).-They are taught in 1,38o classes, distributed amongst Ito schools
of varying size (one to sixty classei). For the past two decades, the diltrict
has been attempting to dissoNe the smaller schools, placing the, pupils
together in central schools. The cost of transpOrting pupils to the central
schools would` be raised by pub4 funds.

1, Throughout this chapter U.S. St 1,= DM.2.5o.
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o

ApproNimately 2,50o people in the district of Gottingen are em-
ploy ed in the educational system, including school administration and
supervision, and for these an estimated DMA oo million must be found
per year, inclusive of training costs, social benefits and old-age pensions.
Throughout the whole districts; the additional yearly average over the
past five years for building and maintenance of schools amounts to
DM.4o million which means' that approximately DM.14o million is
spent on education. Thus, taking an average of 25 teaching hours per
week and 29 pupils per class: t teachthg hour, per class costs DMtoo
($40) and 1 teaching hour peer Ripil costs DM.3.45 ($1.75). A rough
estimate is assessed at ±4 per cent.

The District Media Centre has grown during the last twenty years
from a one-man concern to a centre with twelve employees and six
scientific assistants, paid by the State, who are freed from part of their
teaching duties. The employees chief administrator;

official expert, deputy to the chief administrator; i secretary; 5 admin-
istrative clerks, who take care of the loan transactions; 1 photographer;

television and radio Technician; 2 drivers and the Director of the
establishment (Dr Walter Wiegel). (Sec Fig. 6.)

It was estimated that DIM.85o,000 from the district's budget
were required for the maintenance of the audio-visual media centre
for the year 1975, with staff closts representing a total of DM.36o,000.
Thus, the district spends a total of DM.3.45 ($1.75) per inhabitant for
the regional media centre. For purposes of comparison, it may be men-
tioned that the town of Gottingen expends DM.9.5o ($3.75) per inhabi-
tant for the town.,library.

The media equipment available .for loan at the District Media
Centre is valued at approximately DM.3 million. With the help of two
delivery vans,-the educational institutions in the districts receive deliv-
eries once a week. About 3o per cent of all material requested is picked

.. -
up directly from the loan archives by teaching stair and school assistants.

Resource Centre, G6ttingen

Educational tasks Technical tasks

Pedagogi6a1
service

Training

Seminars

Archives Maintenance

Information

Loan-procurement

Flo. 6.
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To avoid long journeys by people collecting their own materialthe
district stretches 5o kilometres east and westbranches of the audio-
visual centre have been set up in the two smaller towns on the Outskirts'

,:of the district:
.All teachers so desiring receive a comprehensive catalogue, with ,

titles or films, slide series, tapes, cassettes, records, transparencies,'
video-cassettes and specialized books which for educational purposes
are at the disposal .of the borrower free of charge in .the collections of
the district audio-visual centre, of the state audio - visual centre, of the
Federal Centre for Political Education and elsewhere.

Furthermore, the media centre also Tents material from commercial
loan centres for the borrowers, so long as payment of rental charges
presents no problems.

Subject catalogues are assembled which also contain such titles as
are not available in the media centre.

For the year 1975, approximately 5o,o&Lloans will be granted,
90 per cent-of them within a maximum delivery time of ten days.

At present, the -town library makes 4pproximately 350,000 loans
yearly. About 3 million people are reached by the 5o,000 loans of the
District Media Centre, each item being demonstrated twice on the
average. This, for example, viewing a filmed stage play leaves a deeper
impressio nd is therefore more effective than reading a printed stage
play. The same difference exists between listening to and reading a
radio play. `While the centre's archives contain material whose edu-
cational effectiveness is less intensive, the town library has many 'books
which can at best be called superior light reading (see Fig. 7).

The yearly turnover of the media centre, i.e. the value of the ma-
terial which is delivered during a year from the archives to eduCational
institutions reached an approximate total of DM.17 million in 1975.
The yearly turnover of the town library amounts to approximately
DM.i °

Other Resource Centre activities
The courses designed to provide an introduction to the use,of equip-
ment are a permanent feature of the regional media centre. The intro-
ductory course is piZidied every Thursday afternoon except during
the holidays. At th ber of teachers registering for a course cannot
always be dealt with by qne afternoon course per week within a reason-
able period° of time, additional introductory, days have,to 4e arranged,
giving a figure of sixty courses per year.

Some aspects of the course can be converted to programmed
self-learnirig material. For this purpose, eight self-teaching items of
equipment were purchased. The equipment installed by the firm Intertip,
Zurich, was supplemented by an automatic slide- projector synchrOnized
with a sound cassette, from the firm of Hoppe & Schneider, Lehr-,
systeme, Iteidelberg. Equipment has been introduced systefnatically.
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The course participants listen to the information on the tape. Questions
are an§wered by means of signalling keys using the multiple choice
method. The answers are. offered optically for selection. After every
question, the apparatus sfops and only proceeds further when the
correct answer key is pressed: 1.ncorrect answers are counted on an
electronic meter. An extension 'Of this apparatus is planned, so that
branch programmes and repetitiOis are made possible, without syn-
chronization of sound and picture-being lost.

The use of self-teaching devices in the introduction of 'teachers
to the use of audio-visual equipment is also designed to acquaint the
teachePwith the operation ,of programmed teaching 'dqpipment.

An important aspect of the work, of the District Media Centre .

is the promotion Of spool radio and television. Work in this fieldcpuld
be made substan'tially7 more effective, if it were not ;restricted in the':
Federal Republic of Germany by complicated copyright regulatiait.

I

Gost-e:ffectiveness ._....
''.,. _ . -

With'2o,o0o loans" per,LoO,000 inhabitants, the centreat anyfrate in .

Lower SixonYL-is the leadingsthoot media centre. WhetheiPth*e schools
in _thedistrict of Gottingen, with their 5o,000 requests, support their.- -. ,...

' I
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of limited financial means through the most extrlxne rationalization.
Thus, for example, consideration migiv be given to ake question

of IA hetijer the delivery service should be maRitained in its existing form.
When purchasing new media, the following action is usually taken:

media titles which seem to be suitable for use in school, youth-welfare.
work,.and adult education are first recorded in a quarterly catalogue
supplement. ,The first and second request for the new title is fulfilled
by eentihg the item. Only when three or more requests are ieceived-
within a'year, does the centre consider buying the it .1,

This procedure is designed to avoid an ineffe Live investment of
7a

capital to rarely requeste'd media. Material given preferentV treatment
deals with human co-existence, the eradication of preludrice and the
responsibility. of the human being for his )own actiosis, which..would
seem to compensate for the deficit in this area, compared with the
progress niade in the natural sciences and the technical sphere.' .

Tte,..second problem which greedy 'influences We effectiveness of
available material results from the necessity of hAtying Sse.cond or third
copy of a film. At present, the centre has iached- a poiht,whdre an-extra
copy can be bought for every five requests per half year, i.e. vyhere 'six
requests for a certain tape are received, the must beitwo copies of
the tape in the archives. 0 i..

On the basis of this procurement principler.rip to fifteen copies of
some films in the political and sexual education spheres live been
made hvailable. Five requests per half yea.ri constitute a more exact
baiis for calculation than ten requests per year since seasonal tendencies
can be better defined by means of half-yearly statistics.

The third problem, relating to cost effectiveness, this time with a
negative effect, results from the question of availability or material.
The two subsidiary branches of the District Media Centre in Gottingen
are remnants of the period before the district refoEm of 1973. They are
concessions to. teachers' wishes to be able to collect a film outside the
weekly delivery, without having to cover the relatively long distance
between the outskirts of the district and the audio-visual centre.

The most important consideration at present on the theme of
`cost-effectiveness in resource-based learning' concerns access to the
material. The centrally stored material is rarely available just whe,ic
needed in the course of teaching. This situation can.-be alleviated by
an increase in the number of film copies. However, the fact remains that
dale time needed to obtain the material is relatively long.

Through lack of availability of material, the technical aids, instead
of facilitating operations, cause delays in the course of teaching and
sometimes even cause unforeseen changes and therebiulisrupt the teach-
ing process. Such disfuptions could be eliminated if every school had
its o'wn film archives.

This is by no means as utopian as it might at first sound. Certainly,
if every school wanted to obtain a copy of every film available through
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the District Media Centre, then D 1.1.5 million would have to be
raised. But the larger part of the requestsa rough estimate would be
about 6o per centrefers to titles which altogether would necessitate
a cost pride of less than DM.2oo,000. An examination under way in the
media centre in Gottingen is 'attempting to clarify how much money

iwould have to be raised for the individual schools in order to reduce
the ordersiplaced in the course of a year at the Gottingen centre by
2o per cent. it must be borne in mind that by making material available
to equip school audio-visual centres, the loan- centre staff in the media
centre, could, in the long run, be cut down; and without doubt, an
increase in staff members, which would otherwise become necessary,
can be avoided.

At the moment a lOan transaction costs about DM.5. If a school
with several parallel classes requests twice a year a series of slides at a
cost, for example, of DM.3oparallel classes danot as a rule run
simultaneously then the cost of the work' involved in the loan amount
to DM.4o for years. If these expenses divided over a period of
four years are capitalized and interest paid at the rate of 8 per cent
then it is cheaper for the district of Gottingen to give the series of slides
to the schools rather than to lend them out again and again. The slide
series, tapes and S-8 short* films in the media centrebelow a cost
price of DM.looare solely designed to enable the teacher to inspect
and test the material. If he intends to use the material regularly, he
'should ensure that it is provided by the authorities for the school's
collection of teaching aids. For this reason, the media centre generally
has two copies of this material (value DM. too) at the most.

The building up of lochl collections could be advanced by means
of permanent loans from the collectiqns of the District Media Centre.
The administrative work in local media centres can be assumed in large
part bfpupils under the guidance of a teacher or .a school assistant.
Pupils having a say in school affairs also means NTH co-operation.
This has now stood the test for a long time in school Administration and
"maintenance of teaching aids, which are school.property, if the necessary
advice, supervision and recognition is given for this .work.. Here is a
hidden resource which has still not been correctly organized an used
in many schools.

Basic principles f r increased effectiveness
of available mate 'al

(..

The conversion of teaching from `tra tonal' aims to 'new' aims
has been going on for decades and will ta a few more decades to com-
plete. The conversion is only. partly resource-,based. It is not the new
techniques, which' determine the point and time of departure', but the
new objectives, which demand a selection from resources eith9r available
Or still to be developed.

0
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The imput of tjie school Can be measured in economic units. The
establishment of units of measurement for the output of the school is
difficult. Catalogues of teaching aims are at present in statu nascendi.
Nevertheless, calculations of cost comparisons between various methods
are possible. Here, the, fixed and variable total costs of the school system
should be considered' and the cost-effectiveness relevance of all pro.:
duction factors be researched.

If two' different types of material dealing with the 'same subject
have approximately the same effect in teaching, then the material with
the greater cost-effectiveness is the cheaper one. (It does not necessarily'
have to be sound films, sometimes a sound slide series will do as well.)

A small losi in effectiveness can be accepted if a considerable
saving in cost is thereby achieved.'(The last.to pe,r cenf the maximum
efficiency technically possible is the most'expensive.)

It is, however,. uneconomical not to exploit a possible output
increase of TO per cent, if this increases the total operating costs of the
school by no more than to per cent.

The filed hardware costs of technical media in teaching are small
in comparison with the cost of building a school. The ideal objective,
according to W. Cappel: ...with the best equipment approximately
a per cent: the usual figure throughout the state is at the moment
1.2 per cent'.

The running costs of media in teaching are, with the exception of
computer- assisted instruction,, mostly small in comparison with the
running costsOf the school system. The ideal` objective, according to
W. Cappel: ...under intensive use about 5 per cent (in the district of
Gottingen it is,about 1.4 per cent)'.

The economic law of diminishing returns in the isolated demelOp-
ment of a single production factor is undoubiedly,,,also valid for the use
of technical resources teaching. Relatively reliable examination of
this 'problem, especially regarding the upper limit of meaningful use,
has not yet: been carried-out. .
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Conclusions ofthe
, international experts meeting
on information exchange
on technical and economic
studies related to
educational technology
Unesco House, Paris, 14 t6 January 1975

Resume of discussions-

Problems of cost were those most frequently discussed. However, the*,
question of effectiveness, as well as its relationship with costs, was also
discussed at some length.

Problems of cost

It was agi-eed that, in a preliminary phase and for practical reasons,
an extensive knowledge of the cost of 'introduction of modern methods
into educational systems must be yquired.

In oratryto acquire this Imbiorledge, it is essential to: adopt a
universal classification of costs; define methods of measurement; establish
laws for variation of costs:

:

Classification of costs
After discuion; the cothniission agreed that a definition of universal,

' categories is necessary if comparisons- are to be made.
The classification proposed in the introduct lory report was .thought

to be oh the whole satisfactory, but the folloWing additions and modi-
fications were proposed':
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The categories retained must be broken down as far as possible to
enable identification of operations and useful comparisons.

The technical classification should include a fifth category : implemen-
tation costs.

The economic "clan ification should clearly distinguish two categories:
fixed costs an variable costs.

Classification by ntributors should include a fourth category: the
international community.

In addition to direct costs encountered in the use of modern methods
of training, there exist two additional categories which should be
recognized in consequence of their importance:
(a) Opportunity costs: the difficulty of evaluating these was.

recognized, along with the necessity of separating them com-
pletely from expenditures.
Psychological costs: these are very different from the preceding
because to a certain extent they tend to constitute a limiting
constraint on the effectiveness of modern methods rather than
a source of budgetary expenditure. In certain cases, however,
they could be covered by a financial incentive (for reconversion,
for example). .

(b)

Cost measurement
Three problems were brought up by the group:
Problem of reliability of cost measurements already carried out. Nu-.

merous -speakers mentioned the danger of non-critical utilization
of this data which has often been developed in a heterogeneous
way, using incorrect methods. The frequent presence of three
indirect ways of biasing, all tending to underestimate- the: cost
of modern teaching methods was particularly underlined;
(a) The greater importance accorded to running expenditure than

to capital expenditure when the latter is particularly high and
the foriner somewhat lower in systems using modern edu-
,cationalniethdds.

it)) Use of official exchange rates when evaluating; cost of imported
materials.

(c) Personnel cost estimations based 'on' present salaries without
. taking account of scarcity value related to new requirements

in new systems.'
P-toblems in defining unit cost. Certain members of the commission

were of the opinion that cost per student-was not always the, most
valuable definition! Use of the notion of cost per hour of teaching
by moderii methods leads to very different situations according
to the unit applied,production--time, transmission time, exposition
time, etc. It was agreed that some sort of adaptation of the unit
cost index ="6 the problem studied should be developed.

1 8 5
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Problem of discount rate. The rate choien has considerable influence
on the level of the cost evaluated. Specificity is therefore funda-
mental the light of ,decision-making. The economist has no
precise 'guidelines to help him make his choice.

Evolution of osts
iCost meas rement is necessary if one is to arrive at an understanding

of cost-eff tivengs. Cost studies are made primarily to enable com-
parisons,"in time and in space, and to sort out the laws of cost variation
and discern wnich costs will prove the most advantageous. At this stage,
three points Were stressed by the meeting:
Comparison ol",results of cost studies already carried out rarely leads

to establishment of laws because Qf the very high heterogeneity
of situations observed and methods ofmeasurement used.

The existence of significant economies of scale if big' media are used
is postulated but in no way shown to exist. On the contrary, certain
hypotheses on which these conclusions are based are manifestly
false, particularly in respect of the vast possibilities of spbstitution
between traditional' teachers and 'machines'.

An attempt must be made to measure the 'service capacity' of any
given, installation, i.e. .the number of students abdve which the
capacity of the system is saturated.

The existence of thresholds and disparities in the cost function process
AN as evident to the meeting, but has not yet been slifficiently. studied.

Prol;lems 9f effectiveness
.

Effectiveness is much more difficult to measure than cost. Whilst
recognizing this fact, the meetinz estimated that:
Before allowing resources to be Ased for such studies, a careful exam-

ination of this problem is vital, as a knowledge of objectives and
their relation to the media used should-be acquired.

The several conceptions of effectiveness should be carefully differentiated:
(a) Educational effectiveness should not be confused with economic

efficiency. The former shoidd, in principle, be given priority,
but everything depends upon the definition it is given.

(b) Educational effectiveness should be extensively defined. The
essential point is nit to find out whether one particular message,
transmitted by one particular professor, has a smaller or greater
effectiveness if 'teaching aids' are used but rather to compare
different kinds of messages. The main problem is to discover
whether new media are more efficient because they deliver new
messages.

Efficiency measurement should take account not only of the working,
time 9f the professor, but also that of the student. All things being
equal-, the most efficient system is the one which permits the ,

greatest. economies; in:learning time.
. .
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There should, therefore, be a study in depth of the ways in which
students 'learn' and what they gain from contact with a variety
of media.

Nor is it enough to ,base results on previous studies which do not relate
to the on-going situation, or to select a given medium arbitran . It

=" would be useful to explore systematically the possibilities of using the
theory of decision in uncertainty.

Relationship between cost and effectiveness

There was general agreement that these two subjects cannot be studied
separately and further discussions brought to light the following two
points:
t. In a preliminary phase, there should be an attempt at a systematic

comparison of technical and economic costs and combinations of
media which have a comparable effec4eness.

2. Studies of the cost-effectiveness reja.tfonship should take into
account two control variables which have not so far been used:
intensity of effort in preparing messages; intensity of student effort.

List of recommendations
-

.1

The meeting, being of the 0Pinion
that modern teaching methods can help solve certain educational problems;
that cost-effectiveness studies are necessary as an aid to decision;
that studies made up to now, although numerous, are not of much

practical use for several reasons;
considep it desirable to make recommendations in the three fields of:
information, cost measurement, the role of international organizations
in improving the 'management of systems using modern methods of
teaching.'

Improvement of information

Recommendation No. 1. The meeting requests Unesco to study the problem
of permanent exchange of informationon the cost and effectiveness of
modern teaching methods and to play an innovative role in the creation
of a world-wide information network.

Sri
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Recommendation No. 2. The meeting recommends a strengthening of co-
operation between international organizations in. this- field and requests
Unesco to take the necessary steps.

Recommendation No. 3. The meeting requests Unesco to disseminate a
document including (a) an extensive list of existing studies, classi ed
in such a way that the problems of cost-effectiveness are highlighted
and (b) a sample of representative abstracts of the most im
types of study.

Cost measurement

ring in mind that the priority which has been requested for cost
dies is designed to ensure short-term effectiveness, the meeting makes

e following proposals:.

Recommendation No. 4. The meeting asks that a small working group
meet to establish modFls of standard tables to present different types of
cost, thus enabling a precise stiidy of cost variations.

Recommendation No. 5. The meeting recognizes the willingness of Unesco
to work on a grid specifying the hypotheses:: framework, methodology
of each study and would like to see the rapid estal5lishment of such a grid.

Reclmmendation Ng. 6. The meeting- strongly emphasizes the need to
make effective use of the resources allocated for evaluation in all oper-
ational projects where evaluation has been foreseen.

Recommendation No. 7. The meeting recommends a development of case
studies on actual projects in an attempt to discover solu "ons tO specific
problems raised by decision-makers. II

Regmmendation No. 8. The meeting requests Unesco to promote and
encourage this type of study.

The role of international organizations in improving the
management of educational systems using ,modern methods

Recommendation No. 9. The meeting hotes that iternayonal organizations,
and especially Unesco, will participate,, under terms of reference to be
defined, in the establishment and development of training courses in
methodology of ?ost studies.'

Recommendation No. ro. The meeting would like Unesco to take the neces-
sary action to facilitate management of educational systems using5
modern metho$, for example by enc'ouraging publication of a man-
agement guide., .
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Glossaries

Glossary of technical terms
related to new methods r.

Ass i4..elitn,

Measur ent of a student's attainment.

Audio aid
Audio media used in teachingsuppor-
tive role only. See: Audio media.

.
Audio media
Equipment and related suppliesexclu-
sive of audio-visual materialsby means
of which information is presented through
the sense of hearing. Such media include
closed-circuit audio-equipment, dictating
machines, radio, reccvd players and tape
recorders. See: Audio-visual media.

Audio-visual aid
A' device, appealing, to the sense of
hearing and/or the sense of sight, that
implements an educational ,process. Imp

1%.

4

sr'

plies use of audio-visual-equipment or
materials in a supplementary or suppor-
tive role in teaching. See: Audio-04.ml
media; Audio-visual material; Audio-
visual equipment.

Audio-visual equipment
Mechanical apparatus capable of receiv-
ing, transmitting, or reproducing sounds
and/or pictures; for example, film pro-
jectors, tape recorders, overhcad pro-
jectors, closed-circuit television.

Audio-visual material
Films, tapes, transparencies, television
programmes, etc., to be used with audio-
visual equipment.

Audio-visual media
Audio - visual equipment, supplies and
materials, by which learning is enhanced

Definitions withinit an asterisk (*) are from Glossary on Educational' Technology,
published in 1973 by the Internationales Zentralinstitut fur dal Jugend- and 0
Bildungsferniehen, Rundfunkplatz 1, D-8. Munich 2 (Federal Republic of
Germany).
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through the combined se
and sight, e.g. sound mote(
television. Other audi
include filmstrips or slid
multi-media kits,' pupil-
ment and certain devices
instruction. By usage, au
may also refer to equipm
that are either audio or v
either to the sense of h
See. Multi-media.-

Cable telemston
Television sere ice prov ide
part by a cable. A wi
broadband communicatio
has the potential of proud
of aVience ,,polling,
instrAional television,
vices, and electronic mail
programming`services.
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ses of hearing
ii pictures, and
visual media

with sound,
spouse equip-
r programmed

io-visual media
nt or materials
deo, appealing
aring or sight.

in sAhole or in
d network or

network that
tng the services
eter reading,
formation ser-
s well as home

Carrel
A student study static, designed to
facilitate effective indepe dent study by
students. It may includ electronic or
optical devices for display f information,
teaching maclines. and audio-visual
transmission and receptiod; facilities

Cartridge
A container for film, tapes, slides or
filmstrips. Some cartridges for film and
tape contain endless loops, thers operate
on two spindles or by reel -ti reel transfer..

Cassette
1. An electromagnetic audiotape ar-

ranged in a cartridge format sous
not to require tape-threading prior
to recording or playback of pro-
grammes. Recording or playback is
only pcAsible with a cassette audio=
recorder.

2..A film cassette: a small case for film
that makes hand-loading of film
unnecessary.

Channel
i. That section of the broadcast

spectrum to which a television
broadcast station is assigned. °rat° j
which Video-camera Capable' ot.
..transmitting radio frequency signals
is tuned.

2. In multi -tape recording, the conduit
for simultaneous transmission of
recorded messages from several pro-
gramme sources to select student
positions in the language- laboratory
network.

,3. A path along which information or
communication can flow.

Closed mutt telemmon (CCTV)
lisualeY a privately- owned, -maintained
and -operated system whose transmission
equipment is linked by co-axial cable,
microwave relay or telephone lines. This
type of television is often used as a video
public-address system, but is also used in
teacher observation, in teaching skills
and in other skill techniques.

Communication satelAte
An artificial satellite used to aid communi-
cations, as by reflecting or electronically
relaying a radio signal.

Computer-assuted instruction (CAL)
The use of a computer to present instr,uc.-
tional materials to a student. It allows-for
immediate feedback, self-pacing, branch-
ing and record-keeping.

Comjniter-manizged instruction (Ch-11)
The use of a computer, not for instruction
of the student, but for handling perfor-
mance records, curriculum files, grading
tests. etc. Also it may include the schedul-
ing of non-computer media and teaching
processes by automatic data processing.

Content analysis
A systematic attempt to establish the
characteristics of a communication (e.g. a
textbook or a television script): such an
analysis could probe conceptual density.
political bias, or whatever.

Control group
In an experiment, a control group is the
group that is not subjected to the experi-
mental factor or to the field test that
other groups are subjected to. The
results from this group are compared with
the results obtained from the experimental
or test group or groups.

* Correspondence education
Also distance education. System of teach-
ing and learning based mainly on non-
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personnel media whose efficiency for
student performance iA controlled by two -

way communication. Media involved can
include printed matterprogrammed or
not, mail, telephone, radio, television,
sound and slides, sound- and video-
cassettes, learning` kits, computer . net-
works, etc . -

* Criterion-referenced testing)
A testing situation in which a student is
evaluated on how well he achieves the
established criterion or terminal behaviour.

Data processing
The preparation and handling of informa-
tion by -pre-determined procedures that
classify,, sort, etc. These procedures may
be man I, mechanical or electronic
(comput)

Dial access
.technical device which stores data so

that they can bo retrieved by dialling or
otherwise, signalling a code which w ill
'call ufi any desired item pr programme.

Educational radio
Radio used, to offer educational
grammes, including 'commercial
grammes with educational content;
private or public audience.

pro-
pro-
to a

Educational technology
1. In its original sense, it means the

media born of the communications
revolution which can be used for
instructional purposes alongside the
teacher, textbook and blackboard,
such as television, films, overhead
projectors, computers and the other
items of ' hardware' and 'software'.

3. The newer and more powerful defini-
tion of educational technology goes
beyond any particular medium or
device. In this sense, edutatiortll
technology is a systematic -Way of
designing, carrying out, and evaluat-
ing the total process ,of learning
and teaching in terms of speeific%
objectives, based on research in
human learning and communication
and employing a combination of

n and non-human resources to
bring about more effective educa-

.
no/n.

Educational television -

Television programmes specifically desig-
ned to achieve educational aims, either
for reception in an educational institution
Or, in adult educatio6, for reception in the
home,

* Feedback classroom
See. Student-response system.

Hardware
The physical components or equipment of
a system: included are computers, ter-
minals, audio-visual dm ices, programmed-
learnitig devices, etc., usedto distinguish
machines from materials (software)

Kit.
A 'collection of instructional materials,
giving information on a subject and
assembled, perhaps in a folder for distribu-
tion. See: Package.

4.ive-piAPme
in real-time: that is, the message origin-
ates simultaneously or nearly simultane-
ously with its display and perception.

Media centre
A learning centre with print and audio-
visual ,media, essential equipment and

a
* Individualized instruction
Learning procedure taking into account

ethodology or(in its' objectives, content, m
rhythm) the particularities of the learner

elf-instruction)as opposed to autonomy s
which :signifies absence of the teaeher
either during the phases of the global
learning procedure (total autonomy) or
during one or only a few of these phases
(partial autonomy)

Instructional media
Devices or materials that present a body
of. information and., are largely s,elf-
supported rather than supplementary in
the teaching - Teaming process.
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services from media specialists and
accessible to teachers and students.

Mobile television unit
A truck or trailer equipped with television
units to permit the recording of pro-
grammes in the field. Some units are
equipped with microwave facilities to
communicate with the home-base station.

Monitor
A receiver tube and associated circuits
used for mixing signals and video-only
presentation of performances for final
viewing. Usually referred to in connexion
with various smaller receiving sets used in
cueing or for master control of output.

/

Multi-channel programming
i. An increase in the number of televi-

sion channels, in the diversity of
programmes offered, and in the
types of organizations sponsoring
them.

2. A multiple-programme system for a
language laboratory.

* Multi-media
A planned combination of media into a
system in which the role of each medium
is distributed according to its potential,
thereby, reinforcing the value of each
medium taken separately ,(as opposed to
the non-planned -additive use of several
media):

Multiple-choice question
Kind of question common in objective
tests and branching programmes. Along
with the question appear several alter-
native answers, usually one correct and
the others plausible. but incorrect. The
student is requested to choose the correct
answer.

Network
A series of reception, display or redistribu-
tion points that are interconnected so
that they may simultaneously share the
same programme.

Open University (trade mark)
A British higher education institution
providing degree-level tuition to adult

students working at home by means of an
integrated multi-media learning system
comprising programmed correspondence
material, textbooks, regular television and
radio broadcasts, marked assignments,
residentlif summer schools' and local
tutorial groups.

* Open- circuit-television
Regular home broadcast transmissi of
very high frequency (VHF.) an ultra
high frequency (UHF) television annels
used for the transmission of programmes
to non-captive audiences (as .pposed to
closed circuit television).

Optical reader
In data processing, the e ectronic process
of reading and recognizin written symbols
by reflecting light from t e written page
through alt optical syst to a light-
sensitive device. This devi e converts the
reflected :energy into elec cal impulses
which may be transmitte as a digital
representation of the infor ation on the
written page.

Package
Normally rerecs to a multi-m dia collec-
tion of materials for individu I or group
learning of a certain topic together
with instructions as to how th y may be
used. See: Kit. t

* Programmed instruction
Programmed instruction is a m thod dr'
learning constructed as an instr ctional
system or sub-system, character, ed by
its utilization of prestructured I aming
material tirade up into a validate pro-
gramme. It is a self-sufficient instr ment
for learning based on specific le rning
objectives and is designed for a <rget
population with specific traits.

Programmed material
Books, slides, Mins, television and 'r dio
programmes, sound tapes and discs nd
any, other materials used to present p o-
gratnmed learning.

* Radiovision
An instructional media system presentin
static visual media and sound. The sown
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portion is transmitted by 'radio, while
s kual materials are projected or
displayed) at the point of reception.

Self-instructional
Describing methods, materials and des ices
that makett possible for a student to learn
witfioiu direct help from a teache'r.
Generally, the term is used in a program-
med learning context, but materials such
as textbooks, films, radio and telesision
programmes and sound recordings can
be considered as self-instructional if the
student is expected to learn from them
directt'y.

Simulator -

device constructed to gise safe and
effective practice in handling the'essential

, features and real equipment in a way that
would be impos§iele with the equipment
itself.

Software
1. All types of ,programmes and pro-

cedures required for directing the
operation of a computing system.
Software is written in a formal
language that can be processed by
the computer.

2. Transmitted programmes' and/or
messages as well as recorded pro-
gramme materials, e.g. film/tapes,
books, discs, etc., containing recor-
ded messages.

1: Working materials from which a
programme for racjio, film or televi-
sion is created. May include scripts,
written narration, audio- add visual-
aids, etc., especially created or
assembled for the produltion.

Sound page
An instructional media system involving

*.fseparate pages of' hardcopy with sound
recorded on the back of each page.
The page is placed on the top of a record/
reproduce machine: the learner views
the page and hears the sound,

'Soundtrack
,A narrow band running along one side of
the film and carrying the recorded sound.
Optical sound-track is a photographic
image that activates a photo-electric cell,

'magnetic,, sound-track is a coating of
ferrous oxide in contact with a magnetic
playback head.

* Student- response syster.'k
(or feedback classiosiMY. A type of teach-
ing machine consisting of individual
multiple-choice response units linked by
cable to a control console. It provides
mainly facilities for objective testing at
low cost. Feedback to the &ass teacher is
instantaneous with the simultaneous dis-
play of the assessment of response to both
teacher and student.

Teaching machine
A mechanical or electronic device for
presenting the frames of programme
either on paper or on fil The student
may be able to write his res onse on to the
programme _through a dow, in the
machine or he may need t press buttons
to record his responses. If such a machine
is linked to a computer it can control the
ratt at which the programme is presented.

Team teaching
A means of breaking away from the
narrowness of having one class taught by
one teacher only, team teaching allows
several teachers, as a group, to work with
several classes together. A simple team-
teaching situation would be for the teacher
with most knowledge of, or interest ,in,
a certain topic to present it to.,all the
classes together and then- join with hiS
colleagues 'in pursuing a variety of pre -
planned follow-up work with individual
students or small groups.

* Telecommunication
The transmission of data over radio
circuits or transmission lines by means of
electromagnetic signals.

Telephone instruction
Instruction in which a telephone *vides
two-way communication between a class
and a resource person, or between a
home-bound pupil .and his regular
classroom.

Terminal
A device by which data can leave or enter
a computer system; as used in computer-
-Managed instruction, a cathode-ray tube
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display similar to a television screen)
w ith alpha-numeric typewriter key buard.

-* Video
Referring to television as opposed to film.

Video cassette recording
(VCR)
A videotape recording in a self-threading

A

Glossiry of main econo
, f

1

mortigatidn . . . .

ccouhting procedure for the replacement
f unserviceable items of fixed capital
y reservihg amounts equal .to the
stimated value of that capital. The task
f measuring, amortization gives rise to-
wo, problems: i ..::

1. Accounting amortization `'cliffers
I

basically from economic amo4a-
I don in that rheaTounts reserved

correspond not to tho\actual depre-
ciation of the capital but to the
maximurrimount author ed by,the
fiscal authaities. For the pu oses of
cost - effectiveness studies, it pre- i

,
ferable to measure economic a rti-
lation. Where tfiks is not possible, it
should be mad b clear that the
evaluation is based on ,fiscaj amorti-
zation. \ ,

2. The replacement of chnical items
of fixed capital by idltiscal items is
not normally possible becanie of
modifications made to ,qtliionient.

Calculations must therefore be based on
the value of the new equipme i,' meas-
uref, if .possible, in constant Onetary
units (which must be defined).

Cost .

i

S'acrificeor disbursement incurred irk order
to 'create capital or to enable an org niza-
tion to function. The notion of cg has
many aspects. ,Several 'classification by

. .

.

cartridge or cassette and suitable for
playing through a home television set or
other television receiver:

* Videotape recoqing
(VTR)
A recording system which stores video and t

audio information" by transferring elec-
trical signals directly on 'a magnetic tape.

is terms

r

t' , o.

ti
.type of cost .are, therefore possitne,,, the 7,

three most `41013b7rtant being; economic
cost, financial costs and technical, costs.

' .
Economic cost
S'airifice measured in 49-rr2s. of scarce ,

_resources 'used. Economq cost is hot the ._:
same as expenditure siiice some costs entail, ".
no expenditure (e.g. loss of receipts,
resulting from an activity), and some
forms of expenditure do not constitute a
cost (e.g. expenditure covered by, transfer
earnings),. This general notion of cost can
also be called Opportunity cost. The
categories of economic costs most' fre-
quently employed are -the folldwing:

Sank eost: Cost incurred once for all,
before any production takes place and
independent el fluctuation ,in production
(e.g.- the purchase cost of buildings or
teaching ma:chines).

Constant cost: Cost associated with
the productive activity but independent
of the level of production (e.g. the cost of
the insurance or Of caretaking services).
It can also be called invariable' cost.
. Varkb/e cost: Cost linked both' ter tie
productive activity and to ',the level Of
produCtionXe.g. the,cost of schocil books).

4veragecost: Total Cosi, divided by the
number of reference units.- This is also
known as unit cost. In education, the
reference units most freqiiently used are

-

,
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number of pupils and number of teaching
hours.

Marginal cost: Variatiop in total cost
when the number of reference units is
increased by one marginal cost of
one pupil).

Expansion' cost: Cost intolved in
increasing the size of a,s. stem. Expansion
cost is a margindl cost but may be irregular
when addinonal expansion calls for addi-
tional investm t e.g. laying a new
cable for picture t nsmission or building
a new transmitter). '"),

Present talue cost measured in
current monetary units-;(e.g. if a certain
item of expenditure costs 1,000
Francs in 1974, and if priCS'Iraveincrea-
sed by io per cent between 1974 and 1975,
the -t975 present value is 1.1oo t97-
Francs).

Replacement cost. Cost involved in
replacing. u)tserviceable equipment. Ti'
replacement by an identical item is not
possible see Amor4ation), the rgplacement
cost is that of equipment .s,..1-1ich will
provide approximately The same service
as the former eqttipment.

Accounting co 5.1. Expenditure under-
taken for the purpose of acquiring capital
or for paying staff or for current copsump-
tion requirethents. A distinction is made
between two categories of accounting
costs. (a) initial or investment cost expen-
diture undertaken for the purpose of
capital formation; this concept is similar
to the economic concept Of fixed cost,
differing only in that economic cost is not
equal to expenditure; (b) recurrent or
operating costexpenditure undertaken for
--the regular operation of an organization
or institutipn and carried oNer from one
fiscal period to the next, this concept
approximates to the sum of constant and
variable costs as defined in economics.

Financial cost
Cost broken down according to contri-
butors. The su'bdivisions used for this
purpose are normally as follows; the
educational establishment, the commun-
,ity; the outside world (e.g. external aid);
the users.

,Technical cost
Cost related to an identifiable activity
involving recourse to a specific form of

technology. Technical costs are. usually
classified into four major categories cor-
responding to the four major types of
technical operations successiyely required
for the reception;of an educational tniz-
sage by the student or students fbr whom
it is in nded.

7nception cast: Cost associated with
the development of the educational mes-
sage (e.g. selection of a modern-language
text and of questions to accompany it).

. Production cost. Cost of incorporating
the educational message into a techno-
logical medium (e.g. the cost of recording ,

one hour of educational message on a
cass .tte). Certain studies ,make a distnic-
tion etween production coseand a sub-
sidiary categorypre-production cost. f

This is the cost of incorporating the
educatiopal message in a technicAl
medium on an experimental basis, it an
aid to its development in final form.
Admittedly, this operation is technically
related to production but, logically, it
forms part of conception.

Distribution cost: Sum of the costs
associated with transmission of the
educational message and bringing it
wthin the reach of individual users.
Operations entailing a distribution cost
differ gritatly according to the type of
medium used: first, if the message is
disseminated by means of radio Oliklier.
television broadcasts, the distribution
cost is the same as

one
transmission

cost (e.g. the cost of one hour's broad-
casting of a television programme for.
schools); second, if the message is dis-
seminated by means of individualized
media (cassettes, books, films, etc.), the
transmission cost is made up of two ele-
ments: the colt of duplicating the mes-
sage (e.g. copies of the film) and the cost
of circulating the copies (e.g. cost of ,
sending the.film).

Utilization cost: Sum of the costs of
bringing the message to the actual
students. This cost may be directly
related to the technical medium required
for disseminating the message (e.g. the
cost of, projecting a film); it may also
arise from the need to provide premises
for the students (e.g: construction of an
auditorium) or from conditions to be met
so that the message cast be received and
understood (e.g. operator's salary or
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salary of the teacher who gives a commen-
tary oa the message). .

Discount
Operation consisting of reducing the
apparent value of a future receipt or
payment by a certain percentage in order
to take account offoreseeable depreciation.

Discount rate: Rate or depreciation
applied to a future flow.

Efficiency
Ability to produce an effect. As far as
educational methods are concerned, the
desired effect is the transmission and
Asscmilation of an educational 'message'.
We are concerned essentially , therefore,
with educational efficiency.

Economic effectiveness ( or efficiency):
The extra product at community level)
or revenue (at individual level) derii.red
from the employment of scarce resources

t

2uj

c.

for. education. If the educational efficiency
is the same, there should be no difference
in economic efficiency between instruction
using modern methods and traditional
instruction. The cost-effectiveness ratio;
on the other hand, may obviously differ
in so far as there is a difference in cost
between, the two methods.

The expression 'cost-benefit' is also
used to express the same economic ratio.

A -distinction is made between
'efficiency' and 'advantage': the concept
of advantage being broader than that
of efficiency. It includes non-measurable
benefits, mainly 1pr the psychological
type (e.g. the pleasure that may be
experienced from being in contact with
a likeable teacher rather than a tape-
recorder), whereas the concept of effi-
ciency covers only measurable advantages.

Effectiveness: Synonym of efficiency.

(A. 34) ED. 76/XXX-t/A
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